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mo i\mrricu
'1}'MERICA! sweet Freedom's soul,

Jl The pride of every loyal heart;
A godly-government thy goal,
Unrivaled seat of Love and Art.
Thy birthday was a purpose true Then will thy glory ever fade?
A welcome rang the forests through,
When thy firm cornerstone was laid.
Thy sons, the fiery irons of war,
When Monarch's men thy soil did tread,
Right nobly out to victory bore,
And for thy sacred freedom bled.
Here every man that breathes is free,
And heart with heart beats in accord;
Yet, er e the fall of Liberty,
Shall every ma:i unsheath his sword!
Thy store of wealth, the bank of Trade,
Bore safly o'er a gold n sea,
Oh, nation fair, and rich arrayed,
Prosperity has favored thee!
All nature aids. her lavish hands
Extend with harvest, fruit and flowers;
While Architectuers proudly stands
In peerless palaces and towers.
AMERICA, it seems the Lord,
Time after time has chosen thee,
To break some Monarch's bloody sword.
To uplift chained humanity.
Though tempests wild may beat our shores,
Though wars lay waste aud earthquake shock,
Thy walls shall stand forevermore,
Thy builders founded on a rock.

Fred Keller Dix.

I it True?
A rumor seems to have passrd around, which is in itself,
if allowed to continue, a disgrace to every boy i school. It
is stated that as a student body we are far inferior to those of
former and probably more prcsrerous yEars at fubiacc. VI e
ca:rnot state just where this rumor originated, but the question
which should be foremost in our minds is: "Ho\v far shall it be
allowed to go?"
Of course our pride must fall from the lofty heights upon
which Subiaco's former invincibility in Athletics has placed it.
We must concede that we can no lcnger boast of the fastest,
hardest hitting and cleanESt fielding rail te:m:s ever prcduced
in this part of the country.
o doubt it is upon this fact that our critic has based his
judgment. But, is it possible that he has never paused to consider upon what basis a student body should be judged?
Were we sent here merely for the trifling purpose of administering to Paris, Scranton and Greasy Valley their annual
defeats? Or were we sent here to secure an Education?
The education which is destined to take the rash youth and
uroduce the shrewd man! The man, self-reliant and gentlemanly in his habits! The man competent to go forth and take
the place of some rusted link in the mighty chain of industry
which at this time more than at any other period in our country's history, must not be broken!
The first proposition can readily be cla:,~ed as fallacious,
and therefore judgment cannot be passed upon us from th::.t
standpoint. So we conclude that our merits as a student body
will be decided by using the second proposition a a standard.
Therefore we will drop the first and take up our question, looking at it from the new angle presented by proposition number
two.
From the above reasoning we find that if we make a r cord in studies equal to those of earlier years, no matter new

a:i_roitly out· critic may twist the truth with his sophiEtry, w~
will have proved our equality.
But here we find a difficulty. It \\ ill 12ke \Hrk, raid
work and much work to do this. The so called "Stars" of
former years are not with us.
We can only rr;ake up for that
lo~s b! endeavoring, one and all, to raise each average just a
trifle m one supreme effort toward reaching our goal.
Therefore let us concentrate our mir ds upon our work.
Let each consider himself an individmd cog in a large machine,
and endeavor to make that machine 1un smoothly without friction. Such a machine, and only such a machine, will mould a
record for us, which will ever afterwards be the mark considered as Subiaco's standard of Perfection.
Then at the end of the year, if reminded of our critic ' s
slanrier we can smile. We can i;oint to c.ur rEco1d and prcudly ask, "Was it true?"
P. W.

i,·..,,--------ATT ENTION

All students contemplating joining the first line trenches
will not fear:the roar of cannons or the ode1 iferots scrn t cf the
gases or the like, if they subscribe for the "CADET DAYS."
Brace up, take a vigorous stimulant, open the bock and behold the cognomens of the new Editorial Staff. If you survive
after that the cannons' roar will be melodious to your ea, and
smiles and roses will blend on the cold cheeks of Death. Come
on, be a sport, the typesetter and press had to do it.
Ass. Editor in Chief
If you evel' get into trouble by sending the wrong letter
to the right girl and the right letter to the wrong girl, ask
Paul what to do.

Every true and loyal American def'med it an honor of inestimable and intrinsic value, to have his name on the golden
and never-fading leaves of the register of Uncle Sam, to stand
as a barrier against the onslaught of a venturing foe, in defense of his invincible mother-country, and so, wt.en en Sept.
12th, Uncle S:1m's appeal for men went through the country,
our boys who were of age, responded to the plea and pledged
their life and blood for their countiy, sr.culd nECH ity dur.ad
it.
Our honorable registrants were: Dangln-ajT, A., Felderhoff, Hy., Koch, A., Mrns, Chas., Nelke, N., Pickartz, A. von,
Priola, Jno., Tabola, A., and Priola, Jos.
Every registrant is to Unc!e Sam a priceless gem, which
he prises more than all other possession; for the soldier is offering his life, his last treasure for a noble cause: 'the elevation
of Democracy, and the extermination of autocracy.' Every
brave lad that goes a::ross, complies with the American Creed,
'I am an American, I believe in the dignity of labor, in the existance of true democracy and the crushing of autocracy. By
the sacrifice of those who suffered that I might live, who <lied
that America, the land of the brave and free, might endure, I
pledge my life for God and my country. 'Can there be a more
noble cause than this?' Should this not suffice to arouse every
one to enthusiasm? Who can be deaf to the cries of Liberty?
Who, I say, can witness this outrage our country has received
who succors his every need, ·without being rr.oved to desraration, and a feeling of retaliation? Thus, uron the s,lvery
clouds one day will be written the names of those brave lads
of dear old U. S. A.
Jos. P.

Six Memorable Days.
From the Diary of Josuah Humdinger.

Sept. 10. This was an eventful day. At seven P. M. the
Arkansas Central Express Limited came tearing down the hills
at the rate of a frozen cataract, and, after great exertion, stop-

ped at the station. Before long a crowd of lively fellows came
scrambling up the hill, anxious to get back to their Alma Mater. "Hello .Jack, hello Diamond Dick, and look there is old
Cigar Pete," etc., were the expressions that reverberated the
air.
The greatest phenomenon of the day, however, was a sight
that now presented itself, as Fr. Peter's "Lizzie" came up the
hill crowded with the last batch of boys. Well, that was alright, but on the left fender was a "Tennessee Jumbo", who
from appearance seemed to weigh more than the machine itself.
Great sympathy f )r the Ford. was aroused. in the hearts of the
boys who had by this time ettled themselves on the benches
under a tree. "Gee but that guy's unreasonable" were the
words that proceeded from the mouths of the sympathetic lookers-on. It had also been stated that this renowned personage
was the cause of the train going so fast, but why argue?
After sapp3r abJut 9:3'.) all went to the dormitory, and
having been assigned their beds they soon went to sleep, and
the silence which for the first time in three long months had
been broken, again held supreme sway.
Sept. 11. 7. A. M. Ding-dong-ding-dong ...... "What' ne'
devil's this bell ringin' fer any way?" was the question that
many an astonished and half-awake new-comer hurls at him3elf.
"Get up! get up!" was the stern command of the Rev. Prefect
as he passes by; and all that is left for the poor questioner to
do is to obey the command. At 8:30 all attend the Solemn High
Mass, celebrated by the Rev. Rector, and ask God to bless the
new school year. Their prayers will be answered, undoubtedly.
Sept. 12. This is the most important day of all. The regular order has been established and studies are again resumed.
The various classes go to their respective class rooms. The
same order of class periods is used as in preceding years.
Sept. 21. During the preceding week somebody had opened the door and out flew health and in-flu-enza. The Spanish Influenza which was rapidly traversing the country at the
time, gained entrance in our college circle and a number of the
boys were the unhappy victims of this unexpected intruder.
Oct. 10. P.M. There's a reason for having P. M. behind
the date. Why? You see we were supposed to have three
class periods that afternoon. But our anxiety was relieved, as
the Rev. Rector tapped his bell and said: "All the members

of the St. P1acidus Altar Boy Society have their free aftern en
now instead of last Saturday." It is impossible to imagine the
-consternation and grief on the part of 'the concerned'. Well,
I sh'.lu'd s nil3 it was. All the b:ly:; of the S'.lciety went out to
the ridges and had quite a merry time. After the lapse of an
hour or so they went to the boat house on the lake, v- here
lunch was served.
Oct. 12. We all looked forward with eager hearts for the
advent of this day, the four hundred and twenty-sixth anniversary of the discovery of America. Imme:iiately after breakfast "Old Glory" was raised with grand and ostentatious display, whereupon we all made preparations for our excursion to
"Third Ridge" where we encamped far the day. Upon our
arrival at the ridg3s we separate:i, and some went in search of
walnuts or persimmons, others enjoyed themselves playing
marbles etc.
At 1 P. M. dinner was served and all did proper justice to
what was served. The cream of the lunch, however, was that
good old fashioned lemonade. Everyone passed the intervening hours between dinner and lunch as he thought best.
At
4.30 we started back for the "Alma Mater" having enjoyed
the day immensely. At 7 o'clock we relished a hearty supper
and soon retired for a much needed rest.
F.A. T.
PERSONALS

First Hi.
Algebra always was, and always will be the subject for
some wise chap to improve upon. This was cleverly done by
Hickey, an adherent to easy ideas.
PROF: "What is the square root of 169?"
HICKEY: ''43!"
PROF: "Explained yourself?"
HICKEY: "Well you see, 4 is the square root of 16, and 3 i
the square root of 9, therefore 43."
Spanish is the favorite study of 'Fatty' Linder, as is very
evident from the following:
PROF.: "Hilary!" (Sleeping as usual.)
"How many conjugations in Spanish?"
HILARY: (regaining consciousness) "Two, masculine and
feminine ."
PROF: "To what one do you belong?"

Third Hi
"What is the matter with you, Nortcn ?" was tl:e question
asked by Sleepy, after returning from study period or.e cay.
"Well," replied Norton, who had been studying Greek,
"I've been trying to figure out why in connected discourse the
acute dies and goes to the grave."
Pickartz (nearing the result of a long proof in geometry):
"Now we get, POZ plus ZOP - a straight perpendicular. Q.E.D.
PROF (in geometry class): ""Tell me something about a cylinder."
PRENDERGAST: ''Well, Father, the U. S. Senate sornEtimrn
tries to locate a two-cylinder postoffice in a one-cylinder town.''

w. s.

Fourth Hi

Non scholae, sed vitae discimus. (Our motto)
Hoo-rah-ho:>-rah-ho:>-rah-rah!
One, two, three. four,
Who are we for! Why!
Subiaco Fourth Hi.
A few words from "Our Noble Five"
Mr. Wiseacre- "Don't be a fish, be ef-ficient."
After all our exertions we depend on home aid for assistance.
Decidedly Plural
It was in our English class that the professor tried to get
the best of poor "Joe." But nevertheless his countenance
was lit up by a glare of conspicuous intelligence
PROF: "What is the plural of man?"
JOE (promptly): ''Men."
Prof.: "And of woman?"
JOE: "Women."
PROF.: "And of child?"
JOE (spontaneously): "Twins."
A Decided Advantage
John and Joe were discussing a certain idiotic phrase in
Xenophon after class one day.
JOE: It appears quite enigmatical to me that some boys should
contrive to construe entirely different meanings out of the
phrases than others do."

J03N: "Well, dearest brother mine, it doth appear funny;
but still the boys have an advantage over me. I usually always
manage to get no meaning out of it at all."
Clean-Minded
Father chanced to be a little late for class one day, and so
Fred and Joe took advantage of it, and commenced to discuss
politics. "Certainly, I am in favor of wcmen v-0tir.g," mid
Joe. "They areaf:' capable as men and they have cleaner minds. 1
"Mebbe so," responded Fred, who apparently was no great
friend of the fair ones. ''They ought to have cleaner minds
than m~n. They change them far oftener."
Purely Accidental
O'Regan, James, was before Father- - on a charge of
b~ating a classmate. The charge was that he had broken a
chair over his classmate's head, and the dilapidated piece of
furniture was sufficient evidence. "It was merely an accident,"
pleaded James. "An accident," retorted the Reverend judge.
"Have you the nerve and intrepidity to stand here and say it
was merely an accident? To the office with you, young man.
To say it was a mere accident that you broke the chair over
Alphonse's head is something unheard of. I must punish such
falsifications and prevaricators.''
JAMES: "Father, I swear I really didn't mean to break the
chair."
Jos. P.

I guess you will have a time drilling in some new officers
I should think that you will put in
more time in training this year than last. The boys will surely
understand the advantage of a little preliminary training; I
know that mine does me a great deal of good. The soldiers here
are out in the drill field 8 to 9 hours daily. Nearly everyone
who had a little previous training was made a non-commissione:J. officer. I am supply sergeant now. That is some job, especially when a company has to be equipped for over-sea duty;
likewise when a bunch of men come in a company. . . . . . . . Tell
everybody hello.
Sgt. J. Post, Co. M. 4.Ark. Rgt. Camp Pike, Ark.
B. T.
t'.> g~t thing3 s tarted well.

CADET CORPS NE,vs

Simultaneously with the call of the bugle, upon the evening of Sept. 15. 1918, the S. C. Cadet Corps started upon another year of work. There was a sufficient number of last
year' s veterans left to make up three complete squads. These
drilled separately from the new members, and executed the
commands with that snap and vigor which distinguishes the
trained soldier from the rookie.
It was plain to be seen that
none had forgotten anything that they had learnEd last year.
Although the draft has practically stripped us of our last
year's efficient staff of officers we have many who are able to
take their places.
Following we present the staff of 1918-19:
I Lieut.
Priola John
Adjutant and
acting II Lieut.
Will~ams, P.
I Sergeant
Dang;mayr, A.
II Sergeant
McCabe, E.
III Sergeant
Priola, Jos.
I Color Sergt.
McDermott, Wm.
II Color Sergt.
Mills, W. M.
Color Gua, d
Selig, Sylv.
Tschann, J no.
Bugler
Norton, Gilbert
Drummer
Robertson, Gip
Sec'y of Club
Robertson, Ignatius
Corporals
Felderhoff, O'Regan,
Carroll, Adair, Currie, Hickey.
Sunday, Oct. 6. all the members having been called together the club held its first meeting. All of the Cadets were
sworn in and the entire club took the oath of allegiance to the
American Flag.
The regular formalities were carried out and in addition
Rev. Fr. Aemilian read the rules of the club followed by an excellent speech by himself.
This was the first of the regular
meetings which will be held monthly.

Sunday, Oct. 6. 191 the company was formed and each
man received his regular position. The rookies were distributed
evenly among the regulars and thus the company was soon parading over the drillgrounds in regular order.
With such good material we expect the club to be as sue·
cessful or even more successful than in any year of its careerG. R.
Physical Training
Apart from military training and athletics, there has this
year been added a system for direct physical culture. The
chief exercises are calisthenic drills. Four periods a week, on
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, are devoted to t,ai ning. It is distinct from the S. C. C. C., and obligatory for all
at the College. For the convenience of instruction, the students
were divided into two classes, - the senior and the junior div1s1ons. For the former Father Aemilian himself is instructor; for the latter, Mr. A. Dangelmayr.
It was introduced, and is under the direction of one who
considered first, last, and at all time, the welfare of the studdents, Father Aemilian, whose energy and genius to realize
ideas has made him famous and won for him great esteem.
A.D.
AND AGAIN, HA, HA! "All the writers on that funny paper have
resigned. "
Ha, ha! Then the editor has literally lost his wits."

Quite naturally the trend of this letter reverts to Subiaco.
I do miss the quiet place; the environment was so refreshing,
tho at times quite dull. I miss the the ball games and the arguments, tho now I am playing in faster baseball company and
get engaged in more hotly and rather hazardous arguments.
And Dramatics! - Now something about myself: I am working for the Western Veneer Products Co. There are three
fellows in the office (including myself), and we do everything
there is to be done: bookkeeping, stenography, correspondence,
collecting, paying, in fact as I said everything. I have a dandy position and like it very well, and it rather likes me. So
merrily we roll along!
Theo. Lauck, '18 St. Louis, Mo.
B. T.

PROVED IT BY ADAM. "They say that a man becomes morally
weaker as the C:ay wears on; less able to resist temptation."
You know it was near Eve that Adam ate the
"Shouldn't wonder.
apple."
JUDICIAL CORRECTION. Unfortunately we've mislaid the judge's
name, but his courtroom is in New Bedford, Mass. Before hi(Tl appeared
a defendant who, hoping for leniency, pleaded: "Judge, I'm down and out."
Whereupon said the wise Judge: "You're down, but you're not out.
Six months."
JACK: "Eggs are 90 cts. a dozen in France."
JOE: "Why are eggs so high there; they don't use many eggs in France
do they?"
JACK: "No, they don't use the eggs, but they use the shells."
IN NO HURRY TO FLY. "John, you ought to get in the Aviation
"You are a good mechanic
service," a York man told a negro last week.
and would come in handy in an reroplane. How would you like to fly among
the clouds a mile high and drop a few bombs down on the Germans?"
"I ain't in no special hurry to fly, Cap", the negro answered. "When
we'se up 'tout a mile high, s'pose de engine stopt and de white man told
me to git out an' crank?"
BRAGGED TOO MUCH. A farmer, the other day, took a plowshare to
the blacksmith's to be sharpened, and while the blacksmith worked, the
farmer chuckled and bragged about a sale of hogs he had just made.
"Them hogs was only eight months old", he said, "and none too fat,
nuther; but I seen that the buyer was at his wit's end, and by skillful jugglin' I boosted up the price on him just 300 per cent. Ye8, by gum, I got 3
times more for them hogs than I uster get before the war."
The plowshare being done, the farmer handed the smith 60 cents.
"Hold on," said the smith, "I charge $1.60 for that job now."
"You scanda'ous rascal!" yelled the farmer. "What do you mean by
treblin' your price on me? What have you done it for?"
·'I've done it", said the blacksmith, "so's I'll be able to eat some of
that high-priced pork of yours this winter."
REGULAR RATES. Traveler: "How much is my bill'!"
Clerk: "What room?"
Traveler: "I slept on the billiard-table."
Clerk: "Fifty cents an hour."

§uhtarn Q.lollrgr
§ulttarn. Ark.
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The Knocker

Bren,. Th,,.,.
.--\c/1ti,·, .J.

cio tl11' D1'\.1ttrtr11 iu tl11' §nuirr of .?l.ml'rint

111\ ur brave sons of America

W Have given their life, their all,
Died on the field of battle,
They've answered their country's call.
Died in the world-wide struggle,
Died so the war might cease,
Given their life to their country,
To gain the sought-for peace.
Under the Flag of Glory
That waves thru the shot and shell,
Inspiring duty and courage
And glory to those who fell.
For where the stars of Old Glory,
The banner that floats in the air
There you will find the braYest of braYe.
And it means sure victory there.
O'er the graves of the departed
Place the Flag of the Free.
Lean above them to whisper
How they haYe died for thee,
Smile, smile thru the tear drops:
They've given their life, their all.
Brave they were till the Yery last.
In answering their country' call.

r;_

Of all the despicable creatures that crawl the earth the ''knocker" has
certainly merited the top place on the list. We refer to him not only as a
pest in the school, but in any position we put him it will be seen that he is
i; ndesireable. He can spread more gloom over a happy group of students in
five minutes than the jolliest optimist can dispe\l in an hour. He is able to
do more harm to the interests of a nation, a growing city, a rising business,
an individual or a school in an hour than the most enthusiastic booster can
set right in years.
He has acted in the past year only as a pliant tool in the hands of the
most threating enemy our country has ever had. The "Knocker" absolutely
must grumble if he can find anything to grumble about. The German peo·
pie have certainly made use of the fact. The German spy starts a false ru·
mor concerning the war program of America thereby sowing the seed. He
then sits quietly by and relies upon the Knocker to raise the crop of rebellion and discontent by passing it on to others. Therefore the "Knocker" but
completes the work of the original spy and thus degrades him elf to the
same level.
In a growing city it i foun'.I th9.t he is not welcJme. The growing city
needs boosters and has no place for a man who is always ready to throw
cold water over any enterprise which it may have at hand. The "Knocker"
certainly does this, and moreover, we find that he never works to remedy
those things which do not find favor in his eyes. So, as a matter of course,
he is very unwelcome.
In business also he has no place, since no business man can afford to
have him around. In business a man interested in the welfare of the firm is
a great asset, the "Knocker" is a liability of such magnitude as to offset
the good done by several boosters. So in the end we have the sam~ verdict:
"Knockers" not wanted.
Many promising young men have been hampered by his "knock."
Now here is where his destroying power comes home to all of us personally.
Each one of us has yet to attain his position in the world, and each one of
us can be impeded in our climb toward higher things by the "Knocker".
Thus we see him as an ever present peril to all of us, and therefore we certainly do not care to come in contact with him.
But why go deeper into detail? It can readily be seen that the "Knocker" fits in absolutely no place in the world. He seems to be of a different
species than that of man, since in every way he is false to the interests of
man. He is as it were an outcast, a derelict of humanity.
Now if there is no room for him in any other place on earth, most as-

suredly he has no licence to be here at Subiaco; so let us get rid of him! We
rnppose of course, that some having an erroneous idea of the meaning of
the epithet"Knocker" will say, "We have no Knockers here." In this they
would certainly be very much mistaken, for the 'Knoch er" ,eems to be a
necessary evil, since no matter where we go we find him in one of his many
forms, and Subiaco is no exception to the rule. Some of the young men
here, are positively unhappy if they have nothing to kick about. However
they are rarely unhappy from that cause, ~ince if no reason is present,
they have no scruples as to veracity in their inventions of reasons. It may
not be out of place to add that some of those same inventions would reflect
very little credit upon the brain of a gnat. These boys can readily be styled
"pessimist," but if we strip the inveterate pessimist of his thin disguise,
lo and behold! we discover nothing but our old friend the "Knocker".
Now the question is, "How can we get rid of him?" Well, we could
force him to leave the school, but this would he only transferring our rubbish to another locality, and thus we would be doing a wrong to others.
However we can spot the "Knocker" and from that time on simply ignore
his complaints. If the entire sensible portion of the students agree upon
this plan, the "Knocker's" influence will soon be wiped out. By doing this
we would not only do our school an inestimable service, but we would be
turning the boys in question from the wrong path in life and starting them
upon the road to success. Thus we will be not only doing good to ourselves,
but we also will be performing an act of charity towards others. So let us
set to work at once, and after we have killtd the "Kncckers" ir fiurnce,
let us bury it, and may his memory be forgotten forver.
P.W.

Well, I am not in France yet; am here in the Officers' Tr aining School. I am trying my best to make good . . . . We have
written examinations on the past week's work, so you know it
is just like studying Commerdal Law. I never had an idea of
getting into this when I went to Subiaco, but now I see that I
am right in the middle of it all and will try to give my country
the best I have ..... .
J.B. Lipsmeyer, C. 0 . T. S. Co. 24 Camp Gordon, Ga.
Just one more evidence of the advantages of miltary training. We now find our old friend Robert Paul Flinn, as Corporal of the first squad, in Reserve Officers' Training School now
located at Little Rock. Corporal Flinn writes: "T he moment
I mentioned having been a member of the Subiaco Cadet Corps,
I was made a Corporal."
We are glad to hear of Flinn's rapid progress, and we are
contident that he will make a great success in his new position.
W. P.

Memorable Days
From the Diary of Josuah Humdinger.

Oct. 22. 11 P. M. "Say, Josuah, but wasn't it exquisite,
thrilling, awe-inspiring"?
"Who? Which?? What??'"
"Why of course, the drama that was juf't presented by the amateur-dramatic club".
"Oh, why yes, but you needn't be so grandiloquent and euphuistic about it, a, plain tern15 are suffi'.!iently euphonious".
''What you meant to say was this: that the drama entitled "BORDERLAND", which was successfully presented by ten boys of
our famous Dramatic Club, in which Jack Ralston, (Paul William,), the hero, who nnrried Mary L9;;ter, (Jack Faust), the
daughter of Mr. L9ster, (Wm. Underhill), thrilled the audience
in his grand fight and duel with Dempsey, who appeared as Baron Hereford and later as Old Ben, (A. Dangelmayr), was thrilling etc. The Hon. Pat. McFaddle av the Noo Yark Legislature
<Fre:l Tillman), who had 'introjuced' a bill afore the Assembly,
and then killed it with his own influence, had a hard time of it
with Cyrus, (Gip. Robertson), the naygur, and with the charming Mt33 SprigJin3, (Worrel M'lls), the g0verness of two little
angels 'Polly' (Harry Graham). and Charlie, (Gilbert orton);
also with Winona, (Conley Murphy), the Injun gal, and last tho
not least with Kidder, (Yi'm. Schreiber), who mercilesslv beat
on the nigger and the Irishman. The play was a success.· How
about it?"
''Sure."
Nov. 1. As this is a holy day of obligation, we had no school.
We attended several Masses, and followed the same order :::s
on Sundays. The weather was exceptionally culd; o only a
few boys w~ntout for a walk; while the rest amused themselves
in the armory, library, or in playing games in the basement.
Nov. 3. 9:15 P.M. The Rev. Rector read the notes for the
first ffi')nth of this scholastic year. The "Honor Roll'' cards
were given out in the morning.

Nov. 12. This is the festive day of Ft·. Aemilian, Commandant of the S. C. C., and Business Manager of "Cadet Days".
Particulars of the day will be found in the "Cadet News".
Nov. 13. This is the feast of All Saints in the Benedictine
Order, and a free day for us. We attended the regular Mass and
the High Mass, celebrated by the Very Rev. Prior. The rest of
the morning was devoted to Military Drill. The afternoon was
devoted to regular free day enjoyment. All enjoyed the day.
Nov. 15. This was the Rt. Rev. Abb:it's seventy-second
birthday. On the evening previous, Jos. Priola, J. O'Regan,
and F. Tillman went to the Rev. Abbot's room, where Tillman
delivered a short address in the name of all the students. As
a birthday gift, which engendered great joy in the fatherly
heart of the Abbot, the boys offered up seventy-two Holy Communions for him on his birthday.
Nov. 18. 8 P. M. The curtain of the Subiaco College Theatre stage was raised, and the drama, entitled ' 'BORDERLAND
or ARIZONA JACK" was presented to the public: the proceeds
were for the "United War Drive". The play was a success.
Of course, what else was to be expected.
F.A.T.

An Unexpected Visitor
A welcome and hearty cheer rang out from the silvery voic-

es of many gay yo,rng.;;ters upon the arrival of Jos. Sharm, one
of our former students, an alumnus, now a marine. He wandered back again to visit the scenes of his old Alma Mater and
recall fond memories of his happy school days. Though his visit was short, yet it was a great pleasure to all those who knew
him. He is stationed at Virginia Beach.
Jos. P.
Encomium to Old Glory

In an eloquent address delivered on June 14, 1917, President Woodrow Wilson spoke as follows of the "Stars and
Stripes": "We meet to-day to celebrate Flag Day because this
flag which we honor and under which we serve is the emblem
of our unity, our power, our thought, and purpose as a nation.
It has no other character than that which we give it from generation to gene1·ation . We celebrate the day of it's birth; and

from its birth until now it has witnessed a great histor~•, has
floated on high the symbol of great events, of a great plan of
life, worked out by a great people. We are about to bid
thousands, hundreds of thousands, maybe millions of our men,
the young, the strong, the capable men of the nation, to go
forth and die beneath it on the fields of blood far away.
- -For what? Why are they sent now? For some new purpose,
for which this great flag has never been carried before, or for
some old, familiar heroic purpose for which it has seen men,
its own men, die on every battlefield upon which Americans
have borne arms since the Revolution?
What sublimity of thought is not contained in these words!
When I ponder over the President's words, while my pen is
gliding over this paper, I cannot refrain from exclaiming:"Oh,
Old Glory, most noble of flags , never as yet has it been known
in the annals of history, that you have suffered disgrace at the
hands of your foes. 'Tis true, you have had a crude beginning.
but now your fame and renown are unequalled. You have been
carried into many battles, and have been hailed on all sides with
shot and shell; the ground has rocked with the roar of the cannon; and the sun has been concealed in smoke; but you have retained your place, floating as proudly in war as in peace. And
now again have you been carried into battle, the like of which
has never been seen or heard of; but, Old Glory. weet emblem
of peace, and guiding star of our soldiers, with eager hearts
and outstreched arms will we welcome you back again, to float
over us, in the buoyant breezes of an everla ting peace!"

F.A.T.
Our Appreciation

Most of us have never paused to conside1· how fortunate
we have been in passing through this recent epidemic of Si.anish Influenza. There have been approximately ixty cases of
"flu" and several cases of pneumonia among us without a single mortality. The Government statistics show large percentages of death to every one hundred cases, so there must be areason for our escape. And there is a reason. We have had the best
of care. We have been watched over and cared for by a man
untiring in his labors, a man already overburdened with work
but ever ready 'A•ith a mile or a kind word for us when we are

sick. For weeks he did not stop in his fight for us long enough
to get the sleep necessary for his own health, and yet he has
never been thanked for it. We will not try and give him his full
praise in this article, since we do not feel capable of .doing him
justice. But we do entreat all to think this matter over and to
try to appreciate what has been done for them .
In behalf of the Editorial Staff we do here wish to extend
our heartfelt thanks to our benefactor, Brother Luke.
P.W.
Athletics
Since the weather has made baseball impossible, du1·ing the
past few weeks, the entire attention of the students has turned
towards soccer and basketball. We will not be able to establish
a soccer team this year since the game is new to most of the students and is just being introduced at Subiaco. However, we
hope that we will be able to produce many winning teams in future years, if the students will only take interest in the game.
Practice starts soon and as far as we can see, the Coach expects
to see everybody out for the team. Let us not see him disappointed.
The baseball squad was rather down-hearted and lost its vim
when it was reported that Fr. Anthony had retired for an indefinite time. But now since we learn that Fr. Jerome will take
his place at the whe~l and pilot the nine thru another successful year, the boys are all longing for spring, and aching to get
another swat at the old pill.
J. A.

The Seven Stages of Anger
The c0ntracted lips
The crimson cheeks
The thrown bricks
The wounded scalp
The patrol wagon
The hospital
The work house
Tha nksgiving The religious and social festival that converts 1;.very
family mansion into a family meeting house.
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The following closing lines of a letter received by Fr. Aemilian from Captain A. A. Meras of Washington, D. C. is evidence of how much the War Department appreciates the excellent work done by the S. C. C.
"We appl·eciate the interest the Subiaco College is taking in military
I raining and zcish you1· college cadet corps ez,ery success.

Ve1·y tntly yours,
Comniittee on E. and S . T.
by Albert A. Meras
Captain. infantry, U. S. A.

A Similar letter of appreciation was received from ·Governor Chas. H. Brough, Little Rock, Ark.
In accordance with instructions received from the War
Dept. the following arrangement was made and is now in force
Staff for 1918 1919
Field Commandant
Fr. Aemilian
Captain
Priola John
II. Lieut. acting I. Lieut.
Williams P.
I. Sergeant
Dangelmayr A.
II. Sergeant
Priola Joe
III. Sergeant
O'Regan J .
Already in the last month's issue of Cadet Days we had intended to state the number of members in our S.C.C. But as
the number ,vas continually increasing we postponed our announcenement. At the present time its members number ( O)
out of the (103) students.
With the exception of a few who joined recently, all have
been equipped with uniforms. We also have the various insignia especially designed to mark us as S. C. Cadets - - in other
words, we have our own Academy Insignia.
It is a recognized fact that this year our company and
officers are even superior to those of last year. Conclude what
a Cadet Corps it must be! So now with our uniforms and insig-

nia, with such a staff of able officers and such an efficient company; and especially with that spirit which prevails among the
members, we won't have to be afraid nor even hesitate to show
ourselves anywhere.
On ~he na~esday of Fr. Amilian, Commandant, Captain
John Pnola delivered a splendid address of congratulation in the
name of the C.1d ets; he said in part: "What college can boast of
~ bet~er military Cadet Corps, considering the few years of
its existence? To whom must it be attributed that the S.C. Alumni are playing such an active part in the present war, as for
example (mentions names), if not to you.Rev. Father, who have
spared yourself no pains to make it a success? And a success
has it been, a perfect success! . . . . . We, the members of the
1918-1919 Corps hope to increase the fame of the Club. Our aim
is to be the crown of Fr. Aemilian's efforts, which we confirm
not in_ word but in action. Let every one resolve to do nothing
b~t his best toward the welfare of the Corps, by offering obedience to officers and regulations, and by keeping an unblemished record. Then only can we say "the S. C. C. has attained
its highest degree of fame, which is never to be effaced from
the college annals!"
After a brief reference to the congratulations and Ei:;eech
of Priola, and expressing his thanks and appreciation Fr. Aemilian encouraged the Cadets to be especially interested and eager to do their part for their country. He showed them in
what way they could become most helpful. He first told them
that their main duty now was to prepare themselves to be able
to fill the place for which their country needs them. He then
outlined the aim of the Cadet Corps and showed how it was a
~eans to that end. Secondly he said that even if the approach mg peace should be a permanent one, the Cadets should not be
less active and interested in military training, " For," said he,
They are the men who will especially be needed after the war.
will be the ones to help in the reconstruction." And lastly that
doing their duty as Cadets and students, and cultivating the
spi~t of obedience and loyalty to America, was the best way in
which they could serve their country.
After having in
this way made themselves able, they should promptly respond
to the call and need of their country.
A. D.

A Bit ()f True Patriotism.
The present .. War Work Campaign" has atforded all honorable and true American lad a splend id opportun ity for displaying their zeal and eagerness to do their "bit" for their country.
''What is dearer to Uncle Sam than the lads who acrifil:e
t heir lives for their country?" " othing."
· 'Is there no way of recip rocating their acrifice '?"
.. Yes!" .. And have we done it?'' .. Ye."
How have we. the -turtents of Subiaco College, responded
to the appeal of our countr y? Why. by cheerfully contributing
and sacrificing what every one of us was able to do, according
to our means."
Jo . P.

I am assistant bookkeeper at the ecurity Bank and Trust
Co. and am Yery well satisfied ...... I am just as anxious as I
can be to know ,\·ho is back this year and all about the College
so by all mean. send me the · 'Cadet Days" . Regards to all.
Thomas H. Clancy, Helena , Ark.
Ou r I Ser geant of l !H7, Cr. Currie, i- at prPsent attending
Washi ngto n and Lee School, Lexington, \ Ta. Still proud of
having once belonged to that little corps at Subiaco. he is Ecager to receive all t he news published in "Cadet Days" .
Our fr iend Eddie Lewis, ' l is employed by the Four che
River Lumber Co., Bigelow, Ark. Old "Duke" is still on the
spot, as we have learned from various letter \\-hich reached
this place. Keep it up Ed, and everybody hopes to see Yl'U soon.
May we always look upon the faults of other' with the same
eye we look upon ous own _
May Dame Fortu ne eyer -mile on you, but never her daughter-Miss Fortune.
· 'Pa, what kind of branches <lid you take when you went
t o school?"
" I never went to hi gh school. son, but when I attended the
little log school hou e they used m()stly hickory, beech , and \\'illow."
T. B.

~~r~~ant Dangelmayr , trying t~ teach Private Brune the art of drill.
'.~g. P11vate Brune, you should be 1n the aerealcadet corps." ''Why Sir"?'·
·
Because you are no good on earth. "
The following message was wired home by Felderhoff whose funds were
~;"l~austed: "Dad, send mt" $10.00 at once, as I am on the hog." The reply:
·
Ride the hog home; we are out of meat."
TOOTIE: (to the professor) '"If I don't owe you $10 , 00 , d o
pay you'?"

r h·ave t o

Upon _a discussion of the Black Cea th, between Staudt and Ramsev.
·
the following was heanJ:
RAMSEY: "How do =s this disease affect you, Rudolph"/'"
STAUDT: "They tell me that you can go to bed with perfect health
and wake up dead."
CAPT AI • PRIOLA: (anprily) '·Button up that coat."
AFFECTION ATE CADET: (absentmind edly) '·Ye·, my dear."
PROF: '·To whom is a Sight Draft made out?"
PUPIL: "$39.92." {First answer in arithmetic.)
John Murphy went to English class the other day without his classic.
When he was called upon to read, he proclaimed he had forgotten it. The
Pt:ofessor then a ked Jo!m what he would think of a soldier going to battle
without a gun. John lifted his saintly eyes to heaven and replied·· "I
should think he was An officer."
PROF: "How would the death of a woman's husband affect her right
to enter business contracts?"
TOOTIE: "No, she would be a widow."
THE 1001st FORD JOKE-Maste r Wm. Elsken suddenly ran out, crank"
and off he spun down to Spielerville and back . "Noiv, w·11·
ed the Ford,
1 1e,
h
h"
"W II "
1s mot er a ked when he came back, "What was that foi•"I"
said Willie. "You see, I took mEc'dicine and forgot to shake it ·before I ~o~k
T.B.
it. So I thought I'd shake it up after taking."
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Posterity·s Verdict

lninhr
We know 'tis good that Old Winter should come,
Roving awhile from his Lapland home;
'Tis fitting that we should hear the sound
Of his reindeer sledge on the slippery ground:
For hi s wide and glittering cloak of snow
Protects the see!ls of life below;
Beneath his mantle are nurtured and born
The roots of the flowers, the germ of the corn.
The whistling tone of his pure, strong breath
Rides, purging the vapors of_ pestHent death.
I love him I say, and avow 1t agam,
For God's' wisdom and might show well in his train.
Stand nobly forth, ye rich of the land,
With kindly heart, and bounteous hand;
Remember, 'tis now their season of need,
And a prayer for help is a call ye must heed.
A few of thy blessings, a tithe of thy gold,
Will save the young, and cherish the old.
'Tis a glorious task to work such good
Do it, ye great 'ones!-Ye can, and ye should.
He is not worthy to hold from Heaven
The trust reposed, the talents given,
Who will not add to the portion that's scant,
In the pinching hours of cold and want.
Oh! listen in mercy, ye sons of wealth,
Basking in comfort and glowing with health;
Give what ye can spare, and be ye sure
He serveth his Maker who aideth the Poor.
Mind is Heaven's pioneer making way for faith, hope,
and love, for higher aims and nobler life.

The war is over! We can now pause to consider Lhe events of the past
few years. The greatest crisis that the worlci has e, er krc,\\ n, i. u1 on us,
and we haves , far covered our nation with honor.
What we have accomplished is too real -too near to us to be measu ·ed by us. We are not capable of realizing, how sturdily we took upon ourselves and bore the terrible bu1den un-'er which European nations were
crumbling. But even if we cannot re .. lize thi even if our children cannot
realize the magnitude of our wor!{-we can res t assured that pJsterity will
see it in its true colossal prop,rtions. We
Yes, We
will be held by
coming generations in that same reverenc~ and awe, that we have always
held those m en who first gave their li,es frat our nation might nJt perish
from the earth. But ours is a g:·eater glory tha'l theirs! We not only saved
a few colonies, we not only came to Lhe re cue of a single nation, we not
only rescued an entire continent, Lut we hm e saved all humanity from
shackles and chains. Future generations will hold our nation in memory as
the nation that re;rnilt the W<>rld, for it is through us that a new civilization
will be born.
Time will reveal many things of which we will never hear.
Our grandchildren will read, how at Chateau Thierry, a few regirrents of
American Marines stopped the bulk and pitk of the German army in cheir
victorious march on Pari , and defeated them. They will be told of. how
the Liberty Loans went over the top, - how the men rushed to the colors,how America, the storehouse of the wnld, < rened wide her dtc.rs and fed
the st'.lrving nations of Europe. They can then be pr rnJ that they are
Americans, they can proudly say, "That wa, our nation."
We did not put too much confidence in our re ources, I ecause we knew
our country, we understood our fellow citizens. It was naturhl for tlw
military experts of Europe to think that we could not raise an army. They,
having seen only the ri h Ame1ican who often visited Eu1ope, did not know
the American people. They had no way of knc,wing that we were not all
"dandie -", th ey could not see that we were a nation of ftrong, brave redblood ed me:i.
And, of course, they could not know the strength of a
country ruled by such men, and 1uled for such men and very naturally to be
defended by such men.
We, however are not yet through with this affair. The reconstruction
is yet to be passed through. A Re construction period, the same as war,
has its vicissitudes, its sacrifices, and it's almost as dangerous to a country
as is war. We have only one course to pursue, we must all wot k to accomplish this task, and we must all help to make these sacrifices with a
smile. If we do not perform this work, in teal of ha,·ing made our coun-

try's name an object of gratitude, we will make it an c bjec.t of ridicule
and of scorn. After all these sacrifices are not large. They appear less
than nothing when we consi der the good that will flow frcm them. Is this
too much for us to do"? Can we let our name go down in history as a nation"?
That would certai nly be a poor appreciation of the deeds our boys have
performed across the sea! We owe it to humanity to see that this work is
carried through! We,owe it to ourselves to give and to give willingly, and
above a il wa owe it t) our Creator to ex ~rci3e that quality of mercy which
he brought to us two thousand years ago.
There is no doubt as to what the American people will do. This reconstruction must be successful, and when it is finished we will know Posterity's verdict. It can have but the one "America, the natio n of heroes
was strong enough to complete her work."
P. W.

Anticipating
'Tis impossible to conjecture the joyful effect of the word
Yuletide, that is engendered in every heart, together with all
its jollifications. What is more pleasing to a student, when after hard study and a succeESful examination, he can with all
his boyish pride, bestride the s.hores of honor and say sincerely
"I have done my part, and well." What a source of true joy
it is to him when he imagines himself received into the company of his dear friends again. What a lunging desire has he
after such a long absence to receive again mother's fond embrace, father's hearty shake of the hand, and baby brother's or
sister's tender kiss.
For the past few weeks the thought of Xmas, and going
home has been uppe1 most in the minds of all the boys. All
were looking forward to, and waiting in anticipation for the
vacation days, which could never come too soon. Whether
these days will be spent at home or at the Alma Mater, there
is undoubte:ily that a;surance that all will enjoy a very, very
merry Xmas.
Jos. P.
Character is educated will. Will is dark, mind is luminous.
and it is the purpose of education to flood the will with intellec~
tual light.

Memorable Days
From the Diary of Josuah Humdinger.

Nov. 19. saw the arrival of Godfrey Raupert, an English
Scientist and an authority on Spiritism. His lectures on Spiritism given to the Fathers and Fratres must have been very interesting.
Nov. 23. just one week after the staq;ing of the play "Borderland," the curtain was raistd once rr.01e. 'lhis time, however, it was no drama, but thrEe laugh producing sketchEs,
which were prclsented b:v the Dramatic.: Club. They were.
''Dent's Office Boy," "H:mesty is the Best Policy," ard "A
Lover's Strntagem." Despite the short time allot• ed to the actors for rehe3r;:a]s, t!-:te p'.ay was a rncce Es.
Nov. 28. Great was the longing of the Etudents for this day.
However we were somewhat dirnppointed whtn it was announced that there would be no outing tecause tre roads were
too b2d, due to the heavy rain that had fallen the night previous. Howev er the desire of many eager hearts was fulfilled,
by receiving 'H.anksgiving boxes, which wel'e distributed after
breakfast. After dinner the members of the Cadet Corps went
to the creek, while the others went for a walk in another direction. All can-e togetrer again at 3 P. M.. at which time a splendid lunch was served on the grounds.
The Semi-Annual Exams. The great la ' tle of the year
has been fought out an-:1 th e result has been the ame as in
former years. The Faculty began the onset with a heavy bombardment of written examinations, ar.d 1.em ly v-. on the field in
the first onslaught. The students ho\\ e, er iallied arGl:nd their
standards and put up a stubborn resistance and in the end carried the day with flying colors. But after a brief rest the Faculty again took up the attack. This time thEy bi ought their
lighter implements of war into action in the form of Oral Exams
and began to fire questions at U,e Loys with tr,e rapioity of a

machine g em. Some of the defenders gave way under this
hail of fire, but the same ones who won the former battle, came
up and held the fort. It was a gallant battle and the Faculty
although defeated, ~ as well pleaEed with the fight put up by
the beys.
The year 1918 has come to an end, and another year comes
forth from a long repose. Another year has cume, with its
tears and joys traveling its way, with etEinity for its goal.
May each one of us be able to lcok tack on the pst ye2r, and
gladly say, "I have done my duty."
Wm. S.
"Homeward Bound"

It was a merry crowd of boys, that noisily wended their
way towards the station, Fri. Dec. 20, 1918. All were eagerly
anticipating the glad reunion with home folks and friends.
About 8:00 o'clock, t~e w:iistle of the train was heard,
an:] im nediately the Arkansas Central came tearing down the
tra::k, fully prepared to carry this extra burden. The boys
bHrde:1 the train and started on their h::>meward journey, after havin 5 cheered the "old School" long and heartily. They
acriv.:ld at Paris S)me fifteen minutes later and soon that dreamy
little town re3)Ui1ded with their blithesome cheers. And so it
c::,ntinued, fun in the superlative, on up the way to Ft. Smith.
Ev.:!1 that city wa, C)mp.illed to sit up and take notice and the
joy of the boys seemed to be contagious, for the people shared
it with them. At Ft. Smith, the students scattered to the
four winds, and as one of the of the boys expressed it, prepared to have a rip-roarious good time. Some boarded south bound
trains, many traveled west, others went east, while a few journeyed north ward.
In a few hours hundreds of miles separated that happy
group of boys, bL1t the ties of friendship were still fresh in the
memory of each. Some seemed a trifle blue at the parting, but
the pleasure each was expecting more than counter-balanced
this feeling.
We hope that all of the old students and many new ones
will be fortunate enough to enjoy the opportunity offered at
Subiaco during the latter part of the sc:hool year.
P.W.

A SOLILOQUY

By an Alumnu
"Breathe.· there a man with soul so dead
That never to himseZf' hath said:
'This is my Alma Mate1·.' "
and said it with real pride, with real appreciation in his meaning - in his very way of saying it? I wonder - but not very
long, for upon little further thought I know there are some
such. I give thanks, however, that the majority are not so,
for if they were, the most would be unlike me, and I do want
to be like the rest in this.
Sometimes, in some things, it is
g,od to be diITer2nt, - but in such things as this - this Love
of what helped us, this Pride of what was able to help us, and
place us on a pede,tal, as it wE:re, wr.ne
cculd begin Life
anew, with a clearer and better vision of the goal, and a keener realization of what must be done to reach it; i11 !'\Uch thing
as this all must be the same to be really, sincerely thankful.
In the quotation, Gratitude and Pride go hand in hand.
"Br.e athes there a man with soul so dead, that never to
himself hath mid: This is my own, my native land;" he asked
if there were one in all the world ,,·ho was not thankful for
what his country had given him, and also prou<l because it was
able to give it.
As a r edemption of all the evil in this world,
it is certainly a pleasure to know that the majority of people
are kind and appreciative, look on life brnignantly and broadmindedly, and as though they belonged to the '·rest of us" and
were not above us. But these alone are not the redeeming
featurf's of Life;
there are others, and those that I think the
happiest - school days. It is so easy to glance back in retl ospection and bring to memory the s,Yeetest days of one's life,
and they were my sweetest, too. The little grammar school!
Where I learned my "A. B. C. ", where I learned to pell, to
read, to write, and where I gradually arose to the heights, if
they may pr)pPrly be termed so, of College life. College life
at Subiaco.
Subiaco, maker of men! Subiaco, where the
stern realities of life enter not, - but are prepared for. Subiaco, I thank thee!
(to be continued)

,,£

Athletics
Owing to inclement weather, Athletics has practically been
neglected, save for a few games of basket-ball and soccer.
The boys like soccer, but Fr. Jerome has been so busy with O·
ther work that for the last month it has had vary little attention.
The coach tells us that the notice calling for base-ball candidates will be post€d immediately after Xmas Holidays. We
hope to have a record breaking team this year (which considering our former teams is a rather extravagant hope).
We hear that Fr. Jerome intends to start the doublEs tennis
tournament earlier than usual this year, and if time permits we
will have a singles tournament.
All who wish to take part in the contest, should get their
nam;s in e::trly. It wJ:.tld n)t b3 a ba'.l idea, to select partners
now, since later it will be hard to find a good one.

Hunting and Trapping
The world is now safe for Democracy, - but not so for "Bunny", since Fr. Andrew and his murderous gang of hunters have
again gone on the warpath. Judging from the scalps that hang
at the belts of the returning marauders on Wednesdays and
Saturdays, the remnant of "Bunny's unfortunate race is seriously threatened with complete exstinction.
For if he escapes the deadly bullets of Fr. Andrew's pirate crew, he survives only to fall into the hands of a more diabolical foe. Our old friend Jno. Murphy and his villainous
horde of trappers are at work .
We will not describe!
the malicious smacking of lips that may be heard and
complacent smiles to be seen at the table when "Bunny" disappears. However "It never rains but it pours, "and so misfortune still pursues "Bunny".
"Poor Bunny," though he might have hopEd for a respite,
will face intensified dangers, as the boys remaining here will
spend all their time hounding him from morn till night.
"Poor Bunny!" Truly , he deserves our sympathy!
P.W.
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Wed. afternoon Dec. 11, 1918 we had our last ganeral review for this year. Having lined up on the campus, we marched at quick time to the drill grounds.
After a short rest we were formed in a semi-circle and
Captain Priola made a brief speech, after which, Lieut. Williams spoke a few words on discipline. Many of the Cadets learned a guod lesson from his speech, for in the drill following the1 e
was more snap and vigor than ever before.
After the drill, Sergeant Priola had the honor of making
the address to the Corps and also mentioned a few (for there
are very few) faults.
.
The g:>0d work of the Club will be resumed, Jan. 7, 1919.
We all sincerely hope that the ranks will be full again after
Xmas for the Club as it now stands is a model of discipline and
order.
We wish as a conclusion in behalf of the staff of Cadet
Days to wish all the Cadets a Merry Xmas and a Happy New
G.R.
Year.

"At last!" our capable electrician, Mr. A. B. Tabola, murmured as he pushed the switch, and saw the campus bathed in
a beautiful mellow light. No wonder, he was pleased! Under
difficulties of every kind, Mr. Tabola has been working constantly for the past few weeks, in order to have our new set of lights
burning befm:e Xmas vacation. It is certainly a wonderful improvement on the grounds and the work is remarkably excellent. Father Jerome seems to have first fostered this idea, and
therefore deserves great credit. We offer our sincerest congratulations to Rev. Fr. Jerome and Mr. Tabola, the live wires
of our school.
P. W.

Vacation! If one is or has beer a college student, he can
realize what that simple word implies. It means a rest from
the hard work of school; it means that we will soon see home
and friends, and, to put it in students' terms, it means that we
are going to have ''one grand good time.''
The boys of Subiaco have earned this rest, and will soon b=
enjoying it. Vacation starts Dec. 20, 1918 and ends Jan. 7, '19.
Christmas for the first time in years finds the world in
pea:::eful tranquility. This Xmas promises to be the happiest.
- and yet the saddest, - that we have ever known.
Some will be filled with joy at the return of some soldier
lad. Others will long for som= loved one over the sea, and still
othera will suffer the heart a-::he;;. at the remembrance of some
lad who will never come home again. The portion of some
will be gayety, the portion of others must be sorrow. It is our
sinc=re;;t wish tha~ th::! p::,rtions of each of our friends and patrons will be of joy and that all will pass a Merry Xmas.
"Oh-h-h great!" was the exclamation that came from the
mouths of all the spectators as Old Glory in a new garment
was hoi ted upon that morning breeze. The old flag that has
borne the buffets of the tempest EO long, h2s at last grown
torn and tattered, even as the flag tl1at floats over our boys on
the battle field. And with the dawn of peace, a if to celebrate
Old Glory now fli s from the flag pole, keeping watch over our
school, unstained.
P. W.
Supply Corps
10 members. Officer
Capt. J. Priola
Hospital Corps
12 member . Officers- Sgts. Priola, McDermott
Engineer Corps
12 members. Officer
Sergt. O'Regan
The above corps have lately been organized in order to be ready to commence active work immediately after Xmas vacatio"l. At which time also
the "Signal Corps" will be organized and begin practice.
"Guard Duty" which has been in existence since the beginning of the
year, is performed with all formality and discipline. Two quads have
been especially drilled for this work.
Last year we thought our College Band could not have been improved
upon. But if anything has it certainly was the Band. With the exception
of three, Frs. Edward and G1·egory and H. Orth, we have all the important members of last year, and in addition Fratres Louis, · Eugene and
Richard, all famous "'old timers". Fr. Aemilian is director.
A. D.
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STEELE'S ENTRANCE TO THE SMOKER. Captain of smoker:
you read the Declaration of Independence?"
STEELE: ''No.''

.

"Have

?''

CAPT.: "Have you read the Constitution of the U111ted States.
STEELE: "No sir."
CAPT.: "Well what have you read?"
STEELE: "I have red hair on my head."

PETE: "Don't you know that cigar bands are vulgar?"
CIGAR BILL: "Yep; but there're mighty handy when you wanter paste
two butts togedder."
Tillman to Carroll : "When I was in Chicago I stopped at the best hotel. "
CARROL: .;Rather costy, wasn't it?"
TILLMAN: "No; I only stopped to admire it."
NORTON: "There was a terrible murder in the College today."
TSCHANN: "Was there?"
NORTON: "Yes a paper hanger hung a border,"
TSCHANN: "It must have been a put job.''
TRAMP: "Can't you give a poor man something to eat.
t he war and can't work."
LADY: "Where were you shot?"
TRAMP: "In the collar bone, mum."
LADY: "There was no such battle. "

I got shot in

ON EXAMINATION MORN Prof.: "How did God create Eve'?"
Trantham: "Well, you ee He jerked a bone out of Adam." Laughter!
Prof. in English class trying to explain a predicate noun.
say: "Jack is a simphead," what is it?
GIP: "The truth."
Teacher to student: · 'What time was Adam born"?"
tudent: "A little before Eve."

Now if I

T. B.
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A Boy's Ideal

"Lincoln is dead," was the news that flashed over the wires nearly a
half a century ago. The nation as a whole mourned the loss and the general verdict was, "We will never see another Lincoln." His political enemies were at loss with whom to contend, and his friends were at Joss for
someone to love. The entire south deplored his death and knew not to
whom to go for protection.
ROOSEVELT IS DEAD, was the tidings that sped across the country
January 6, 1919. The nation wa · again mourning. The verdict this time is,
•·We shall never look upon his like again." His opponent well may ask,
"Whom shall we now oppose"/" Theodore Roosevelt was never so much
loved, - never so much appreciated as he is now when we have lost him and
can pay tribute only to his memory.
Col. Roosevelt had, very poor health as a boy, and as a matter of course
was not very successful as a scholar, until later years when through arduous
labor and perseverance he made up for what he had missed in his youth. He,
began his political life thirty five years ago, and ever since that time he has
been a great figure in Politics. He was however, owing to ill health, forced
to spend several years on a western cattle ranch where he recovered his
heaJth and gained his training in the hard school of life. He then returred
to New York and continued his political life until the declaration of war ,
against Spain, when he enlisted and sel'ved throughout the war. At the
clo$e of the Spanish American War he was elected vice-president of the
United States and upon the death of President McKinley became President.
He afterwards served a second term and ha since then been •'The man of
the hour" in politics. He has well been styled by Abbe Felix Klein as:
• 'The Man of The Strenuous Life.''
The character of Col. Roosevelt was beatiful in itself. He was honest
to the extreme. His courage cannot be doubted if we remember San Juan
Hill. In the face of a perfect inferno of fire Col. Reosevelt led his heroic
command up the hill and silenced the Spanish batteries. At this deed all
Europe murmured, "Sublime!" The Spaniards themselves had but one
verdict which was expressed in the one word ·'Superb!"
Col. Roosevelt was unselfish. As Vice-president he had no longings for
the Presidential dignity. At the death of McKinley instead of being ple!LS·
ed he was hurt deeply. Shortly after an attempt had been made upon his
life by a fanatic the affair was mentioned to him, "l do not mind that the
fellow was a fool," he said, "but I would like to lay hands upon the fellow
who shot McKinley."

He was a man of firm belief and stated his opinions, which by the way
were usually ?orrect, without fear or favor. If he favored any project it
was to be noticed that he always, whether defeated or victorious maintained his first position. He was in favor of the war with SpRin and when war
br~~e o~t he res_igne:l his _high po5ition as AFst. Secretary of the Navy and
enh,ted m the Eighth Regiment of the New York National Guard. His friends
tried_ to c~nvince him that he could render more service to the republic by
keepmg his office but they could not. They spoke of his wife and children
and he replied, "l a~ among thoEe "'.ho judged this war necessary, and I
urged and ~romot~d 1t. I am not gomg to can·y out my policy by sitting
by my fireside while others fight for that policy." We all know what he
did in the upholding of that policy.
He was a born statesman. As President he made an average of five
~ddresses a month and each address contains enough good thoughts to make
'.t famous even if it ~ad been given by some private citizen. He was a typical and representative Red-blooded American.
_ When in the company of boys Col. Roosevelt was but a boy himself.
His youth remained with him always. Even as president he was known to
have gotten out and rompted around with his sons and their boy friends. He
was not only the Father to his sons but also was their chum· thus making
the tie between them stronger. But at the outbreak of the ~resent war he
was among the first to offer himself for active service. He was refused .
Then he off~red his sons, dearer to him than life itself, in fact dearer to him
than anythmg except country. He with his political power could have
saved them from going, but that would not have been Theodore Roosevelt
he was not capable of harboring such a plan. The whole world remembers
the heroic death ?f Quentin, his youngest son, and the world cannot help but
applau~ and admire the way his father received the news. Never in the pages of history wa~ recorded a finer example of love for country. When thev
brought him the news of his son's death the news of his chum's death aithough his heart must have been torn terribly he only murmured to himself
" It was for America I should be glad he ~ould make this sacrifice." Wha~
could be n:>J ler !
Never will be found a better example or a higher ideal than Theodore
Roosevelt. He owed his success only to himself. He is a fine example for
boys because he was only a boy grown old. He is a great example for men
for he wa a man in every sense of the word. And no surer fame than this
to any :nan-to live in the hearts of th~ boys of his land, as one of whose doings a nd sayings they would make their own. No wonder we deplore his
loss no wonder his enemies pay tribute to his memory, -He has merited it.
It is to be hope that the movements started by Col. Roosevelt will not
die with him. That however is impossible, he was such a man, that both his
name and his works are immortal.
We will only be quoting the entire civilized world when we say:·'Requiescat in Pace. "

Christmas at the College
Certainly it was a day of pleasure, when on the morning of
Dec. 20, eighty boys plodded their way through mud and rain
to the station. They left to spend the holidays at home with
parents and friends; and great must have been the joy that
filled their hearts.
Not so, however, was the feeling of the students who remained. A melancholy spirit was prevalent at first. But soon
this was overcome and a joyous feeling prevailed. But still
things had changed. The halls, which were once tilled with a
throng of students, were now empty and quiet. The merry
laughter which once rang through the corridors, was now
hushed, and only the low murmuring of some few could be
heard.
Owing to the fact that the weather was very inclement for
the first one or two days, the greater part of the time was
spent in the recreation halls. A game of cards or a game of
checkers amused some, while others found the bowling alley
useful in passing away the time. In the library one could find
the book lovers, following their heroes and heroineE, over hill
and dale and through various escapades.
As in years gone by, so also this year the fire in the north
end of the campus was kindled with greatest joy. It afforded
great pleasure to the students, and many a gallant lad was filled with gladness as he sat near the fire and thought of home.
As soon as the weather pe1mitted it, a new sport began.
At various distances, over the undulating fields, and thru the
woods, were seen those, who made it a point to shoot all the
game, that was unfortunate enough to croi:-s their paths. The
persevering efforts of the hunters were almost always crowned
with success.
The days rolled by until at length the long desired day had
c:>m~ Christmas Day. The students were summoned from

their s1umber at midnight by the solemn strains of " ilent
Night", played by a few members of the band. The students
attended the Pontifical High Mass which followed immediately.
It seems that the beauties of the Pontifical High Ma~s and the
thought of Christmas h:id so enraptured the boys, that they
almost forgot to rise in the morning; and the result was, that
some few boys remained in bed almost at the expense of their
breakfast.
However, after leaving their cozy resting place and entering the refectory, they were stricken with awe at the sight of
the beautiful Christmas tree. It was a large tr e, extending·
to the ceiling, beautifully decorated with ornaments and thirty
colored electric lights and bountifully hung with many gifts.
The success of the tree was due to th e efforts of Frs. Paul and
Aemilian, to whom we owe our thanks. And if any of my dear
readers in any manner helped in the Effcrts of the FrefectE, to
them also we owe our gratitude.
After breakfast the boxes, the desire of many a youthful
heart, were disposed of, and for a good while afterwards undivided attention was given to the examination of the gifts from
home.
On Friday, Dec. 27, the Christma tree entertainment was
held. After the.band had ·'done its bit", Mr. James O'Regan.
the Senior among the boys who remained, gave a Yery elegant
address in which he explained the origin of the Christmas tree.
Rev. Father Abbot also gave a discourse on the significance of
Christmas. Another speaker was Father Benedict; and then .
although not the Junior, probably the shortest among the bo~·!-.
Cornelius Corrington delivered a recitation. Each student received three presents. The Fathers an<l Brothers present al o
received their portion.
After Christmas was over, everything began to fashion itself for the return of the students. All the boys who had bern
here before Christmas returned, and a few new comer . May
they all be able to say that they ha"e come to erect a monument
which shall never crumble, and which the future shall not cease
to admire on which shall be written: "Spotle s Reputation".
W.S.

Within the Dramatic Circle.
The three comedies presented Jan., 13, 1919, by the Dramatic club. were successful.
The leading roles were played by William Schreiber, Rudolph
Phillips, Albert Tabola, A. Dangelmayr and Gip Roberti,on. Mr
Schreiber and Mr. Dangelmayr are already well known as capable actors and Messrs. Phillips and Tabola. although making
their initial appearance in " the land of the make believe,"
were certainly good .
The sketches were as fo11ows, "Johr.son's Busy Day,"
"The Connecticut Buccaneers" and "The New Equire."
Gilbert Norton, of whose voice we are all r:roud sang several late song hits between acts. The band as usual contributed
much to the success of the evening.
Owing to rain the crowd was rather small but thoEe who
were present were well pleased with the preformance.
The next appearance of the Dramatic Club will be sometime in February. With Paul Wi11iams in the leading role supported by an all star cast Fr. Jerome expects to give the superproduction, "The Honor of A Cowboy." This will be a play
well worth seeing·.

P.W .
.. .. . . For the Four of u
''Every dog has his day," so has the devil. (Note: After
the gentle reader has been duly scandali2td, the printer wishes
to inform him, that the apprentice in a printing shcp is called
'the devil'.)
Wed. Jan. 22, Rev. Fr. Vincent, Wm. Schreiber, Jos. Priola and Fred Tillman marched forth to the Saw Mill, where
they very methodically spent the afternoon "fEeding the inr.er
man." This was the so-called printers' day, held every year,
and serves as a slight compensation for the many trials and
tribulations, which the members of the printing department
are forced to endure.
This last anniversary of the printers' day was a decided
success. The employees feasted upon a sumptuous rq:ast of
everything from peanuts to graded pinearJple. (We omit the
various details out of regard for the envy and longings which
might be roused in the heart of the reader.) It was noticed
that a few of the students, having heard of this feast, sudden-

ly developed symptoms of ambition to become gr,,at printers.
The astonishing part of it was that the supply exceeded the demand; for the printers are a very exclusive set.
It is evident to all fair minded people that the printer, upon
whom the blame for all the mistakes is placed, has certainly
earned the right to feel that one affair-that one day out of the
year-is his. Above all others the printer is entitled to HIS
DAY, and he got it.

w.s.

A spheroidal agglomeration of lapidificated ir.orgamc matter yielding to the centripetal attraction inherent in the terrestrial sphere and moving in descending progression towards the
nadir, does in doing so not accumulate cryptogamous concretion on its superficies. - Dear reader, it's just a short way of
saying, "A rolling stone gathers no moss."

';]J ames Duncan the pampered son of wealth a11d

luxury had
never been a mo:lel boy. From early youth he had been
arrogant, insubordinate, selfish and had commerced a wild life
of revelry and dissipation at the early :::ge of sixtee11. Many
had been his wild escapades and at the age of twenty he had
acquired almost as wonderful an ingenuity for spending money
as his father had displayed in making it. His mother bore the
pains his deed., caused her silently and dared not interfere.
His father had remonstrated with him until his patience wa '
exhausted and his mild reprnofs were rapidly becoming· angry
upbraidings. He was so convinced of his son's worthlessness
that he did not c:msider him capable of resenting these hasty
speeches.
The last misdeed C):nmitted by James, wm:; a fip;ht in which
he engaged in an uptown Cafe. while he was under the influence
of alcohol. This capped the climax, and with it our story begins.
After spending a heated half hour with the boy. Mr. Duncan became sJdjenly cJol and c)mpned. L'J'.lking straight into his son's eyes he calmly said: "My boy, I am ashamed of you.
You are not worth your rnlt. If I thought you were capable of
supp'.lrting your.,elf I WJuld order you out of my house, - but

capable or not-one more affair such as this last one and out
you go." Mr. Duncan then sat down and waited for one of his
son's usual outbursts of anger but it did not ccrr.e. Instu.d
the boy moved slowly toward the door.
"Where are you going?" asked his father.
James turned and in a calm tone, strangely out of place in
him, answered: "I am going to tell Mother goodby. When
you consider me worth my salt I shall return." He then left
the room. Mr. Duncan took up his magazine dismisidng the
affair from his mind as but one of the youths idle threats. If
he had noticed the determined look in the boy's eyes, he might
not have been so sure of this.
That night passed - the days passed into weeks - the
weeks passed into months, until at the end of six months nothing had been heard of the b:iy's whereabouts. The men at
the office - his fellow club members, even his wife did not
dare to mention James to him, as he invariably became very
angry. When the subject was brought up he was wont to say:
''He is no son of mine - let us talk of something else.''
One morning an old Schoolmate of Mr. Duncan met him on
the street. "By the way John, I savY your young first Lieutenant just before he went across. Congratulation!" he said. Mr.
Duncan was dazed and he grasped at the extended hand as one
in a dream.
"What's the matter Old Top," said the friend anxiously,
"Didn't you know his regiment was in France yet?"
"Why yes, "said Duncan weakly, '·But you see- er .
Well I am not well this morning,-I'll see you again."
He went to his office, but could not work, he repeated over
and over to himself-"In the Army."- If he will only make
good!" He finally decided to go tell his wife about the matter
and closing his desk he went out, incidentally catching the
bookkeeper chatting with the pretty stenographer about anything but business.
Upon reaching home he told his wife the nE. ws a1~d for the
first time in monthl; both were pleased at the mention of the
boy's name.
"I'll get to work and make a service flag-," she said.
The smile faded from her husband's face. He did not believe his son would make good. He rather exrected him to de-

sert. Why bring disgrace upon himself by advertising the fact
that the boy was his son?
"No!" he said, "I do not believe in that foolishness."
Mrs. Duncan with her woman's intuition read his thoughts.
her lips trembled and she \.vent off by herself to weep in solitude. She, nevertheless in her husband's absence worked diligently upon a small service flag, which she never dared to
show. She treasured that one remembrance more than their
wealth, for a mother's love never dies.
Every morning from that day on, Mr. Duncan turned to a
page in the paper hitherto of little interest to him-the casualty list. He read each name slowly,-dreading that the next
might be his son's.
One evening in late July as he was going out of his office
he encountered a messenger boy who gave him a telegram.
As he got a great number of wil-es a day in his business, he
casually opened this one, reading as he walkEd. But he only
took two steps. This is ~ hat he read.
"Dear Sir:
Your son James Duncan was killed in action, July 15."
Mr. Duncan was cut to the heart by the news, for after all
-he loved his son. He hurried homeward trying to think of
a way to break the news to his wife. When he got nearly
home Mrs. Duncan came to meet him, "Oh John!" She cried,
"I received a letter from James today!"
Mr. Duncan affected a smile - this was not the time to tell
her-he felt sure of that.
"Let me read it," he said when they had entered the house
"I have not opened it." she said, "I waited so we could
read the first letter from our wandering boy together."
The letter was as follows:
· 'Dear Dad and Mother:I have spent the last three months in the trenches. The
situation looks serious. I have twice been decorated for bravery and I am now a Captain in the Marines. My regiment goes
forward again today and many of our brave lads will make the
supreme sacrifice -I may be one of them.
If I fall I want
you to be glad you will know I died doing my duty in defence
of Old Glory. I know I did wrong and I ask you to forgive
me. We must now go forward.
I remain your loving and
much changed Son
.James."

Mr. Duncan knew not what.to do, at last he handed the telegram to his wife and walked over to the window. ••If that
service flag was only there, " he thought. He turn Ed to add1 em
his wife and to his surprise she was gone.
He walked to the
door just as his wife came hurrying in.
"You read his letter, John. He wants us to be glad. It
is hard but it is for America," she said. She then got out her
little service flag and together they wept over it.

****
The shadows of night had fallen. The moon peering from
behind the dark clouds cast its silver rays down upon the city,
peeping into every nook and corner.
On the corner of Madison and Broadway stood a beautiful
residence - a palace as it were. Not a light was to be seen in
the entire house. The massive columns and shaded porticals
darkened as they were, gave the impression of deep gloom impending over the place.
The moon, however, penetrated the
dark windows and cast its light upon a strange scene. Sitting
before the fire place of their palatial home sat an elderly man
and his wife. Mr. Duncan was sitting, his head resting on his
hands, apparently absorbed in deep thought. His wife, by the
light of the fire was busily sewing upon some object, stopping
occasionally to brush away a tear. Finally she finished her
work and held it up for her h11sband to see. It was a small service flag in the center of which gleamed one small gold star.
Together they placed the flag in the window and turned slowly
and walked back to their places by the fire.
''He was a man," the husband murmured, as if to himself.
To which speech his wife added, "And he died for our country." The cheeks of both were stained with tears, tears of joy
because their son had atoned for his sins-tears of sorrow because they had lost him.
Both looked at the service flag-a remembrance which had
never been offered to the boy himself, until they had at last
nothing to offer it to but his memory.
The man breathed a deep sigh - the woman sobbed and
brushed the tears from her cheeks. At this moment a heayy
cloud enveloped the moon, casting a charitable curtain over
this little scene in the great drama of human destiny.
Paul Williams
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Second in importance to a good ending is a good beginning.
At least this must have been the opinion of the Officers of the
s. C. C. For shortly after the return of the students from vacation the Officers came together in order to discuss and plan
the things necessary for the club's good beginning in the new
vear. One of the decisions of the staff was to call a general
~eeting of Cadets for the purpose of admitting new members,
and in general, getting things in readiness for a favorable
start. This meeting took place Jan.10. Six new me~bers _were
received into the club. It now has a total membership of e1gl:ty
six. Wm. Oberste, our I Sergeant of last year, but who owmg
to sickness was not at the College before Christmas, has returned and is now I Lieutenant. William and Jno. Prenderg~st
are Color Guards. The meeting· was closed with an impressive
speech by I Lieut. Oberste and III Sergt. O'Regan. The former
eloquently explained how and why we must all work together
for the best interest of the Club; and the latter showed the
necessary good result that would follow therefrom.
Jan. 12. the Company was lined up and the new memb~rs
arranged. A drill followed in order to give a little "brushmg
up", which soon proved unnecessary ::\nd consequently the
drill was but a short one.
The first general drill took place Wednesday, Jan.15. One
of the features of the afternoon wa$ . a l~nch at 3 P. _M.,
"served" in a most military style. At this drill all the various
exercise~.of the squad,.'platoon, and comp~ny we~e reh~a_rsed,
and were executed very satisfactorily. With this we fm1s~ed
the instructions and all movements that can be executed without arms by a company. Next will be the instruction in the
manual of small arms. The drill rifles have already been ordered. But before we will proceed to the drills wi~h . arm_s the
Company will be reviewed and trie~ o~t by a d1stmgmshed
officer formerly of Camp Taylor, Lomsv1lle, Ky. If :veryone
keeps up his good record there will be no need of fearmg that
theo fficer will be disappointed.
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Possible employer : "Hm! So you want a j )b eh?
Thompson: "No sir, but I can."
"Where's your father, Wolcott?"
Wolcott: "In France."
Wolcott's Friend: "What is he doing?'
Wolcott: "I think he has charge of the war!"
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Do you ever tell lies?"
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Doctor: C.)rneliu3, show me your tongue."
Kernie: "No, you bet not! I showed it to the teacher once, and I ain't
gonna do it no more."
AT THE ZOO
First Student: 'Sneagle.
Second Student: 'Snot an eagle. 'Snork.
First Student: 'Snot a snork. 'Snowl.
Second Student: 'Sneither, 'snostrich.
THE DATE
"What's the date of taday?"
"The fifteenth."
"Of this month?"
Private Underhill: When I took my hat b be cleaned the man put it on a
wooden bloc·k.
Sergeant O'Regan: Isn't that what it is usua 'ly on?
Prof: The Kingdom of Heaven may be compared to a banquet of which al 1
those who are saved will partake.
Jno. Underhill: Who is going to wash the dishes?
Norton Having studied French two years. wishing to make a hit with one
of one of hi s fair friends smil ingly and confidently said: Ah! jet' adore!
(Ah! shai ta <lore)
Topsy who was not conversant with Frewh rep lied indignantly: "Shut it
yourself! You came in last!"
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A "Man"
.
Human ch~racter s are so infinite in their variations, rangmg f!om the highest_ to the lowest type in ~lmost imperceptible
~hach~gs and gradat10ns, that no two men of the millions that
mhab1t the earth are alike in every respect.
Hence it would
almost appear impossible to classify men into destinct groups
as ~egards their moral standards .
Yet, better than any wise
?,hilo~opher could ~o, the popular phrases "He is a man," and
_He 1s not a man, separate human beings into two absolutely
different classes.
We shall analyze only the represen tative of
the first class; the second is not worthy of our consideration
. " He is_ a man!" What a world of meaning the phrase im~
ph_es!_ Restmg secu:ely upon the solid foundation of the eternal
prmc1ples of morality, he rises heavenw ard like a magnificent
structure , reflecting the glory and power of the Divine Architect.
. In all ~is relations with his fellowmen his conscience is his
~a1thful gmd~ and a~viser. He never takes advantag e of the
ignoranc e or mexpene nce of others, because he realizes it to be
wrong.
Wronged by others, who are not " men," he disdains to
stoop to petty revenge.
He is kind ~nd forgiving to penitent offenders , --but firm
and relentles s with those who will not mend.
. An altruist, - his heart and his hands are ever open to the
?1str~ssed,~nd needy, always mindful of the Ecriptm al inJunct10n, Do unto others as you would have others do unto
you.''

Generous, - h~ is quick to close his eye to the faults of
ot'.1~r3, whilst he is most exacting with himself.
Once he has assured himself of the justice of his position,
he is a tiger in defence of his convictions.
Being human he may err, but having erred he is not too
proud to acknowledge his fault.
Brave,-h e face3 difficulties squarely and surmoun ts them,
never evading them.
His word is his bond,-n o power on earth can force him
to break it.
To his God, to bis ccur.try, to his fri nd he is loyal and
true unto death.
This is a "Man," upon whose shoulders rests the destiny
of humanity .

P.W

The Traitor Who Vias Hot
By Paul Williams

Montague, a quiet little hamlet in southern Alsace, was hidden away in
the vine clad cliffs far from any large city presenting a spectacle which
cauld suggest nothing but tranquility and harmony. The storm however
wa brewing, WP.r was in the air, and all Europe trembled. The rumbling
of the storm could be heard on the Franco-Ge rman frontier. FinHlly, one
bright morning in Augu~t. 1914, the roar of the thunder grew louder, the
clouds o[ war grew omi~ou;, and the st)rm broke over all Europe.
Now the people of Montague were as were all Al acians, French at heart
but German by compulsion.
o when the tidings of war sped from
town to town, the feeling ran high against their oppre sors. Many wild demonstratio ns took place in the public ~quaru oi the little town. ln all that
seething mass of men only one man topped tJ consider that they were a
part of Germany, that within twe,ty four hours every man who did not fly
would be drafted into the ranks of the Pru.sians. This man was M. Louis
Bo,-;et. the fat',er of Jean 8),,et with ,v:1o!ll this stJry deals. M. Bosset
started out to find Jean. in order that bJth might depart at once to defrnd
the gloriou banner of France, and thu~ avoid the possibility of being forced
to struggle against that same loved flag.
He finally found his son at the
home of Marie D'Arcy. Jean's fiancee and with,ut further ado laid hiplan before them.
"Oh! So our dear country is at last going to reclaim us!" exclaimed
Marie in excitement . '·We will at last be freed from this unendurahl e German yoke!'.

"She is at last going to try," replied M. Bosset, But, My Dear Little
Girl, Germany is powerful, unscrupul ous, and unrelentin g. France is
also
mighty but not treachero us. I prophesy that blood shall run liki>
water
before your dream comes true."
"You are apessimis t Monsieur ," laughed Marie. "But I will domypar t.
I will accompan y you. Jean and I will be married in dear France and
when
he goes to fight I will join the Red Cross."
"My Dear, you are a true daughter of Alsace," said M. Bosset, "But
you must be ready to leave in an hcur."
Marie nodded her as ent, and turned to Jean. He was staring off into
space and his face was strangely pale and drawn.
"What is the matter Dear?" she questione d anxiously .
Jean started, he seemed shocked and unable to speak, but finally in
a
low strained voice he answered : "I cannct accompan y you. I already
have my orders, my duty calls me as a Lieutenan t in the 37th division
of
Prussian Infantry. "
M. Bos et reeled as though fainting, but scon recovered his poise.
With three strides he was at his son's side, and fixed his stern piercing
gaze upon Jean's face, ''Traitor! " he hissed, and then walked to the
door.
He turned to Marie and said: "I will return for you in an hour, if you
st ill
wish to go."
Marie was thunderst ruck, but now her face assumed a smile "You
naughty boy!" she said throwing her arms around Jean's neck.
"You
should not joke about these weighty matter." But her smile was
short
lived, Jean stood as if made of stone. and the glint in his eyes as he gently
but firmly pushed her from him, spoke in accents plainer than words,
that
it was far from a jest.
"Jean! Jean! " she cried, "Tell me it is only a joke!"
Jean looked at her calmly, "Marie, I only wish I could, -B ut it is only
too true. I cannot explain my reasons. Trust me Dear, tell me you
are
not angry!"
"Angry!" Marie laughed that cold sarcastic laugh that cuts to the heart
"No, I am not angry-on ly glad, glad that my eyes are opened, glad
that I did not marry a cowardly, despicabl e traitor, -false to his people.
Here is your ring, Monsieur. Kindly leave my home," she mid cooly.
Jean took the proffered ring and left the house, the memory of that
laugh searing into his heart like a red hot iron. He had no way of knowing
that Marie's heart at that moment was aching, -that the m.>ment his
back
was turned she suffered all of the agonies of disappoin ted love. He left
at
once for Gnmany and at about the same time that his father and Marie
arrived in France, he with the grey-coat ed horde of Huns, marched into
Belgium, that little country staggerin g under the fierce blows of ruthless
conqueror, but whose spirit could never be broken.
During the next six months Marie toiled night and day in the hospitals.
M. Bosset lay in the trenches exerting every muscle, straining
every fiber
and nerve in defenseo fhis country, and somewhe re aero s the gloom of
"No
Man's Land," equally as desparat? ly against Franca Jean was fighting.

After some time fate grew kinder to our two patriots. M. Bo set,
who wa; a phy3ician in civil lifo succeada:i in getting a posit!on in the
hospital with Marie. His reason for doing this was twofo!d. ~1rst be_caus~
he
wished to be near Marie, and second in order to save h1mselt from msam:Y·
He had all this time been haunted, followed as by a shadow, by that
gripping fear that his next shot at the enemy trenches would find its_ wa'!
into
Jean's heart. With this thought incessant ly poundmg through hJS mmd,
he
felt his nerves long strained to the breaking point, slowly giving way,
and
therefore took this chance to free himself from the horrible dread.
For a few weeks the two toiled, ministerin g a.ike to friend and foe.
This was before Germany flaunting har pJwer before the eyes of the worlu
had cast the mask of civilizatio n alt;igeihe r aside. Every evening during
lunch h,ur our friends invarially sat and talked of old times. They
also
just as invariably hazarded conjectur es as to Jean's whereabo uts,
and
Marie without fail sobbed rnftly to herself. She loved Jean dearly, but
her country better and therefor she vowed that he would never know of
her
love.
The war progresse d, -each month holding nothing in store for the tw_o
but the same habitual grind, and the future promised nothing but a duphcation of the past. B1t they ware to reap their well merited reward at
last.
One morning M. Bosset read Marie a newspape r account of one of the
most
her.:iic deed3 of the entire war. A French offi:er, a member of the secret
service had joined the German army and had risen from Lieutenan t to
the
rank of ca')tain. Just a few days before, he had escaped after fearlessly
risking his.life in almost innumera ble incidents, and had conveyed vital
information to the French. The Allies as a result had been enabled t~
m~ke
gigantic strides in the work of purifying the world of the conta_mma
~1~g
germ of "Kultur" the work of saving a shattere:l and almost extinct
c1,1lization.
When M. Bosset finished reading he looked at Marie. Her beautiful
eyes were dim and great tear drops cut furrows in the dust which in
her
hurry she had 'failed to wash from her pale cheek, after her. ni~~t's w?rk.
He knew that his thoughts were her thoughts, and gently -,aid, He might
also do such deeds Marie. Let us have courage and trust in God."
Marie only shook her head and sighed, -and without reply hurried off to
her post of duty.
That afternoon a wounded German officer was carried in and placed
in Marie's ward, where M. Bosset also was stationed. They at the time
had
no opportuni ty to attend to him as they were working every mome~t
with
their own wounded, apparentl y immune from that law of nature which
prescribes a fixed amount of sleep as necessary to health.
They had Just finished bandagin g one man's arm when their comma~d ing officer entere~.
He
looked anxiously about him until he saw our two friends and then burned
to
them.
.
,,
"You are both relieved of all duty save attendmg to that man he said
pointing to the wounded German, "He must be saved at any cost."

Marie's eyes flashed, "Yes Sir!"' she said, "But Oh! How I hate him!"
The colonel smiled, he seemed to be immense'.y pleased about something
or other. "Madam," he replied, "You should feel honored at having the opportunity of saving this man. He is the famous French spy the papers
spoke of today."
Marie at once prepared her banoages. M. Bosset unpacked his instrument
of surgery and the colonel left quickly chuckling quietly to himself. Soon
the two were ready and they approached the wounded man's bed,
they
saw his face, Marie screamed and the doctor fell on his knees, the tears of
joy rolling down his cheeks, beside the bed and exclaimed, "My son! My
Jean! I knew you had good reasons for ping against us! I knew you were
true to France!"
The man on the cot opened his eyes, he smiled and exclaimed, "Father,
Father and Marie!"
Let us draw the curtain over this scene, -this reunion of three hearts
seemingly separated forever by war, but now either by chance or by immeasurable goodness of our omnipotent Creator, united again by war.

******
Two years have passed since this day. France aided by America has
beaten back those heartless invaders with their own weapons. In southern
Alsace still lies that little village of Montague, its beauty and tranquility
marred very little by the late war.
Now, gentle reader picture in yaur mind's eyes one of those beautiful
mornings typical of sunny Alsace. lmagine a small church filled with an
unusually small crowd of people. Now peep through the beautiful vine clad
windows and picture a rather elderly man smiling tenderly upon a young
couple. Let your imagination go further and make this trio, -Jean, M.
Bosset and Marie. At last your imagination has completed our story.
This scene is but a reproduction of a true scene which the people of Montague witnessed soon after the close of the war.
Nov. 28, 1918, Marie D' Arey became the wife of Major Jean Bosset and
with M. Bosset as their kindly adviser the two started out life anew, on
that, the happiest day they had· ever known.

CADET DAYS was necessarily rather late in coming out
this month owing to unlooked for circumstances. All of the
other impediments however might have been surmounted by
our hard working staff, had not the annual Retreat opened
just as it did. But "better late than never," applies eminently in our case, and therefore we ask our readers to pardon our
delay, and assure them that this will not happen again.

A

SOLILOQ UY
By an Alumnus

(cont'd)

"Th on who stealesth ffre
Frorn thefotmtains of the pa.0 t,
To glorify the present; 0, haste,
Visit my low desire.
Strengthen me! Enlighten!

I faint in this obscurity- Thou dewy dawn of Memory."
Tf1111yso11

A warm fire - a c zy armchair in which to doze the hour
away - a pipe or cigarette to form small clouds of hazin:l3s - a m).n~nt'a tim:i tJ allow the atnosphere to clear and
our thoughts to wander to other lands - other people - other
years, - - and we have the proper setting for a plunge into
Retrospection.
Memory! Truly, an attribute of the soul. Whereby we may
steal from the fountains of the past to glorify the present. But
by chance memories do not always glorify the present; some
too may prick the conscience. However, it is not for us now
to consider anyone whose deeds live after him to haunt him,but to speak of memories which really glorify the present.
Memories may be sad, sweet, happy, - all of this, but now
when we shall turn back the pages of the near and yesterdays,
we will only mention fond memories. In the lives of many
men there may recur few fond memories with which they may
rest their hearts and minds so weary with the events of today,
but I know should anyone ask them which are some of their
fondest they would readily answer: "Those of my school
days "
and I and you, and a million would heartily agree
with' them.
- Those days when we lived without a care,
but when we thought we had a world of them. Days which
were brightest in our Lives, -but which we sometimes thought
were the darkest,-so cold-so dreadful they seemed.-Then
we looked forward to LIFE, to living but now we've traveled
past of it and there remains---- .

Well do I remember the first day I was marched to school
- how bi~ I_felt - yet how dubious I was, how rarely I spoke
and how timidly when I did. It all comes back to me clearer
sweeter, and more wonderful than ever now that 1' am thn;
with it. Years h~ve pass,~d but _it 1::eems like yesterday
when I began to learn It all.
Learn It all!" How little one
can learn from a yesterday to a today is what I learned best
and this is proven to me better each day as tr.e rnnds of tim~
d~op t_hru th~ opening in the bowl. It doesn't seem right that.
Time 1s fleetmg for even tho it takes long to acquire Art time
persists in fleeting and in the pursuance of Art ,eems to pass
even faster than otherwise,
except in the very beginning of
our pursuit knowledge. Then life drags, - but only too soon
does it begin to move at a rapid pace. It seems to have saved
all its force - gained impetus in our youth
and then in our
declining years to hurl us on the Rocks of Death despite e,ur
remonstratio ns.
(to be cont. )

care the crowd dispersed among the lofty crags, drinking deep
the cup of nature's purest joys.
At 11.30 the bugle sounded the mess call. Needless to say
the boys made quite a dent in the provision box.
After dinnei· everyone resumed his various amusements. Those gifted with that inherent love for natural beauty were in ecstasy, for a rarer panorama was never been seen
Our camera fiends fairly reveled. It was realy a strain on
one's Judgment as to what places were be"t for pictures,
since all of the scenes were exquisite. Those who love to
climb and indulge in boyish games were soon well satisfied bec3,c13~ it cb~3n't take much mountain climbing to satisfy one.
Lunch was served at 3:00 P.M and soon afterwards the
homeward journey was made. All partook of supper and
about eight o'clock everybody retired for a much needed rest.
At half past nine the unearthly snores of over one hundred boys announced in mournful accents, "the end of a perfect
day."

W.S.
Athletic Activities

Washington 's Birthday
The hike scheduled for Washington 's birthday had been indefinitely postponed, but Mon. Feb. 23., the clear and beautiful dawn proclaimed plainer than words that this was the day
and it was.
Immediately after breakfast at the call of the bugle, the
Cadets in full regalia fell in line, and commenced their march
to t~e f~urth ridge. It was a delightful walk, the balmy air
having Just enough chill in it to invigorate. The boys marched
swinging to the tune of "Over There" thru the forest while
the birds, nature's heralds of Spring, seemed to vie with one
another in sending sweet melodies out upon the mountain air
Finally about 9:30 the destination was reached and free of

The old ball diamond, so long neglected and ignored has
again laid claim to its crown,-tha t of supreme popularity.
All of our "sluggers" are again in the field, and are capably d~ n)nstrating that the team this year will maintain Subiaco's former standard "Invincibilit y".
The boys are overjoyed at getting their fingers on "the old
pill" again, and all of the games are full of pep, -splendid
fielding and hard hittting predominatin g.
Not many of the last year's splendid collection of ball players are here, in fact not a single one of them with the exception of R. Phillips, who last year was sub-pitcher. Fr. Jerome
being a capable coach,our hopes run high that he will be able
to develop some stars equally as good as those heroes of last
year. He may not develop another Lauck, a Henderson, or a
Knof, but we must be reasonable, - these players were extraordinarily good.

R. Phillips seems to be our only hope for a twirler unless
R. Wint~rholer develops rapidly, or Paul Williams can learn to
control his "fast ones". But Phillips is good, - however it
is always best to be ready in emergency.
The team will soon be organized and soon will be ready to
issue challanges to any amateur club in this vicinity.

J.P.
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Owning to unsual activity in the College and inclement
weather the Cadets have very little to report.
The Club having made so much progrern this yrnr, t!-e
officers had the choice of either remaining inert for the rest of
the year, or of giving the Cadets the manual of arms. This
made it necessary to obtain drill rifles, so now the Club has a
full and complete military equipment.
It was a genuine suprise how quickly the boys mastered
the manual. In one day's drilling, or rather a few hours, the
company became proficient in the drills with guns.
The Engineering Corps has again begun its work. A few
weeks ago they were given a thorough drill in the laying out
and measuring rooms.
The following week the engineers were given lessons in
surveying and it is reported that they are making wonderful
progress in the art.
The Hospital Corps is again preparing for action.
This
branch of the Club has always been a feature and it is hoped
that history will repeat itself this year.
A new and valuable man has lately been added to our efficient staff of officers.
Byron Bennett, recently discharged
from the U. S. Army, has been given the rank of Sergeant and
will command the 3rd platoon.

Promotions
Corporals Currie and Connors have been
promoted to fourth and fifth sergeant respectively of the third
platoon.
First Class Private Breen has been promoted to Corporal
of the fourth squad, second platoon. First Class Private Kershaw was given the rank of Corporal of the fifth squad, second
platoon. Corporal Hickey, formerly of the third platoon, was
given charge of the sixth squad, second platoon.
The two years service button was awarded to, Cadet Capt.
Priola, Jno. I Cadet Lieut. Oberste, Wm. II Cadet Lieut.
Williams, P. Cadet Color Sergt. McDermott, Wm. Cadet
Corpl. Robertson, G. I.
The one year service button was awarded to, Cadet
Sergts.: Dangelmayr, Priola, Jos. O'Regan, Currie, Connors.
Cadet Corporal: Felderhoff, O'Reilly, Carroll, Breen, Hickey,
Kershaw; Cadet I Class Pvts.: Staudt, Nelke, Koch, Murphy, Jno. Prendergast, Wm., Murphy, Con., Selig, S., Prendergast, Jno., Papan, Fr. , Westbrook, Mosser.
Cadet Corp. Breen will be the company surgeon and Cadet
Pvt. Ralph Winterholer will be ass't. physician.
First Class Engineers-Sta udt, Wm. Prendergast.
Promoted to first class privates are second class privates
Bridwell, Irick, Kirspel, Ramsey, Rogers, Corrington, R.
Tschann, Majors, Brune, Phillips, Woodard, Schreiber,
Anderson.

STAFF OF CADET DAYS
Editor-in-Chief: Paul Williams
Associate Editors:

Priola, Joseph
Dangelmayr, A.
Robertson, G.

Schreiber, Wrn.
Breen, Thos.
Obe1·ste, W.

For our I nterest and your P leasure
Westbrook explaining an algebra problem: If x equals a
dog: If y equals a meat chopper: If z equals a butcher: Then
x plus y plus z equals a sausage.
Prof. in English class: '·Who is it that is making that ratting noise?" McDermott: in back of room, "It is I." Prof. "What
are you rattling?" McDermott: "Nothing".
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After the company had been lined up on the morninp of
Feb. 24th . Sgt. Dangelmayr's face turned scarlet with rage as he
scolded a Cadet for his akwa r dness: "Now Pvt. Brashear" he
roared, "you'll spoil the line with those feet. Draw them back
at once man, anb get them into line." Pvt. Ilrashear's dignity
was hurt . "Please sergeant" he said, "they're not mine, they
are Pvt. Cowley's in the rear rank."

.i

"Are you the Editor?" Asked a Cadet as he pushed open
the door of the printing shop. "It all depends on" replied Mr.
Schreiber, "whether you want to pay your subscription or make
a kick."
Booth Tarkington tells of an old colored man who appeared
as a witness before one of our committees. In the course of his
examination these questions were put to the man. "What is
your name?" "Calhoun Clay, sar."
"Can you sign your
name?"
.. Sah?"
"I ask you if can write your name." "Well
no sah; Ah nebber writes ma name.
Ah dictates ,it, Sah. "
T~chann utters a sophism. "Father, how is it the trees
didn't move? They have limbs!"
Father - - ?

T.B.
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"The Times are out of Joint"

Shakespeare.

PUER missus ad school,
Ludens hooky, invenit
A dynamite stick.
No sooner hoc vidit
Quam ille approaches,
Et dat it a kick.
Puerum they found
All sparsum around.
Quam triste to say!
Moral:

Si unquam you see
A thing quod est strange,
Just mane away.

H ,, w little reason after a'I h a d Hamiel lo u ·ter these words
What would h t' h:ive ~aid, had he live1 In our times?
Our minds are too limited in their range o{ vision to grasp
fully the signitican ce of the events of the past four years. Humanity today may be c o mpared to a man who is endeavor ing
to rescue himseli fr o m unde, the wreck and debris of his once
beautiful home destroyed by a mighty tornado.
In his daz e d
conditio, , of mind he scarcdy realizes what has h a ppened.
During the war we were pleased to solace ourselves with
the phantom hope ofa tranquil prosp e rous future. IJut it was only
an illusion Now that peace is in sight we are confronte d by numerous problems tar more momento us, - m •re ominous t han those
of war. Whilst we grope blindly ahead trying Lo solve the difficulties of reconst ,· uctic,n - - new problems - new riddles loom
up with the passing of each hour. The col ,ssal task of the Peace
Conferen ce, upon which must be built a new Europe - a n< w
civilizatio n is threatene d by the all-devou ting monster of Bolshevism that has already infected the very atmosphe re that humanity breathes.
The coals of hatred between Capital and Labor are smoldering and a gust of wind in the form ofa provocat ion is required
and the tlames of strife will burst forth in fury, consumin g our
nation's weal th and power.
Thousand s of those men who followed Old Glory through
scenesof indescrib able horror to the very portals of death cannot
find work. They must have work to live.
And if they don't
find it? Let the questione r look to Russia and Germany for an
answer.
These are only some of the gigantic problems that confront
us. There are others, too numerou s to mention, that are becom•
ing more acute ev.,ry day.
Naturally the question forces itself upon us: How can they
be solved?
Humanly speaking there is no solution. The process of social disintegr ation is already too far advanced to be checked. The
evils that afflict the race are too deep-sea ted to be cured by a
man-mad e remedy. The theories and dreams of social reform-

ers have already proven futile.
Military force can indeed qu, II
revolutions and strikes, but ne{rer can it fill the hearts of the people with good will and contentment.
Then must we give ourselves up to black despai,? No!
When men again learn and obey the divine precept of the humble Nazarene: Love thy neighbor as thyself. then will they have
found the panacea for all social evils. Only then can a new
civilization prosper and a new peace flouri~h forever.

P.W .

Who Pays?
By P. Williams

The trees had donned their multicolored robes, the corn
was standing ripe in the fields, summer had passed and autumn
held supreme sway. The thriving little manufacturing city of
Millville, Pa., was situated in one of the most picturesque spots
that the Creator had modeled, and until this particular fall had
been an ideal town. It is well that we say "Until this fall,"
for it was at this time that the progress of the little to\\ n met
its Waterloo. Early in September the Reynolds Woolen Mills,
which had in reality made the place, were cl osed in consequence
of a strike. The workmen made unreasonable demands and
most of them realized that they would never win the fight un less they modified them. The leaders of the strike, however,
were too proud to come down from the lofty stand they had so
flauntingly taken, and therefore nothing could be expected
from them in the work of reconciliation. Mr. Reynolds, the
owner of the mills, was a shrewd proud man and his blind pride
dictated that he should not move an inch from the position he
had assumed toward the strikers. With the situation thus, all
efforts on the part of the municipal authorities to break the
strike were in vain.
Bill Holliday, foreman of one of the mills, was the leader
of the strikers. He was not a bad man but he had worked
himself into the feeling that he was being cruelly oppressed,
and consequently he had also worked up a feeling of intense
hatred £or the owner of the mills.
Bill had at the opening of this story decided to make a decisive move and had gone to have a last argument with Mr.
Reynolds . The two men could not come to terms however and
soon the conversation became heated. Mr. Reynolds remained
cool while Bill was growing more furious every minute, his rage
depriving him of his power of reasoning and finally his suppressed
anger broke out in his speech, "Mr. Reynolds!" he cried, "If
you don't meet our terms by six o'clock tonight, I'll blow your
mills and factories into atoms! I have spoken. Think it over."
Mr. Reynolds looked at him calmly, a dangerous light glimmering in his eyes, "Bill," he said slamming his fist down on

the table, ''If those factories are in anyway whatev er harmed
tonight, I'll send you to the peniten tiary inside of a week's
time. Think that over and get out of my house or I'll have you
thrown out." Bill laughed haught ily as he left the room.
"Those bluffs don't bother me," he said.
As soon as Bill got up town he hurried ly gave orders to
some of his lieuten ants and made his way to his home. The
little house stood near one of the mills from which it received
its electric power and water supply. He entErEd the house ar.d
found his wife crouch ing beside his sick child.
"Well, how is the kid?" he growled.
"Worse, Bill." she replied. "I am afraid I must call the
doctor. "
" onsens e!-How about supper ?" Bill said heartle ssly as
he took his seat in the one comfor table chair which the squalid
little room contained.
"Suppe r!" exclaimed his wife. "Why, Bill, we haven' t
had anythin g in the house to eat for two days. We can't gEt
credit, so I don't suppose we'll even have a crust of bread until the factorie s open again."
''And you will sure starve if you wait for that time to
come," added Bill. "Becau se I am going to fix them tonigh t."
"Please stay at home tonight , Bill," J: leaded his v. ife.
"Mary is sick, and -"
"And nothing !" he cried brutally, "I told you I had work
to do, so keep still. I guess I will go uptown and see if I can't
find someth ing to satisfy my appetit e.'' With this he left the
house."
"Bill," his wife called after him. "May I not call the doctor?"
"I don't care," was the reply Bill flung back over his
shoulder.
The little girl lying on a pile of rags in the corner (Bill had
long since sold nearly all of the furnitu re to buy liquor) was
moanin g and tossing about in pain. The anxious mother phoned
from a nearby house for a doctor, and it was only after an hour
or so before she succeeded in getting one to promise to come.
Probab ly a half of an hour later the doctor arrived and one

glance at the child told him that a very danger ous and immediate peratio n was all that could save her. As soon as he
could get ready with Mrs. Holliday's assistan ce he began the
work. It was a very serious piece of surgery and therefo re he
had to be extrem ely careful . At last he said to Mrs. Holliday:
"Please stand out of my light now, for this is the critical juncture. If I do not finish it in three minute the child will die."
He then started to work. The big clock on the wall t :cked
off sixty seconds, and had just started on the second minute ,
when a g ;gantic explosion, which shook the walls of the little
house, was heard - and with it the room was plunged into total darkne ss.
"They' ve blown up the mill," moaned the half crazed
mother, and with it they have destroyed the light plant. '
"Quick ," exclaimed the physician. "Get a candle before
it is too late-h urry!" - but he stopped short and then said
slowly, "Never mind, darkne ss is better. The little soul is already on its way to heaven ."
"Ah! is that so?" said Mrs. Holliday. ''So she is dead,
ha! ha! - How nice that she is dead!"
The doctor was thunde rstruck . but at last the true meanin g
of her words came home to him - her nerves had snapped undu
the strain and she stood there, a raving maniac, sending peal
after peal of wild laughte r out upon the night air. The physician hurried ly found a candle and lighted it, so that he might
attemp t to save the poor woman 's reason.
At that momen t the door flew open and Bill rushed in. He
la1ghed fiendishly withou t noticing the occupants of the room.
"I have done it," he cried. Reynol ds's stubbo rnness has
cost him millons tonigh t."
The doctor touched him on the shoulder. "And your stubbornne ss has cost you more than milliors, if this means anything to you," he said scornfully as he pointEd to the dead
child and the dement ed mother .
Bill g,nped anj started back. "God!" he exclaimed. "You
have been swift in your punish ment of my crime and in the rebuking of my pride. But this is too mucb. " "But not all," interru pted a stern voice from behind. Bill
turned and found himself facing a revolver in the hands of the
policeman.

"Holliday," said the officer. "You are under arrest for
wanton destruction of property and for the murder of Mr.
Reynolds who was in the mill when it was blown up."
Bill allowed himself to be handcuffed and was led away to
prison, a beaten and broken man.
In this affair Mr. Reynolds lost his life-his family lost his
wealth - Bill lost his home, wife, and child, and himself died
in the electric chair. The little town of Millville lost its factories - the nation lost a source of wealth.
By all this needless suffering we are taught the answer to
the question "Who Pays?"

Athletics

The first team has been organized and is prepaTEd to c'efend Subiaco's honor on the diamond. Faul Williarrs ,u.s
chosen to pilot the team to victory this year as captain, ar.d
Ralph Winterholer was chosen by the boys to represent them
as Manager. Byron Bennett, a new comer, will receive the
excellent pitching of R. Phillips, a veteran of last year. The
Murphy brothers are well represented, since John cuts capers
on the initial cushion and Conley has implar,ted himself as a
barrier to all right field sluggers. Manager Winterholer will
occupy the keystone bag and will also force a few of our enemy
batters to fan the air, by his work in the box. Lawrence Rogers and Capt. Paul WJ!liams have the left p:>rtion of the infield
well defended playing short stop and third base respectively.
We do not like to say that Gip (Shorty) Robertrnn is out in
left field for we are assured that if the opposing team finds it
out they will practice knocking the ball in another direction.
Henry Felderhoff will handle everything which comes to center
field in the same manner that he has always done, perfectly.
The team in a trifle different order went down in glorious
defeat at the hands of the Paris delegation to a tune of 6:11.
Phillips astonished all by striking out nine men in the first three
innings. The reason for the loss of this game was merely lack
of practice and also that Paris has a much better team than usual. But with the changes that have been made and if Phillips

continues to astound us we are confident that Subiaco has lost
her last game for this year. The boys will appear in new unifJrms next game as they have been ordered recently and a1e
expected to arrive soon.
JUNIOR

BASEBALL

The usual league to play on the small diamond has been
organized. The president of the league is Mr. Jos. Priola, who
will have charge of the games. The league is called the ''Trio
League" since it consists of three teams: The Little Giants,
The Winners and The Steam Rollers.

J.P.
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It might seem that since athletics are now in full swir g,
less attention would be given to Cadet work; but on the contrary, the interest is increasin g in proportio n to the rest of the
C'.lllege activities. This is perhaps owing partly at least, to an
out-door meeting held at the time of a general drill, about two
weeks ago. At that meeting the Comman dant made a very inspiring talk in which he announce d the outings and parades
that are to take place soon; and also the contest for the prizes
for the highest efficiency in military drills.
At the last general drill, March, 26, the names of those qualified aud willing to enter the contest were listed,
The following are competin g for the privates' gold medal:
Staudt, Prenderg ast, Wm., Koch, Nelke, Pickartz, Murphy, J.
Murphy, C., Rogers, Brune, Phillips, Girard, Anderson , Woodard.
For the non-commissioned officers' gold medal: McDerm ott
Priola, Jos., O'Regan, Currie, Connors, Felderhoff, O'Reilly,
Carroll, Kershaw .
For the commissioned officers' gold ring: Priola, Jno., 0berste, Dangelm ayr.
The contest for the non-commissioned officers and privates
has already begun. Each group drills twice a week. The judges for the prelimina ry contest are Fr. Aemilian, I Lieut. Ober~te and I Sergeant Dangelm ayr.
The final contest for the comm- and non-comm. officers and
Privates will take place some time in May, the judges being U.
S. Army officers to be invited by the Comman dant.
From now on general drills will be held once a week only
after supper. This arrangem ent has been made in order to
give more time for the students to engage in athletic sports.

AD.

St. Benedict's Day
Friday, March 21, was a holiday at Subiaco College. It
was the feast day of St. Benedict, the founder of the oldest and
most venerable order of the Church.
Aside of this the day has another happy significance for
the students of Subiaco College. It is the nameday of our Rev.
Father Rector.
The sky was bright and clear, reflecting, as it were, the
joy that filled every heart at Subiaco that day.
At 7:30 A.M. Father Benedict celebrate d solemn High Mass
at which all students assisted. After service the I and II
ball teams repaired to the College campus for practice, whilst
the rest of the boys spent the morning hours playing tennis
and other favorite games.
The afternoon hours were again passed on the campus,
several games of base ball being played betwEen the various
teams.
The main feature of the holiday however was a novel musical program given in honor of the Rev. Fr. Benedict.
In the course of the entertain ment Mr. A. Dar gelrr a~r
presented to the Rev. Rector the good wishes of the students.
Without doubt this day will remain one of the red-lette r
davs of their school life in the memory of the students of Subiaco during the term of 1918-191 9.

w.s.
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SERGEANT DANGELM AYR-(meet ing a Cadet)
get out of the way of a mutthead.
CADET ANDERSON - (stepping aside) But I do.
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Step aside!

I don't
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PROF-This bright star in the constellation Scorpio is Antares.
O'REGAN - Now that gets me. I can understand that they can measure
how far a star is away, that they can determine its specific gravity, its size,
the percentage of its albedo, the eccentricity of its orbit, and the length of
its sidereal year; but what I can't understand, is, how can they find out a
star's name? - TILLMAN- Hickey, wonder what we'll wear in heaven.
HICKEY-I know what I'll wear if I see you there.
TILLMAN- What will you wear?
HICKEY A surprised look.
The reason so many men are against woman suffrage is that they are
afraid their wives will start betting hats on the elections.

T.B.
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IRED? WeIJ, what of that?
Didst fancy life was spent on beds of ease
Flutte ring the rose-leaves scatter ed by the
breeze ?
Come, rouse thee! work while it is called day!
Coward. arise! go forth upon thy way.
Lonely? And what of that?
Some must be lonely; 'tis not given to all
To feel a heart respon sive rise and fall
To blend anothe r life into its own·
'
Work may be done in loneliness. 'Work on!
Dark? WeIJ, and' what of that?
Didst fondly dream the sun would never set?
Dost fear to lose thy way? Take courag e yet.
Learn thou to walk by faith, and not by sight;
Thy steps will guided be, and guided right.
Hard? Well, what of that?
Didst fancy life one summ er holiday
With lessons none to learn, and naugh t but play?
Go, get thee to thy task! Conquer or die!
It must be learne d; learn it, then, patien ly.

Sydney Smith

The Parent, the Boy, the School
WHICH SCHOOL shall I choose? Where shall I send my
boy to give him a thorou gh educat ion? This is a questio n
confrontin g many parent s and guardi ans. Upon its solution
depends in a large measu ry the future welfar e of the boy. If
he
should make good, if he desires to be a leader among his fellow
men, if he likes to rank above the every- day labore r and toiler,
hs cannot accomplish it withou t an up-to- date education.
How
import ant, then, that this question should ce solved aright!
There are ·hundr eds of schools among which to choose.
And O E must be selectEd- tre school offErir g the grrntE
st
advant ages to the particu lar boy for whom the selection
is
to
be made.
It is eviden t that no two boys have the same dispositions,
the same tempe ramen ts; no tw0 boys are exactly alike.
Consequen tly the individual need
mental , moral, physical - of
each and every one must be carefu lly studied, and the plans
for his studie s made accordingly. It i therefo re the parent
s'
task to select that school and that ONE school only, where
the boy will advanc e best.
Studyi ng a boy's tempe ramen t is very complex and interesting. There is a boy seekin g a school. There is one who
is
just as energe tically avoiding and trying to evade one. Serre
boys are anxious to go to a school where they can accomplish
most and make the greate , t p1 cgrnF ; \\hne 1hEy will
find
efficient and always kindly teache rs, who will help them
and
enable them to reach the goal of their desires.
On the other hand there may be found boys who, since
they have to go SOME -WHE RE think first of aIJ of a place
at
which they may have a "good time," with more or le
s of
"book s" thrown in. This is the most impor tant and crucial
point in a boy's academic life.

Now is the time to find him a school- THE RIGHT SCHOOL
not a reformatory, mind you, in the guise of a school; not a
place where the extremes of discipline, in either laxity er severity are maintained, but where the degrees of both are in
harmony, where the hard studies and good times are \Yell balanced. This will change a boy's view of a school quickly. He
will learn and know that the "best times", his only real happiness comes when he has done his duty, accomplished his task
in the classroom and elsewhere, and then he will also go with
the same vim and enthusiasm into the ballgame or whatever
other sport he may seek.
Cadets of our college have, after entering here without
any definite purpose and ambition, begun to av-aker, to take
on new life, new interest - and developed finally into earnest
and successful students. 'Ibey realized that there v- as scmething "worth while" in life for them to do.

'I

The day was passed in different ways by the boys, according to the dictates of their inclinations.
Mon. Apr. 21, in celebrating Easter Monday, the boys were
given a holiday. Early that morning, over a hundred boys "hit
the trail" t')ward Short Mountain Creek, five miles northeast
of the College. Many and strange were the questions asked
by the new boys regarding the pleasures to be enjoyed when
the destination would be reached. The ''Old Timers'' however
proved to be very poor information bureaus and the only satisfaction the questioners received, was contained in the stoical
answer: Wait until you get there!
The camping place was reached in a very short time and
the boys scattered in search of amusement. "The 'ole swimmin' hole" solved the problem of time killing for most of the
boys, while others explored the craggy cliffs which surround
the little valley through which the stream winds.
4:30 P. M. found the students returning to the College,
where they soon arrived. Supper over, each and every one retired for a much needed rest.

w.s.

v

Eastertide
During the week prior to Easter Sunday, the entire universe was shrouded in a garb of mourning, -the birds did not
seem to warble so sweetly,-th e tree did not seem to be as
green as they had been before, it was as if every sweet scented
breeze carried the tidings, that Christ had died. And simultaneously with the dawn of Easter morning the world changed
as if by magic. The birds vied with one another in the production of sweet notes, it was as a bed of flowers slowly dying
for want of rain, when suddenly a cool shower brings them
back to life again,-for the great silver bells tolled forth the
gladsome tidings that "Christ had risen".
At Subiaco, the boxes from home add a great attraction to
the already numerous gayeties of Easter. This year was no exception, for in every part of the campus, boys, large and small,
could be seen investigating the unknown heart cheers to be
found in "that box from home".

V

Bishop's Day
To any student who, judging from the past, might be inclined to adopt the pessimistic view that a holiday brings rain,
"Bishop's Day" must have been a welcome exception. For so
far as weather is concerned, Tuesday, May 6, was the ideal
day for a holiday.
On that morning the prefect's announceme nt, "We shall go
to Short Mt. today," was a more effective means than the bell
to get the boys in time for morning prayers and mass. Breakfast was taken without unnecessary delay, for the train leaves
early, and though not noted for punctualty, it is too inconsistently late to warrant the passenger's tardy arrival at the station. Shortly after 8:00 we were on the train. The college
band enlivened the short ride with several of its snappy marches.
At the Paris station Srgt. Dangelmayr lined up the Cadet
Corps, which then led the way to the court house. Here the
band assembled and gave a short concert; the pieces were re-

ceived with applau e. Then we bega n
the thre e mile walk
that ended on the top of the mou ntain
. By the time the last
grou p had arriv ed and reste d from the
climb it was time for
dinn er. As to the mid-day meal, suffi
ce
it to say that it was
served and eaten a la free day.
Shor t Mt. is more spacious than its nam
e would indic ate,
and the new er stud ents , unfa mili ar with
the place, four.cl ample room for expl oring ; the older ones
visited their favo rite
scenes. Many also availed them sehe s
of the clear day, apai r
of binoculars and a spy glass to get a view
of the surro undi ng
ridge s and the valley below. One little
fellow enga ged in this
spor t furn ished his companions a good
laugh by expr essir .g
grea t surp rise at seein g a dead log mov
ing abou t in the valley.
A frien d who kindly helped him hold
the long spy glass,
was mov ing a ciga r to and fro in fron t
of it. Cam eras and kodaks were not wan ting, and numerous
of plea sant scen es and smil ing faces. were the pictu res take n
But thou gh less noticEd on such r.arp y
occasio1 s. fath H
Time adva nces just as stead ily as eYer
. Thus four o'c:lock
came upon us in the mids t of our plea sure
Lunch ,, as SErVEd
and shor tly afte r the retu rn to Pari s was
begun . The ba1.d
assembled once more at the cour t hous
e, this time to play before a large r audience. The stud ents were
perm itted to amu se
them selve s in town till the train arriv ed.
The homeward jou1 ney began 6:30 and at 7:30 we were once
more within the gate s
of Alma Mater.
The signal for nigh t-pro gres s and retir
ing inter rupt ed
man y a pre ent exch ange of expe rienc es
of the day, Ii ved over
no doub t agai n by some in the realm s of
drea mlan d. Our Rt.
Rev. Bishop would sure ly have felt richl
y rewa rded , had l:e
witn esse d the joys afforded the stud
ents of Subiaco at the
celebration of the best of holi days - "Bis
hop' s Day ".
W.H .O.
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Two year s ago last Sept emb er the S. C.
C. spra ng into existence, - with a mem bers hip of twel ve
stud ents . Since that
time its prog ress has been miraculous,
- almo st incredible.
Since Dec. 1916 the S. C. C. has been the
mos
t active, the mos t
inter estin g and the mos t pow erful club
of the school.
It, in compliance with the old maxim,
"A rolli ng ston e gather s no mos s", has rema ined on the same
firm cons titut iona l
basis, upon which it was builded. How
ever, if an ente rpriz e
which is cons tantl y on the move, can be
compared with a rolling ston e, we find a hitch in the old max
im. The S. C. C. has
been moving 'forw ard' for thre e year s
and
bette r mate rial is draw n to it, as is steel ever y year new and
to a mag net.
May 1 mark ed the close of the third and
mos t glorious of
the club 's life. Even the cont ests are
over. Con tests ? Yes;
in form er year s it alwa ys was custo mary
to awar d a medal to
the best- drill ed priv ate and a gold ring
to the mos t efficient officer. Natu rally the only way to judg e
who is the winn er is by
a contest. - Ther efor e. We, however,
this year also are givin g
a gold medal to the mos t efficient non-comm
issioned officer.
Since we have disclosed this much it is
no more than just
that we tell who won the medals. The
Prio la Bros. displayed
an insa tiabl e desire for prizes by divid
ing two- third s of the
awar ds. Capt. Jno. won the Com. Offic
ers' ring and Sgt. Joe
will receive the non-com. Officers' meda
l. Pvt. Conlev Murphy displayed a sufficient amo unt of mili
tary train ing. to be
awar ded the priv ates ' prize.
Afte r the cont est the U.S. Arm y officers
who revie wed the
com pany and acte d as judg es, each spok
e a few words. The
spee ch of Col. Stro upe of Pari s was exce
llent -sup erlat ively so.
With such a fine endi ng for this year,
we are confident
that next year 's Club will be a real reco
rd brea ker.

C .R.
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TABOLA-You are getting bald; what do you think is t he cause of it?
BENNETT- I'm not sure, but I hase a strong suspicion that my hair falling out has something to do with it.
A.G. CLERK-Another farmer is suing us on account of his cows.
MANAGER- What, killed by our trains?
CLERK- No, he complains of the passengers leaning out of the windows
and milking them as the trains go by.
An English Lord who had just arrived from England, was talking to an
American Boy Scout. "My grandfather," he said, "was a ver y great man.
One day Queen Victoria touched his shoulder with a sword and made him
Lord." "Aw that's nothin'," the boy replied. "One day Red Wing, an
I ndian, touched my grandfather on the head with a tomahawk, and made
him an angel."
SON-Father, a man came to see you th is afternoon.
FATH ER-Did he have a b ill?
SON-No. He just had an ordinary nose.
NELKE-They say, you know, that what a man eats he becomes.
JOHN MURPHY Nick, you must be eating practically nothing.
"Where do you rnme from in the States?" inqu ired a Y. M. C. A.
worker of an American darkey.
"Youse hab' to pardon me, sah, but the captain tells me not to divulge
no valuable military information."
DI NER - Here waiter, take this chi cken away: it·s as tough as a paving
stone!
WA ITER Mebbe it's a Plymout h Rock, sir.
Pat and Mike were watching some bricklayers at work one day, and
Pat asked:
"Say, Mike, what is it that holds the brick together?"
"Sure," said Mike, "that's aisy. It' s the mortar."
" Never a bit of it," said Pat, "that kapes t hem apart."

T.B.
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DAYS OF MY YOUTH.

Days of my youth, ye have glided away ;
Hairs of my youth, ye are fro sted and gray ;
Eyes of my youth, your keen sight is no more;
Cheeks of my youth, yf: are furrow ed all o'er;
Strength of my youth, all your vigor is gone ;
Thoughts of my youth, your gay visions are flown .
Days of my youth, I wish not your recall;
Hairs of my youth, I'm content ye should fall•
Eyes of my youth, you much evil have seen°·
Cheeks of my youth, bathed in tears you hav~ been;
Thoughts of my youth, you have led me astray;
Strength of my youth, why lament your decay.
Days of my age, ye will shortly be past;
Pains of my age, ye t awhile you can last;
Joys of my age, in true wisdom delight;
Eyes of my age, be religion your light;
Thoughts of my age, dread ye not the cold sod:
Hopes of my age, be ye fixed in your Gc,d !

¼

-By St. John T1:cker.
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OCTOBER JOYS.
October 2, 1919, the Jong anticipated "Homesick" Day,
f1nally arrived. As a matter of course it was greeted with
unanimous applause since the boys, unused to study, were
rather tired after three hard weeks spent in the pursuit of
knowledge.
At 9 o'clock the merry crowd started upon that famous
walk so dear to the hearts of our students-the trip to Short
Mountain Creek. The camping site was finally reached after
two hours of walking.
The newcomers started out to satisfy an insatiable curiosity, and the "old-timers" at once "hit for the store." In
fact, this little place of business was the feature of the day,
and the proprietor can only replenish his stock and pray that
the boys come again in the near future.
Dinner was served at 12 o'clock and was appreciated by
all. After eating, some of our young hopefuls went bathing
and others earnestly tried to induce the fish to believe that
"a hook is a worm." The bathers had a fine time, but the
fishermen were disappointed.
At 3 o'clock lunch commanded the attention of all. Between lemonade and cookies no one went hungry.
Father Luke then performed with his camera in an
effort to get a picture of the entire ''bunch." Needless to
say, "It can't be done."
The homeward trip was then begun and soon the boys
were a.gain at school. One little fellow expressed the sentiment of all when he exclaimed "I sure am tired,. but oh you
free-day.
W. S.
ATHLETICS.
The fall workout in baseball is now in full swing. A
trial team has been organized and is doing some excellent
work. The hitting is not superb, but is good; the fielding is
not spectacular, but it is sure; the throwing is not altogether

4
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of the "rifle-shot'' variety, but it is true; and the base-running is good, for the boys are fast.
G. Norton is temporarily doing the backstopping and
if he holds the position bids fair to ruin the base-runni11g
averages of many opposing teams. Duffy has taken a strong
liking to the initial cushion, while Rogers declares that
"nothing goes through second." ·wmiams, at shortstop, and
Murphy, at third, both cheerfully announce that their portion of the diamond is going to be "air-tight." When we
peek into left field we see Robertson guarding it faithfully,
and over in center Raible, an old-time star, is doing his duty.
Right field is as yet vacant.
L. Rogers has been chosen captain, while John Raible
will manage the club. With our coach, Father Anthony, and
these two veterans piloting the team we ought to have a
sure winner.
The only thing now needed is a little school spirit on the
part of those not directly connected with the team. Is that
spirit dormant which thrills us at a victory and hurts us at
a defeat? Get on the bandwagon, boys! Push! That is the
word. Get behind our boys and help! If this is done as it
should be, then you can depend upon the tip that next Spring
the team will bring home the bacon on a silver platter.
The second team, under the coaching of Father Jerome,
is also in the field and bids fair to give the first team a good
game whenever they meet on the diamond. We are unable
to give the lineup of this team, as it has recently been
formed and regular places have not been assigned.
The soccer season will open soon. Soccer is a favorite
sport here, and it is expected that we will see many exciting
games. Unfortunately, none of the surrounding places put a
soccer team in the field and therefore we have no competition. The inter-class games, however, develop great nthution. The inter-class games, however, develop great enthustarting of the season at Subiaco.
P. D. W.

Thomas escorted the crowd of eighty-five boys to the "Old
Monastry."
The boys passed the first part of the afternoon in the
delicate and highly-amusing occupation of hurling persimmons (squashy and otherwise) at one another. This may
seem to be rather boisterous sport, but "boys will be boys.''
The persimmon fight came to a sudden stop since the
eats hove in sight. Naturally an aimistice was at once
signed and the boys busied themselves in the pleasant work
of "feeding the inner man." Each one had ample material
with which to prove himself a pastmaster in this art and
each one "did his duty."
By the time lunch was over it was time to return to the
College and so the free-day was thereby brought to a close.
The servers now can look forward to this time next yi>ar
in which this great day will come again.
W. S.

FEEDING THE INNER MAN.

The altar boys' society were given a free afternoon
Monday, the 5th. This was in honor of the feast of St.
Placidus, the patron saint of the society.
Immediately after dinner Fathers Ignatius, Joseph and

CADET CORPS NEWS.

At the sound of the old familiar call of the bugle, September 24, at 7 :00 p. m., sixty veterans of last year's club
lined up for the first of the many hard drills to come. With
that ease and exactness which is characteristic of a soldier,
they executed the commands of the Commandant. For fifteen minutes the steady tread of their feet could be heard
upon the campus. As the line with perfect unity swung
along, now to the right, now to the left, many exclamations
of admiration were heard from the onlookers.
Saturday morning, October 5, the first meeting of the
club was held. Father Aemilian presided over the assembly
and the business of the meeting, namely, to announce the
promotions, was finished in a very short time. The staff of
officers is as follows :
Cadet Major...............................................-······-·····-.................Paul D. Williams
Battalion Staff.
Cadet First Lieutenant and Adjutant ............- ...........John Carroll
Cadet Second Lieutenant and Quartermaster__.John Murphy
Cadet Sergeant Major....................................................·-·····G. I. Robertson
Company A.
Cadet Captain.................... _····················--······················· ............James O'Regan
Cadet First Lieutenant....................................................·-·····Thomas Breen
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Second Litutenant......................................................Gilbert No1'ton
First Sergeant... ................... ·-····-···········································R. Phillips
Second Sergeant.....................··-······-···········-··············-··········L. Rogers
Corporals ·····························-···········-···-····················································
············--····.L. Sharum, J. Prendergast, F. Brune, J. Kirspel
Company B.
Cadet Captain.. ..·-····-····-···············-····--··-····-·············-·-·····-···········C. Murphy
Cadet First Lieutenant ......... ·-····-·····--··-····-······················-···········R. Cunie
Cadet Second Lieutenant.......... ·-················-·······-·-·········--····J. J. Connors
Cadet First Sergeant................ ·-····-··········-············-·················.W. Schreiber
Cadet Second Sergeant. ....................................................................... W. Majors
Cadet Corporals.......... ·-·············-·····F. Kershaw, Egan, John Linder
One corporal in Company A is yet to be appointed.
The officers of Company C are not yet appointed.
Sunday night, October 5, the new members were sworn
in and took the oath of allegiance.
Monday, October 6, the cadets were for the first time
introduced to the rule of our club that prescribes that every
cadet stand at attention when the flag is raised and when
it is lowered.
J. O.
COLLEGE NOTES.
Our Arrival.

At 2 :00 a. m. of the 10th ult., the long corridors of
Subiaco were silent. The clock ticked off five little minutes
and-Lo! and Behold! It was as if a magician had swept
his wand over the place. These same halls resounded with
the jovial voices of nearly twice as many young men as have
ever been at the College at one time in the histo1·y of the
school. The faces of the "old timers" shown with pleasure
while the newcomers could but "wait and see."
'
Owing to the unusual time of arrival nothing could be
accomplished the next day as all were in the land of dreams.
September 11 school formally opened. There was no
ostentation calculated to draw admiration from the people,
but the students all began by attending a solemn High Mass.
After the blessings of God had been invoked upon this year·s
work, the students repaired to the classrooms, where each
was assigned to his pmper place.
Thus was the new school year started and now the College runs like a large frictionless machine-each cog representing a cog in its magnificent mechanism.
W. S.
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WHY?

Why must we all, to the best of our ability, concentrate
our every faculty upon the business of acquiring knowledge?
Reasons are innumerable and so we will not attempt the
colossal task of giving every one of them. On the contrary
we will enumerate only enough proofs to establish the fact
firmly that it is a duty incumbent upon us to gain an education.
We are all of us well aware of the fact that we should,
according both to natural and divine law, do something to
better this world while it is our residence. This is a direct
command of our Creator. Let us see how we can meet this
obligation. There is only one way and that is by industrious
study. This is necessary in order that we may know enough
that when opportunity knocks we will be able to hear and
respond. The boy who merely glances at his lesson in a
desultory manner, will, in later life, grasp at a phantom opportunity and draw a blank.
Next, it is also a duty when we consider our nation. We
all must, if we are loyal, work to the utmost in order to help
the country in which we reside. The late war certainly made
the point clear that this is impossible for an uneducated
man. The ignorant fellow can do his best-but that is not
what we should be able to do. In the army one man out of
every fourteen college men was made an officer. On the
other hand one out of every 4,212 non-collegiates attained
that honor. And again, those educated men who were taken
from civil life left an insurmountable gap there. We can
conclude that any man who, through his own fault, turns
down an education, is not a patriot. The nation has awakened.
Education is being fostered as it never before has been in
the history of our country. The doubled registration at
Subiaco testifies that the parents have realized their responsibility. The students have now, only to make good.
We owe it to ourselves to make our mark. Longfellow
says:
"Lives of great men all rnmind us,
We can make our names sublime,
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And dPparting leave behind us,
Footprints on the sands of time."

Other men have accomplished great things. Cau not
we? They studied hard to do it. Can not we? If we can
not, then we are their intellectual inferiors. But why consider the "cannot" part? I think that every student we
have is going to buckle down and wo1·k that he may do his
duty to God, his country, and to himself. And then when
we pass, it will not be as a ship over the ocean that when it is
gone no trail is left to show where its sharp prow split the
water-but we will leave a track so broad and extensive that
for generations it shall be admired.
P. D. W.

SPICY SIDE-LIGHTS.

First Buck:
S. C. C.?"
,1

"What do you think of that Bugler of the

Second Buck: "I think be plays quit(; nice, but why does he play
the same piece every night when t.hey lower the flag?"
Captain O'Regan: "Young man, are you a messenger?"
Private Pickarlz:
marine."

"No, sir; I am a deckhand on a Swiss sub-

Happy Childhood-Joh n, upon being taken in to see his brand-new
brother, gazed long and earnestly upon him and said, "Gee. but you're
a lucky kid! You won't have to wash your own ears for years and
years."
Drill Sergeant of Company "A" to Cadets: "Better be polite to
every boy around here. He might be your Major some day!"
Over Here.-"I was one of the coolest men in the army. I shivered
from the time I wenl in until I came out. I thought every minule would
be the next.
In the effort to give a good description of our first game with G.
Valley, one little fellow went into detail when he wrote home. He
even went so far as to mention that a friend with whom bis mother
w:is acquainted bad, in the ninth inning, "died on third base."
One hour after that letter reached its destination we received a
ti>legram from the fond parent of the boy who had been left on third,
demanding explanation as rn why she had not been notified or h •r
Ron's death.
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IN COMMON CAUSE.

By Paul D. Williams.
Nestled away upon an arid desert of C1mtral :Mexico the little town
of "Buckshot" lies lazily over an area of about one-half mile. The settlement of ado be shacks has no excuse for existence :save that it i.5
near a large cattle region and that the cowboys make the town a rendezvous. For the most parL among thtl population Lhievery seems to
be a habit and gun throwing a disease. Near this town Harry Arnold,
in partnership with his lifelong friend, George Owens, operated the
"Lazy Y " ranch. Harry's sister, Helen, lh ed at th•~ ralll·h and was
engaged to many George. The two men were striking examples of
American manhood and, although neither was a gunman, both could
rhrow a aun with incredible celerity. No one ever knew just what the
two frien°ds quarreled about, bm it was suppnsEcdly over money. Eac_h
was firmly convinced tnat the other bad cheated him. Harry sold !us
part of the ranch to George and he and bis sister soon left for the
States. Before. they departe.d, however, G<'orge insisted that it be left
with Helen as to whether their engagenie1,t was ac an end or not.
Hat-ry declared angrily that no thief was golng to marry his sister
i.nd swore that if fate ever, by chance. th:-,iw George into his way that
the man who shot first would live. Georg!" wratbfullr accepted the
challenge and it was agreed that upon their Ut('eting at ~ome future
time one of them must die.
Helen was heartbroken, her Southern pride forbidd:ng ber to
heed the dictates of her heart agalnst the dictates of her brother. She,
however, suffered in silence, determined not to wound Harry or to let
George know that the flame of love still burned fiercely in her he:ut.
Helen and Harry settled in St. Louis, and \Yeri: there \,hen the
world war broke out. Harry, ;m~ered at the sinlting of the '·Lusitanrn,"
rushed to the colors, a[ter having seen that Helen was well provided
for. Soon after America's entry we find him a cuptain in the marine.;
"Somewhere in France." He was crouching in a trench r,reparing to
make his first dash "over the top"-that trip from which many poor
lads never returned. The American guns behmd be.lched fonh death
in torieuts, which was to pave the way for the infantry attark to follow.
Four o'clock was "zero hour," and as Harry's watch showed two mmu te~
till that fatal hour, he felt a sudden twinge of fear-ti,e first he had
ever known. A little corporal sat by Harry and, calmly striking a
match upon the aboe of a dead man beside him, lit his pipe. He Lumed
to Harry and said: "Well, captain, you will soon get your first gob
of kraut."
"Or make another one of these," said Harry, pointing at the corpse
on the ground before him.
The corporal laughed joyously. "I was scared stiff the first time f
w<>nt oYer," he said. "l3ut you can't get a good man-the l3oche ain't
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r;ot the shell that'll kill me. Why 1-·• He got no further-it was 4
o'cock. The long line of determined men sprang out of the trench and
began to pick their way through the maize of barbed wire toward the
enemy trenches. There was no ostentation. No one shouted "Remem•
ber the Lusitania!" Those men were there to fight. and shouting
wastes energy that may he needed soon. Here and there a man sud•
denly relaxed and crumbled In a heap upon the ground. Harry felt no
sudden exhilaration-his fear also was gone. He saw the little optimistic corporal leap into the air and fall forward upon his face. The little
fellow had at last earned his place among the martyrs, for be sleeps.
now in "Flanders Fields" with a blanket for a casket and! a shovel full
of lime for a wreath. Harry rushed forward the faster. His brain
seellttld on fire and bis one Impulse was to get to the Hun line as soon
as possible and to KILL! KILL! KILL! He fell over a half-decayed
c?rpse and lost his sword, but siezed a rifle from the ground and burned o~. The German trench loomed up before him, and before he
knew 1t he was In the midst of one of the hottest hand-to-hand encounters of the entire war. One burly Hun rushed at him with bayHarry sidestepped, thrust
o~~t leveled and covered with gore.
v1c1ously, saw the brute fall, and felt his rifle torn from his grasp. As.
he reached for the weapon a Hun officer struck at him with a sword. He
closed his eyes, waiting for the blow to fall. To bis surprise he did
not feel the keen edge touch his flesh; he opened bis eyes to see the
German go down pierced by the blade of' an American captain. HarrF
did not get a good look at the officer, because the man at once plunged
into the_ thick of the fray, scattering the enemy wherever he went.
Har~y siezed a ?roken piece ~f a machine gun and soon took a heavy
toll !n German hves. Every time the leg of the machine gun rose and
fell 1t meant more weeping in Germany. Finally, when Harry stopped,
exhausted, there were no more men to kill. He looked about him and
saw w:rlthing bodies and bloody corpses where a moment before he
and his men bad rushed in. One of his friends sat on a box and
laughed long and hysterically. This man's jaw was ripped open from
mouth to ear and as be laughed it made a sight to chill men's blood.
Harry had no time to think, however, for the reserves came up and all
hands fell to _work "digging ln"-the counter attack was bound to
come .. Our friend, as soon as he could, hurried up to the next battahon m an effort to find the officer who had saved his life. After a
long search be found him directing a squad of men. The man's back
was toward him and Harry walked up and tappPd him on the shoulder
"I wish to thank--•· He got no further, for the man who turned
to face him was George-the man be bad sworn to kill. The two men
glared at each other. Each fell into the crouch or the "gunfighter"
ready to draw. The right hand of each flashed down and up-the two
repor~s sounded as one, but the leaden messengers sped out Into the
mormng gloom of No Man's Land. The two guns meant to be turned
upon one another spoke in common cause against a common enemy
for the Huns at that moment launched a powerful counter-attack•
Thrice the enemy gained a foothold in our trenches and thrice Amer:
ic~n steel cut the trench free again. In the fighting the private enemies were separated and so for a time at least the duel was not to be
That night in rest billets Harry's thoughts, in spite of his effort~

avoid it, dwell upon George. Thal be hated the man he was sure,
but he loathed the cruel fate that had destroyed their beautiful
friendship.
A half-mile away George sat in a remote corner of the vmage picking the cooties from his shirt and thinking of the quarrel that had
lost to him the girl be loved and made an enemy of his boyhood friend.
He vowed to kill Harry In order that he might get revenge for the
mental anguish be had suffered.
Four thousand miles away Helen sat before the fireplace thmking
of her Jost Jover and of her soldier brother. The tears rolled down her
cheeks and dropped on to the little service flag she was making.
It was two weeks before Harry again went into battle. This fight
almost equalled the first one in fierceness. As Harry turned a corner
in the trench be saw an American officer with his back to the wall,
gallantly standing off five Boches. He started forward and then
stopped, for that officer was his sworn enemy, George. But then, be
thought, "We must abolish our private wrongs in this grP11t struggle for
democracy." As bis better nature gained the upper band be rushed
forward, his automatic spitting fire, and the two soon cleared the
trench of the enemy. The two men were at once lost to each other,
however, for the Germans again made an attack just in time to stop
the duel.
Several days after this second meeting Harry was summoned to
headquarters. He entered, saluted, and said: "You sent fo11 me, sit?"
The colonel said: "Captain. the Germans have planted a mine out
in No l\1au's Land and it is imperative that we know its exact location.
Nine chances out of ten you will never return. Are you ready to try
to find it?"
Harry's heels came togelber with a snap, his hand went to salute.
"When do I start, sir?" he said.
"You will receive your orders later," the colonel replied. "Colonel
Jones is also sending one of his best men, so if you "ncounter anyone,
challenge before you fire. You ,nay now return to your post." The old
~oldier turned back to his work, wen knowing that more than likely be
was sending the boy to a namf'less grave-but war has no place for
sentiment.
That night Harry silently wended his way out into No Man's Land,
lying still when each star shell burst, and when darkness would again
reign, crawling on. Just as he reached a large shell hole a flash of fire
leaped forth from the Hun Jines and bullets swept the entire plain.
Harry tumbled rather than jumped into the sh ell hole and, by a miracle, was not hit. Suddenly a shadow fell over the hole and he saw
another man jump into it. He grasped his revolver and hissed, "Who
goes there?" No answer came from lhe other man. Harry crawled
towards him, at the same time saying ·Don't move your hands!" As
he drew nearer his heart gave a leap, for be saw thr..t the other man was
an American Marine. He looked closer-the man w:1s George, his
avemy. Jeorge opened his eyes and recognized Harry. Neither man
spoke. George bad been sent out on the same mission as had Harry
-but he had succeeded better. After having ocated the mine, however,
he had been discovered and Revercly wounded. Ile knew that he could
never get the plans back to the AlliPs' line~ in time for the :itlack. On
10
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the other band, he did not want to give his enemy the honclll ot bringing
them in. But the common cause triumphed in his mental struggle and.
like the man that he was, he thrust the drawings into Harry's hand
and whispered, "Don't worry about rue. Get these back to headquarters as soon as possible. I'll ccver your retreat. Tell them I died like
a Marine should."
Harry siezed the papers and in a second was speeding towards theAmerican lines, regardless of the flying bullets. He rushed through the
darkness until he reached the trenches and, muttering the password,
}umped in. He could barely see the little shell holes, and as he looked
he saw a patrol of Huns rush it. George staggered out to die under
the open sky and kill three Germans before he fell. It was then that
the little judge called "Conscience" accused Harry. "Why did I not
honor his sacritice and shake hands? Why did I not hear his last
testimonials? He put aside his private grudge in the common cause-why did not I?" he asked himst>lf.
He saw an orderly from the colonel and, banding the papers to him,
said: "Rush these to headquarters." He then started to tho rear
in search of his company. Just as he reached the open road, a bullet
sang its "hymn of hate" and Harry dropped to the earth, the blood
pouring from a wound in bis side.
Three weeks later Harry embarked upon a hospital ship bound
for the States. He bad been found unfit for further service. 'fhe
happy meeting with Helen and the work of getting settled has no direct
bearing on our story.
Harry and Helen had many talks regarding George. He told her
how they had fought, side by side, and untruthfully told h11r that they
had grown to be the same ft1ends that they had been In boyhood.
Helen was overjoyed at this, but she absolutely refused to belleve that
George was dead.
"But, Helen, I saw him fall!" Harry was wont to exclaim.
"Oh, Harry! I just can't believe it! He can't be dead!" Helen
would answer.
One night near the latter part of the war Harry and Helen were
sitting at home and the conversation 11rifted to George.
"Harry," Helen said, "if George were to return would you consent
to our marriage?"
"Why I should be more than glad, little girl," Harry answered.
"Bu why build aircastles-there is no hope?"
"At this juncture the doorbell rang and Harry got up and opened
the door. He staggered back. "God!" he cried. '"£his is my punishment!"

Helen sprang to the door. "George!., she exclaimed. "I knew vou
would come back!"
·
The man in the door was indeed George, a little less robust, anrl
a vivid scar across his forehead. He turned to Harry, a stern light in
his eyes, but Harry sprang forward with hands outstretched. A smile
other's hand. The gap had been bridged.
Two hours later George left for his hotel. And Harry, as he shook
his hand again, playfully remarked, "Well, George, we found that we
could do much better it we worked together, so I'll call it a common
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cau~e and trll H elen that you ::tre ju st crazy to marry her!"
Helen blushed and aid somPthing about "C1·azy geese not l;nowing when to quit quaclcing," and George's answer came back in the
shape of a merry laugh.

Headquarte1·s Corps of Cadets,
Subiaco College, October 12, 1919.
Penalty List No. 1.
The following cadets will serve penalties set after their
names for delinquencies of October 10, 1919:
Phillips-Smok ing in Commandant's Room, two confinements.
lVIcNally-No socks on when on hike, one-half hour extra drill.
Sheldan-Hidin g behind table leg, one-half hour extra
drill.
Bassett, S.-Not being able to drill in front rank, one
penalty tour.
Breen, Thomas-Pajam as showing below trous ers, one
penalty tour.
(Official.)

By order of
MAJOR P. D. WILLIAMS.

J. CARROLL, Cadet First Lieutenant and Adjutant.

The more we learn to live in the serene air of delightful
studies the longer do we retain the freshness and charm of
youth.
Human endowments remain latent unless self-activity
bring them into play.
True manhood is the result of severe and constant discipline, and the merely natural man is little more than an
animal.
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THANKSGIVING ODE.
John G. Whittier.
Once more the liberal year laughs out
O'er richer stores than gems of gold;
Once more with harvest-song and shout
Is nature's bookless triumph told.

.i EDITORIAL

Our common mother rests and sings
Like_ Ruth, among her garnered ;heaves;
Her lap 1s full of goodly things,
Her brow is bright with autumn leaves.

►

THE OPTIMIST.
Human characters are so diverse and so infinite in their range
that we discover it to be a task of no small magnitude to state exactl v which shade of humanity is most perfectly adapted to be
ter~ed "best." \Ve find, however, after much deliberation that
the type of man kno,Yn as "Optimist" coincides more nearly with
our ideal of all human beings. \Ve do not mean by this the
"radical" but we refer to the "rational" division of those imbued
with optimism.
Sane optimism is the disposition to always take the most hopeful view of affairs, or to believe that there must be some good in
whatever occurs. What could be more delectable-yet reasonable
-more real-yet lovely, than a trait of this kind. We, for our
part can imagine none.
The world unconsciously collaborates the proposition that an
Optimist is near to the hearts of everyone. For instance-Could
anvone read the wonderful dram::i, "As you like it," and not be at
on~e attracted by the character of the exiled Duke? lmpos ible !
\Ve are forced to pity-we arc forced to love-and we are forced
to admire this poor old man. That fact is undeniable. But why
are we affected thus? Tl! ·re is only one reason and that is that
, •c are subconsciously attracted by the magnetic warmth of his
supahuman optimism. Shakespeare in creating this character has
given the " ·orld the greatest example of optimism ever drawn by a
literary artist. Try to imagine th is poor old man exiled in company with a few friends, hiding in the wilderness and when the
spi rits of all the ,est are at the lowest ebb, uttering these sublime
words:

0 favors every year made new!
0 gifts with rain and sunshine sent'
The bounty overruns our due;
·
The fullness shames our discontent.
We shut our eyes, and flowers bloom on;
We murmur, but the corn-ear fill·
We choose the shadow, but the sun '
That casts it shines behind us still.
God gives us with our rugged soil
T~e power to make it Eden-fair,
And r1cher fruits to crown our toil
Than summer-wedded islands bear.
Who mu1murs at his lot today?
Who scorns his native fruit and bloom?
Or sighs for dainties far away,
·
Beside the bounteous board of home?
Thank Heaven, instead, that Freedom's aim
Can change a rocky soil to gold;
That brave and generous lives can warm
A clime with Northern ices cold.
And let these altars, wreathed with flowers
And piled with fruits, awake again
Thanksgivings for the golden hours,
The early and the latter rain!

"Now my co-mates and brothers in exile,
Hath not custom made this life more sweet
Than that of painted pomp? Are not these woods
More free from peril than the envious court?
Here feel we but the penalty of Adam,
The seasons indifference; as, the icy fang
And churlish chiding of the winters wind
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Which, when it bites and blows upon my body
~,'hln ~ill I shrink with cold, I smile and say
'
' s is ~o flatterer: They are councillors
That feelmgly persuade me "hat I am.'
SwE:et a:re the uses of adversity
\Vh1ch hke a toad_, ugly and venomous,
Wears ;vet a P:rec1ous jewel in his head;
A?,d this our li:!e exempt from public haunt
rmds tOnJ;UeS Ill trees, books in running br~oks,
ermons m stones and good in everything.
I would not change it."

. I~ ~ot that grand ? This would be a much mcer world to
live u_1 1f more minds reasoned in that manner.
Cicero, a recognized _aut)1ority, puts the following words into
about "Old A ge.•"
1s discoursing
mouth of Cato,
the "Q.
.
. b who
. . ui omma ona a se 1psi petunt, eis nihil potest rnalum
v,den quod naturae nccessitas adferat.''
Therefore the Optimist having no worries must as a necessity
'
'
b e h appy.
good
for
looks
who
one
since
man
of
type
~igher
a
_llHe isfialso
w,_ not nd ev1). And he who does not come in contact with
ev_,l cannfot ~e tainted by it. Therefore the Optimist nearly attains per ect10n.
The Optimist is of very_ great use for he invariably picks out
~~- sets forth the good_ pomts of . any e_n~erprise, society or indindual. ~y th~s ~how111g us the silver l1111ng of every dark cloud
he mak~s his opt1m1sm contageous and spreads it to all with whom
he has intercourse.
S?me people are born ,Yith optimism-som e acquire it by force
of will. I! 1s a well know 1: fact that it can be attained by constan~ P_ract1ce. !herefore s111ce we know that we can become
Opt_1m1st_s, ~nd s111ce we know that this is one step upward to perfe~~1~n, 1t. 1s our duty to _accept this doctrine and to embody it
pnnc1ples into our own bemg.
,vhy not give this a thought?
P. D.W.

◄

CURRE NT COMME NT ►

111AJOR WlLLIAAlS SAYS SOME GOOD THINGS.
October 7, at 5 :30 p. m. the entire student bodv was summoned to the study hall and there Major Paul D. Williams, in
the pre ence of the Rev. Rector, delivered a short arldreS!. The

first portion of the discourse was to the cadets alone. An extract
from his speech in which he speaks of loyalty is as follows:
"l\1odern society does not demand that a fellow be a "shining
light" in order that he may be a success. He does not have to
accomplish great deeds that he may be a success. But-If a fellow
does not possess the golden and admirable trait of loyalty, then
he is not only not a success, but he is a downright failure. Many
faults are overlooked but this world of grim realities never forgives
lack of loyalty.
"\Vhat is loyalty? Does one have to stand on a house top and
shout hurrah for Subiaco! Hurrah for the cadet corps! In order
that he may demonstrate the fact that he pose ses loyalty? To!
Speech is a very poor way of showing it. 'Actions speak louder
than words,' is a very good rule in this case. Is a fellow who
works for the very best interests of the Club loyal? Yes! Theu
the question is simmered down to--How can he work for the
betterment of the Club? There is only one way and that is open
to al!. He mmt apply himself whole-heartedly to the drills and
submit to real discipline with a smile. Any fellow who takes
military training as a joke or is indifferent is a drawback to the
organization. He is a broken piece in the machine! What can
be done with a large machine in which one of the parts is broken?
othing can be done until that piece is taken out and mended.
\Vhat can we do with a battalion in which there are hair-brained
fellows who do not show that they have the mental capacity to
grasp the fact that by not working they are putting themselves
in the class of the most despicable of human beings-the nonloyal ! V\J e can do nothing-absol utely nothing! Therefore we
conclude that a fellow who is not possessed of loyalty is not only
a failure in life's drama, but that he is also a pest in every sense
of the word - The Oll i •:ay he can ever be of any use to hi.
country, his school, or his tate is to go off in some quiet placeput a gun to his own head-and very quietly and unostentatiously
'kick the bucket.' The world will not say 'Requiescat in pace!'
but \\·e ·will always hope, "l\1aneat tacitus !'
After a few more words on loyalty and obedience to officers,
Mr. Williams expatiated, to the whole school, upon the literary
and pecuniary value of "Cadet Days" exhorting all to become subscribers to it. Tn the course of his remarks he aid:
"Every school has a paper. ,ve are giving you not only a
College paper, but an official organ of the Club. We do not work
for the present! \Ve do not work for the next few years! But,
boys you must realize that it is our duty to look into the futureand see other times and other days when maybe the work or help
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that is offered now by us will bear fruits. For my part 1 wish to
carry out the designs of the founders-The Rev. Commandant of
the club, in company with Mr. Theodore Lauck of St. Louis. It
was and is both their idea and my idea to strain every effort and to
see that some day "Cadet Days" will come into her own and
take her stand alon~ide of the best College papers in the land.
\Ve want co-operat10n on your part. Are we going to get it?
Cadets and fellow students-If you are going to let this great endeavor fall through on account of the subscription price-Then
boys-You arc not the boys upon whom Subiaco will look proudly
back ~nd say, 'The_y a'.e mine.' She '".ill not do this, I say, beca~se 1f ~ou are this kind, then somethmg is lacking-that somethmg which proves whether a fellow is a "man" or not!
. l\lajor \Yilliams then spoke on several current subjects, closing
his speech with an appeal that all should work in an effort to make
this a banner year at Subiaco.

J. 0.
I.\' Tl!E MOUNT,-ll.VS.
October 13, saw the students again enjoy a free-day. It was
~olumbus Day. The boys were filled with the usual glee which
1s al~vays prevalent on an occasion of this kind. At 9 :oo o'clock
the Journey began, an? for two solid hours they ventured forth
further and furt_her, mto the rugged mountains southeast of th~
College. 1:'he hike was tour miles-and the path carried the boys
over a contmu~us success1~n o~ mountains and valleys.
. Upon reachmg the dc~t111at1on, the old waterfalls, it appeared as
1~ each. boy had a definite and individual program for the day.
Gathering ,ralnuts was the favorite sport of many. Others were
anx1ou~ to ~~e the grea~ waterfall~. This cataract is hardly in a
chss with ~iagara,_ but 1t at least gives one a conception of what the
great falls looks like- The boys who arc gifted with an adventurous spirit, investigated very thoroughly the unknown treasures
pos~ibly hidden away in the mountains.
At r2 :oo o'clock dinner was served which appeased the appetites of each and every one.
After dinner all passed the time in a manner similar to that
of the morning.
This continued until lunch, after which the homeward trip
1
1~ as begun.
By 5 :oo o'clock all were safely back at the College,
tired from the walk and sad because the day was ended.

W. S.

SOCIETY llND CLUB ACTIVITIES.
With the increase in the number of students a remarkable increase in the activities of the various societies is apparent.
The society of the Blessed Virgin is this year under the
directorship of Rev. Father Benedict, and with his taking charge
a new era has been opened up for the Sodality. In his opening
address he stated that he intended to make the club a "live ,rire"
in the school. We believe him!
Father Bened ict also has charge of the Apostleship of Prayer.
His first step was to appoint twelve promoters, each of whom has
charge of a group consisting of ten members.
A new society has been organized as the " C atholic Students
Mission Crusade." The object of this organization is to help both
home and foreio-n missions. It is purely a student movement all
over the countn~ with its headquarters at 1\1 t. St. Mary's Seminary.
Since Subiaco College was represented at the first convention of
the Crusade, held at Techny, Ohio, in 19r8, we have been enrolled
as a pioneer unit.
Although the Crusade is in its infancy it is making rapid
progress.
Any former students, wishing to become members of the
C rusade will appl y to Father Benedict.
Anyone wishing to make a donation may send his contribution
to Father Benedict and it will be fonvarded to headquarters.
The Collegr band is maintaining its reputation and is steadily
improving under the excellent leadership of Father Aemilean.
,4

BIT OF GOSSIP.

Should a man sever h:s connections with his " Alma Mater"
from the moment in which he leaves her portals carrying his
cr.rtificate of o-raduation in his hand? This seems very incoherent
with the nat:re of things. Yet this, to judge by appearances, is
the very erroneous idea which many of our former students have
conceived of duty. Why should this be true?
The class of 1918 must be awarded the honor of being the
'Banner Class" as far a. loyalty is concerned. Each and every
one of the men in this group have kept in touch with us since they
left us.
Some time ago we " ·ere very agreeably surprised to sec our
old friend Leo Malnar stroll into the Campus. Mr. Malnar has
undeniably "made good" and we are proud of him. Needless to
sa} " ·e e'<perienced great pleasure from his visit for it assures us
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that the memories of the "Old Days" are still extant in the minds
of some of the graduates. Call again "Bull Dog!"
We were also very much honored by a visit from Mr. and
Mrs. James Post. Yes! l\tly dear reader, this is the same James
Post who won such high honors here some years ago. He has al,
ready made his mark in the world and, to crown it all, was married
October 21, 1919. We are sure that all who know him join the
editorial staff in offering their best wishes to Mr. Post and his
wife.
.Mr. Leo Terbieten also spent several days with us.
These boys are what we call good examples of the famous
"live wire." Our hats are off to them!
We award the title of "Best correspondent" to 1\1. Soncini.
He is certainly doing his duty. Thank you "Son."
Why do not some more of the "Old Timers wake up? Let'<
start something!
P.D.W.

uncovered and many experienced actors of former years are with
us. • eedlcss to my, our hopes nm high,
As to the play itself-The author has not borrowed from the
French or the Italian, but he has written a play that is purely
American. The farce is full of pungent wit, smart chatter, and
electrifying situations at which one may laugh to one's heart's content without being obliged to apologize to one's seat mate for the
exhibition of hilarity. It is a clean, healthy, melodramatic farce
that tells a coherent story which cannot be recalled without
merriment.
Paul D. Williams plays the leading role of Travers Gladwin
and is ably supported by Gip Robertson as \Vinfred Barns. \V.
B. Thompson impersonates the gentlemanly burglar, Alfred Wilson and vV. Schreiber is going to take the part of vVatkins, \Vilson's collegue. The role of Phelan or Officer 666 will be interpreted by R. Phillips an actor of no mean ability. Vincent Gage,
E. Woodard ancl Vv. Parker appear respectively as "the old aunt,"
Helen and Sadie. The characters of Police Capt. Stone, Bateato,
and Kearn, a detective will be taken by Leo Krebs, A. Long and
Thos. Breen. Jno. Pastusec will appear as Ryan a detective.
P.D.W.

Father Gregory has been tra1111ng the vocal chords of the
members of the Glee Club and it is hoped that ,1·e will soon hear
its silver toned voices.

w.s.

Thadeus of \Varshaw was a pole-a pole is equal to a roda rod is 16 1-2 ft.-a man 16 1-2 ft. is a giant-Therefore
Thadeus was a giant.
Capt. O'Regan: (\Vhom a rookie had just passed without
saluting him) Say! Do you know who I am?
Private ~'1cNallin~: Sure, I kno,v who you are.
Captain. Well-I am an officer.
Private.-You've got a good easy job-stick to it.

DRAMATIC ACTIT"lTIES.
The time honored and famous Dramatic Club is again in the
field. November 20, the young actors will open the season with a
play that is in all probability one of the most ingenious ever produced upon the stage of today. The title of the production is,
"Officer 666" and it is "some play!"
The play is in three acts all of which are set in the same scene.
Owing to this last mentioned fact the stage carpenters expected to
take a "nice long rest." But alas! Such was not the case. Our
very efficient stage manager that since we could not have "many"
scenes quality would have to take the place of quantity. Therefore the hammer, saw and paint brush are being plyed with just
as much vigor as in days of yore. We will not disclose the
manager's brilliant plan, but we will comment, that if his scheme
is carried out, as it will be, the scene \\·ill be a masterpiece of stage
art and trickery.
The rehearsals are progressing rapidly. Each boy, owing to
Father Jerome's excellent judgment, seems to be well fitted for
just that particular part which he has. ~1uch new talent has hem

ATHLETICS.

.

It has ·always, in the past few years, been customary to drop
all thoughts of athletic activity during the months of ice and snow.
This has without doubt been a serious detriment to our various
teams- Therefore since the evil is now discovered we are busily
engaged in ferreting it out.
This is how it happened. The last game of ball for this fall
was over. The players "·ere rather tired of training. So they at
once gave themselves over, we might say, to sort of a physical
inertia. But this did not .:oincide with the idea our coach had conceived of it and therefore could not continue. The Coach, Father
Anthon)', began the reformation by establishing a gym-class com-
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posed of those eligible for the varsity squad. These boys daily
undergo a series of exercises calculated to harden the muscles and
prepaper the young "Jacksons and Cobbs" for the wearing work
to come in the spring. Needless to say the boys do not take to
these exercises as a duck takes to water, but since it must be done
in order to retain a place upon the team, all manage to survive
them. One of the boys expressed it aptly when he muttered,
"Blessed are they who suffer persecution for baseball's sake, for
theirs will be the victory."
Our coach has also established a class in baseball. This class is
made up exclusively of team members. During the first part of the
winter they will study the rule book, taking regular lessons and
reciting them in class. This idea and its fitness is based upon the
theory that no one can play a game well which he does not
thoroughly understand.
When the rules have been committed to memory the boys will
start planning next spring's campaign. Every play will be worked
out and studied. Every signal will be drilled until it becomes
second nature. In this way the boys will be trained to think baseball-to talk baseball-and from this it is but a small step to the
actual playing of baseball.
So next spring instead of having a crowd of fellows to be
moulded into a team, we will have a trained squad in the field
from the very first day. These boys will understand each other
and can, therefore, naturally work in unison.
The ball players are out for first blood this year and we believe they are going to come out on top.

ln spite of the weatherman's dissenting voice the boys are playing soccer almost continually. Several teams have been organized
and therefore much good natured rivalry has sprung up. This
competition is what has given soccer the needed push to make it
popular.
A team under the leadership of Hilary Linder is at present
holding the championship. This team is made up entirely of
veteran soccer players while all of the other teams are composed of
boys who are new to the game. However a team coached by
Father Anthony is making rapid progrss and is looming up as a
strong contender for the laurels. The resutls of the game played
between this squad and Linder's team were-Linder, 2; Father
Anthony's team, 1. This shows how close the race i now. What
will it be later?
P. D. W.

COODEY BUNNY I
The trapping season opened here November I. In all corners
of the yard can be seen groups literally "making the chips fly."
\Vhat arc they doing? The boys are engaged in the gentle sport
of trap building, preparatory to laying snares for that poor and
much harrasscd little creature known as a "rabbit." If each trap
thnt is being built catches a rabbit then we do here and now bid a
solemn farewell to that pitiable race.
lt took the new boys some time to realize what was going on.
Some of the older boys were also rather delinquent in their operations, but our old friend "Shorty" Robertson was as usual in these
cases, "Johnny on the spot." For several days at meal time the
surrounding table noticed that the breeze as it passed Robertson's
table bore with it the delicious and palate tickling oder of Bunny's
nicely cooked flesh. For a time this peculiarity was not investigated, but one cannot fool the world forever. Soon l\'Ir. Robertson was watched an Lo! and Behold I we saw him come in with
t\\·o nice live rabbits. Realizing that he could not have "run them
down" n-e could but fin?JI, let the ide:i. drift through our heads
that "trapping season was here."
The trapping club is now organized and is under the supervision of Father Anthony. Since "Union brings strength," we can
but conclude th;it Bunny's sun is slowly setting.

P.D.W.
The S. C. C. C. is indeed on the high road to perfection and
efficiency. The Cadets are becoming more accustomed to military
life and during the past month have shown a marked improvement
in the execution of drilh iri marching. They have also acquired a
greater knowledge of the manual of arms and details of tactics.
The ball first started rolling on Wednesday afternoon of
October r 5, when the first general drill of the Cadets was held.
Upon this afternoon the Cadets marched from the Campus to the
drill field where they drilled strenuously for three hours. During
the drill the batallion staff conceived an excellent idea, namely that
since there are so many and heterogenous characters in the Club
those excelling in an)' particular quality should be given credit for
it. Therefore duri11r: a rest interval, an election ,ns held the results of which are tabulated in part, upon another page of this
issue.
A general drill of the Cadets is held every second Wednesday.
Sunday, November

2,

the students assembled in the study hall,
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where Father Benedict read the averages made by each boy for
the months of September and October.
The grades were practically as expected. However there were
a few disappointments, but these were more than counter-balanced
by the many pleasant surprises.
As a whole the notes were above the average and we are confident that the students of this year are going to set a standard
for efficiency in studies at Subiaco.
P.D.W.
The fall of the year brings and always has brought an activity
in "shinny." As a result, although the world has been made safe
for Democracy, it is far from safe at Subiaco for peaceful pedestrian students.
The moment the weather changed some of our "young hopefuls" began to make "shinny clubs" and soon the mania spread to
even some of the larger boys. We realized that this "shinny playing stage" is a necessity in the life of every American boy whether
he lives in the Sunkissed valleys of California or the turbulant
cities in the East. As we say-it is a necessity and therefore we
did not look upon their preparations with much alarm. But who
would have imagined how soon we were to change our views.
But whether the idea can be conceived or not, it is true. We do
not mind the small boys enjoying their sport, but we do, with much
waste of energy and lungs, seriously object to being rudely awakened from our reveries by collision with a batted tin can. Needless
to say we never hurt the can. However, in spite of our troubles
we manao-e to exist; and as "shinny" continues to flourish in fiendish glce_:\\.e try to smile and tell ourselves, "Boys will be boys,"
and take it from us, they \,·ill!
P.D.W.

r3
will make their initial appearance at the performance of the
coming play.
P.D.W.
THE SCHOOL STATISTICS.
..
(Voted on by the entire corps.)
Most Military-Spurlock.
Most Handsome-Winterholer and Kershaw.
Most Popular-Tillmann.
Jack of All Trades, but Good at None-Sharum.
Windiest--Thompson.
Best Athletes----Rogers and Khilling.
Class Crank-O'Regan and Lensing.
Most Respected-Bridwell.
Most Capable--Connors.
Wittiest-Paul Maus.
Loudest--Egan, Th..
(To be continued.)

The Academic and Preparatory Departments have been transferred to the new part of the building this year.
The n~w study hall is beautiful. The walls are white and the
large windows make the place seem almost as though one were in
the open. Needless to say, this is a great help to the boys since
one could hardly refrain from putting effort into one's work in
such an exquisite place.
The new class rooms are also very nice.
A large portion of the third floor has been made into dormitories which are certainly equal to any of the sleeping quarters
boasted by any school in the country.
The old class rooms have been converted into music rooms
'.111d the old study hall has, by excellent workmen, been changed
mto a very pretty chard for the boys.
P.D.W.

AT LAST!

A FERVENT MISSOURI ORATOR.

For several years we have been asking, ent1·eating-Ay ! even
begging with tears in our eyes that Rev. Father Gregory would
out of his ever famous Glee Club, form a quartet. Smee the
voices in a quartet must be extraordinarily good, _he did not see
his way clear to form this mu,h needed group of smgers.

. ~ Missouri ora~or is said t_o have gotten off the following: "We
live m a land of high mountains and high taxes; low valleys and
low wages; big crooked rivers and big crooked statesmen· big
lakes; big strikes; big pumpkins; big men with pumpkin h~ds·
silver streams that gambol in the mountains and pious politician~
that gamble in the nil!'ht; sharp financiers and sharp toed shoes ·
fertile plains that lie like a sheet of water and thousands of news~
paper men that lie like thunder."

But now our hearts are filled with joy. Our hopes have
come true. The long sought for quartet has changed from a faint
hope and a dream to a reality. The_ quartet is made_ up by Lawrence Rogers, Jas, O'Regan, Jno. Raible and Jno. Mmden. They

Memory is the least noble of the intellectual faculties and the
nearest to animal intelligence; and to know well is, in the eyes
of a true educator, of quite other importance than to know much.

l.j.

SPICY SIDE LIGHTS.
Majors-(After having exhausted his volubility and having
observed McDermott smoking at the other end of the room)-Is
that the smoke stack of an engine down at the other end ?
McDermott--Yes, and the exhaust is down at your end.
Private Ba ssett: "Well Sheldon, what are you looking at me
like that for?"
Private Sheldon: "Please sir, I'm looking foT a foreign gentleman with fifty tons of chemicals concealed on his person.
John-"Mama, speak to Conley, he's throwing rocks at an
aeroplane."
Phillips: "Why is a passenger on the A. C. like Teddy Roosevelt?"
Williams: "Because they are both rough riders."
Mosmann saw a sign on a guide-post between Subiaco and
Paris: "This will take you to Paris." He sat on the sign for two
hours and then said: "I wonder when she's going to start?"
A Pesimist: A man with one speed forward and four reverse.
Lieut. Norton: "What must a man be that he shall be buried
with Military Honors?"
Private Kirspel: "He must be a Captain."
Lieut. Norton: "Then I lose my bet."
Private Kirspel: "What did you bet?"
Lieut. Norton: "I bet that he must be dead."

Headquarters Corps of Cadets,
Subiaco, Ark., Nov. IO, 1919.
Penalty List No. 2.
The following Cadets have reports to be answered before C.
Q. for delinquencies of November 6, 1919.
Bridwell-Using leggins for bean shooter.
\Vadly--Chewing gum in line.
;\lajors-In bed asleep. P. I.
O'Regan-Losing leggins during drill.
Rogers-Do.
By order of:
(Official)
CADET MAJOR P. D . WILLIAMS.
J. Carroll, Cadet First Lieut. and Adjutant.
Whosoever makes himself purer, worthier, wiser, works for his
country works for God.
Become all it is possible for you to become.
The moral value of tht> study of science lies in the love of truth
it inspires and inculcates.

Qrahrt ihttt!i
FOR OUR INTEREST AND
YOUR PLEASURE
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A CHRISTMAS THOUGIIT.

Lucy Larcom.

OJ·.! Christmas is coming again, you ~ay,

And you long for the things he is bringing;
Ilut the costliest gift may not gladden the day,
1·or help on the merry bells ringing.
Some getting is losing, you understand;
Some hoarding is far from saving;
Vlhat you hold in your hand may slip from your hancl;
There is something better than having;
\life are richer for what we give;
And only by giving we live.
Your last year's presents are scattered and gone;
You have almost forgot who gave them;
But the loving thoughts you bestow live on
As long as you choose to have them.
Love, love, is your riches, though ever so poor;
No money can buy that treasure;
Yours always, from robber and rust secure,
Your own \vithout stint or measure.
It is only love that we can give;
It is only by loving we live.
For who is it smiles through the Christmas mornThe Light of the wide creation?
A dear little Child in a stable born,
Whose love is the world's salvation.
He was poor on earth, but He gave us all
That can make our life worth the living·
And happy the Ch1·istmas day we ta!!
'
That is spent, for His sake, in giving.
He shows us the way to live;
Like Him, let u~ Joye an<l give!
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EDITORIAL
lrllY WE STUDY.
1Ierelv because \\·e make a mistake, we should not grow downhearted a;1c1 forget to hope. i.\Iistakes are hcterogeneous---some
.ire serious and some are venial-all are, it seems ne~essary. Show
us a man who has never madf' a mistake,. and we_ will show_ you a
man who has never accomplished anythmg which can, m the
language of the world, be called "worth w_hile."
.
It is not the individual mistake that blights our lives _and consio-ns us to the scrap heap of humanity. 1Iistakes and their lessons
b;ilt up civilization. But what ruins ~ man is _the "habit" of
blunderings-the consciousness of cont111ually do111g the \\'. rong
thino- at the wrong time. It is no marvel that the cont111ual
blunderer loses self-confidence, and consequently hope and
ambition.
There is only one way to counteract this inclination to err,
and that is to work with the idea of grafting on to ourselves the
custom of doing things correctly, and of i_nstilli1?g it into our ~cry
being. Our proposition now resolves 1tsd f 111to the quest10n,
" How can we acquire this habit?"
Correctness of habit must grow out of correctness of thoug_ht.
Every thing that we do is supervised by our intellec_tual facult_1cs.
Therefore in order to train ourselves to perfectness m accomplishing things_'.___it is essential that we must first train the min~ , until
\\'e are able to rapidl y, methodically, and accurately, consider all
actions which ,ve propose making. Just as in any artificial
mechanism the various pieces must be fitted to play a certain
role-so the various faculties of the mind must be trained and
moulded in order that all may \\·ork in unison. This moulding
is delicate work and must be done well if the intellect is to safely
pilot us through the rocky channels of life. The Creator has
given us ample material. \Ve are the mechanics who must assimilate the parts. The tools which we must use are common sense,
pl'rseverancc and stud~.

We can see clearly the necessity of education. The trained
man discovers that his subconscious mind does a colo sal amount
of his work for him. His actions are decisive, because he has
confidence in his own ability. As he trains his mind more-his
blunders grow less frequent, until at last they are conspicuous only
by their absence.
A man without hope is on the decline. As he falls he gains
impetus and speed until the services which might have been
rendered to humanity by him are lost beyond redemption.
Hope is the glint of light which twinkles on the island of
realization out in the sea of the future. Always we are traveling
towards that land. Sometimes we blunder, and the mists of
disappointment hang low over the waters, excluding the light and
leaving us alone upon an uncharted sea. If we remain bereft of
hope-we are lost. If our optimism drives the clouds away, the
light's radiance reveals to us a newer, brighter beauty.
Then we may reach the island of realization, but as we tarry
the light moves on to lands of wider shores and greater promise.
And so we travel on from one crest of time to another until we
have crossed the allotted span.
The passport of our journey is education. Learning dispells
the inclination to err, and blunders oftimes render us unable to
see our beacon light-hope. Without education perhaps we could
reach the highest position in our sphere, but we are able to attain
nothing higher nor have ambition to do more. \Ve are as ignorant
of the beauties and mysteries of human and superhuman events, as
is a man who has been, all of bis life, confined in a cave and who
has never gazed upon another mortal.
So we can conclude with the statement that we study-in
order that "·e "·ill not err-in order that we will not be void of
hope-and abo\'e all, in order that we may attain a kno\\'ledge and
realization of those things which are at present out of our reach.

P.D.\V.
LOVE IS KING.
"I recently received a very artistic catalogue from a Virginia
military academy, which has had quite a remarkable career due to
the high ideals and great push of the young commandant in charge,
on the cover of which I found these words, "Love is King."
Love is a great disciplinarian, the supreme harmonizer, the true
peacemaker. It is the great balm for all that blights happinrss or
breeds discontent. It is a sovereign panacea for malice, revenp:e,
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and all the brutal propensities. As cruelty melts before kindness,
so the evil passions find their antidote in sweet charity and loving
sympathy.
The sun encourages and calls out qualities in the tender germ
and young plant which the storm and the frost would destroy.
Kindness and encouragement and praise will call out of a bad boy
or a dull pupil and stimulate qualities which scolding and rebuffing a11d repression would blight and ruin.
Pupils would do anything for a teacher who is always kind and
considerate; but a cross, fractious, nagging teacher so arouses their
antagonism that it often proves a bar to their progress. There
must be no obstructions, no ill feeling between the teacher and the
pupil, if the best results are to be reached.
Love is a healer; a life-giver. All through the Bible are
passages which show the power of love as a health tonic and life
strengthener. 'With long life \Yill I satisfy him,' said the
Psalmist, 'because he hath set his love upon me.'
l\1any parents are very much distressed by the waywardness of
their children; but this waywardness is often more imaginary
than real. A large part of their pranks and their mischief is
merely the result of e;-..'1.lberant youthful spirits. They are so full
of energy, and so buoyant with life that they cannot keep still.
Love is the only power that "·ill control them."
(Extract from Editorial in Success 11agazine by Dr. Orison
Swett Marden.)
It is our eame t wish that all of our readers will enjoy pleasures so copious, this Christmas, that the very memory of its happiness will brighten the thoughts nf each during the coming year.
Our associates join us in this wish.

P.D.W.

CURRENT COMMENT
DP..L\L\ TIC?.
The morning of November 20 dawnPd. The sky was covered
with dull grey clouds and the chill Autumn wind swept the
campus. The drearyness of the weather was reflected in the faces
of all members of the Dramatic Club. It seemed as though thP
rehearsals of the play, "Officer 666" had been in vain, for it would

be sheer nonsense to expect a full house upon such a day. But
"a poor beginning often means a good ending," and so it was
with this November day. About noon the clouds began to disperse, and soon the majestic sun shone forth in all its glory. Anrl
so it happened that the night of trus memorable day was suited
perfectly for the success of the drama. Each star vied with the
other in shedding light upon the world, and the moon seemed to be
overdoing itself in lighting up the campus.
About 7:00 p. m. one could see car after car coming over the
hills and speeding down the narrow road bearing their expectant
occupants to the show. Half of an hour later the yard was filled
with cars and before the actors reached the theatre preparatory to
making up, the house was full. Every seat was occupied. Chairs
were then put in the aisles and these were instantly seized by the
eager people. Standing room was at a premium and soon the
management was unable to offer even trus accommodation. One
could but glance at that crowd and tell that the Dramatic Club
can well be proud of its record.
At 8:00 p. m. the band played an ove1ture and continued to
amuse the audience until 8:15. At this time the lights were extinguished-a bell rang-and the curtain rose. This marks the
opening of the greatest triumph as yet scored upon the College
stage.
The leading role of "Travers Gladwin" was taken by Paul
Williams. He played as he always has during the past four years.
Gip. Robertson as "Whitney Barns" more than upheld his reputation as an actor by his versatility of expression and smoothness of
ge~ture. R. Phillips as "Officer 666" kept the audience laughing
Pvery moment in which he was u_pon tlie stage. Needle.s for us
to say-it takes a fine comedian to do this. W. B. Thompson was
v,,ry near to perfection in his unaffected rendition of the character
""Nilson" who is a crook, helped in his work bv "Watkins" who was
represented by W. Schreiber. H. Long made a decided hit as
"Dateato." L. Krebs, J. Pastusec, and L. Rogers, appeared regoccth·ely ~s "Capt. Stone, Kearney. and Ryan. The female parts,
Helen, Sadie and Mrs. Burton were taken, in the order named, by
K Woodard, W. Parker, and V. Gage. These last three deserve
special mention.
The Glee Club played an impo1-tant part in the success of the
performance. Th~ songs rendered by this organization between
acts were imperlatively good. Especially we wish to comment upon
the song, "The Boys in Grey," which was sung by a newly fonnecl
quartet.
The band as per custom contributed its bit and a little! bit more.
The Dramatic Club will now remain in oblivion until after th<>
vacation and then will make its appearnnce. We know nothing
ciefinite as to its plans, but we are confident that they will presPnt
something worth while soon after the holidays.
I'. D. W.
When thou readest, or speakest. or h<'m·Pst. look st<'arlfastly
with the mind at the things the word~ symbolise.
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MERIT REAPS IT'S REW ARD.
December 6th was hardly an ideal day for the Dramatic Club's
outing, but in spite of all the contrary weather man could do the
hike was taken and a record was broken.
It has been customary that the youthful actors, soon after each
play should be given an afternoon of their own. This day is alw:.ys rnplete with good things to eat and therefore the healthy
boys fairly revel in its coming.
Several years ago a banquet was held at the old Monastery in
honor of the success made in the production of the play "Wah-naton." This feast was a record-breaker and has been considered as
a standard ever since that eventful day. But "nothing is so perfect
that it cannot be improved upon," fits very well in this case. That
well remembered celebration as a standard of good times has met
its Waterloo.
The play "Officer 666" has never been paralleled at Subiaco.
Nothing quite so humorous--yet f. O real, quite so well acted-yet
so void of all artificialness, has ever before been produced upon
the college stage. Therefore the play can well be styled a "recordbreaker." It follows as a necessity that the feast given in its
h,Jnor should also reach a height never before attained. AND IT
DID.
The outing was announced at noon of the 6th. At 1 p. m. a
merry crowd of boys started on the hike to the first ridge. The
Glee Club, and the band in recognition of their excellent work,
were also included in the list of those eligible to partake of the
"fruits of the victory," and therefore it was a pretty good sized
group.
Fr. Jerome took the lead and Frs. Gregory and Luke brought
up the rear. Naturally the ranks were made up of the boys, all of
whom were heavily laden with those eatables which were soon to
come to a very suclden end. The camp was soon reached-a fire
was built--and the feast was soon ;n full swing. Wiennies, oysters,
pork and beans, chili; all sorts of canned goods, and cake , were
mixed impartially with pineapple, peaches and other deliciou s
deserts. The banquet occupied the undivided attention of all for
nearly two hours, and then all scattered over the hills to enjoy
themselves as they thought best.
At 4 :30 p. m. the jovial crowd 1·eturned to the college, hoping
that the next play would soon materialize. One fellow, whom
it seems has been unfortunate enough to come in contact with the
"dead language that lives," remarked in a lour! tone "Finis coronat
onus," and if we accept this remark we must add "Nunquam melius
opus fine meliore coronatum est.''
P. D. W ..
GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN.
Thanksgiving- came, passPrl , :rnd may now be recorded in th e
Hsts of the yesterdays. Although bad weather is usually prevalent
upon this holiday, Thanksgiving is without doubt, one of the best
free days at Subiaco.
Thjg year heavy rains made the customary walk to the river
an impossibility and therefore the boys spent the day at the college. Many of the boys were m elancholy on this account, but th i~
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feeling did not last long. The packages from home soon di spelled
the ci mdy looks and joy reigned supreme. This was not at all
surprising, for all decided that "we have a lot to be thankful for."
Some •·eceived large tokens, while others received only small r emembrances, but each package conveyed the message that so~ewhere someone was thoughtful. The boys were for the time
busy ~toring the eatables. A spirit of good fellowship prevailed
and everybody was everybody's fri end.
.
Soccl:!r helped many to pass the morning hours, while others
spent their time in the library, bo·.\rling alley, or the armory. .
Then came the noon meal. The boys feasted upon everythmg
from turkey to cake. It was as near like home as the college authorities could make it and no effo1t had been spared.
At 3 o'clock a lunch was served in the dining room and was enjoyed by all.
.
.
In this manner the day passed swiftly by. It now remams
only a pleasing memory and although Thanksgiving is gone, it i.4
:nost ce1tainly not forgotten.
W. S.
THE SCHOOL STATISTICS.
(Continued)
Pretti est.................................. .................. Jno Linder
Most Useful... ................. ................... A. Pickkartz
Most Modest ............................................ Leo Steele
Biggest Sport....................................... Jno. Carr?ll
l\Icekest.................................................. Jno. Kirspel
Busiest .......................................................... 13. Brcl'n
Biggest Eeaters Trio ...... 111cDermott. Thompson,
Daly.
OUR VISITORS.
Dul'ing the past month we were honored by m:iny visitors.
Some of them came to vi sit relatives. others came to enjoy the
qu:i>tude and beauties alTorded by the delightful scenery and very
environment of the place.
The visitors are a~ follows:
Mr. Wm. Prendergast .................................................... Ft. Smith, Ark.
Mr. C. P. Zenor.............................................. .................... Ft. Smith, Ark.
l\Ir. J. B. Breen and wife................................................ Ft. Smith, Ark.
Mr. Leo Terbeiten .... r••···························- ·• ·· .................. Ft. Smith. Ark.
Mr. Joe Redinger and wifo ........................................ Texarkana, Texas
Mr. A. Greeves ............................................................................ Okl uhO'>n:i
Mr. and Mrs. J . C. nraham ............................................ St. Louis, Mo.
:M r. N. B. Robert, on .................................. ................... Littl e Rock, <\rk.
Mrs. A. S. Bridwell... ............................................................... Joplin, Mo.
Mm. H. M. Ramsey ................................................................Joplin. lllo.
We were delighted to have thl'm with us and it is our wi sh
that they will soon c:i.11 again.

P. D. W.
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CADET CORPS NEWS.

SOLEMN COMMUNION.

Armistice Day Guard dut)' was first inaugurated. A squad
of picked Cadets during the entire day patroled the grounds. Guard
was changed at given intervals in order that the work might not
become arduous, but yet each boy was on duty long enough to get
training that is very necessary.
The manner in which the drill is carried on shows clearly that
the boys are used to discipline and that the training which they
have received in the past few months has made them vigilent to
the highest degree.
Special credit must be given to Private Picka1 tz. He made
several students, who tried to pass his line without explaining their
business, very uncomfortable by vigorous use of the butt of hi s
gun. Even Major Williams was halted by this efficient young man
and was compelled to wait outside of the grounds until he could
dispatch an orderly to the commandant to obtain the password
which as yet had not been conveyed to him .
Without doubt this guard duty is an excell ent feature in the
training the youths are receiving.

November 13, many of the youths ~-enewed their :1ows_and made
a Solemn Communion. The ceremomes were beautiful m the extreme.
.
At nine o'clock the procession was fmmed in the mner court.
The College Band took the lead _and was followed by the Communicants each of whom carried a hghted candle. All marched to the
church to the strains of the sweet mu ic rendered by the band.
It was a beautiful Mass-and at the offertory the band Tendered
an interlude which adcled much to the ceremony's impressivene s.
It is doubtful if there was a person in the entire church who
was not inspired, as the little fellows made their way piously to
the communion rail in order to receive the Body and Blood of our
Creator. And as their little voices sounded, renewing their
baptismal vows all of those who were present t~ought of higher
things than those rewards to be r 0 aped upon this earth.
This day was a holiday and after the Mass the students amused
themselves as they thought best.
P. D. W.

ANOTHER STEP FORWARD.

For the first time in many years our Rector, Fr. Benedict. was
fo1· a few days, compelled to dese1t his post at th~ head of our
school. This was necessitated by eye trouble which compelled
him to go to Little Rock in order to secure treatments.
During his absence we bad always the feeling that _someh~w,
something was missing. The accustomed smoothness "'. 1th which
affairs at Subiaco usually run seemed to be missing. This was not
because there was a Jack of Prefects, but simply because we had
so long been accustomed to see this man's wonderful personality
balancing our ship, the college, as it sails from one i·ough billow
to anothe1·, that we as a matter of course missed it.
We are glad to say that the Rev. Father i now recoYered and
is again engaged in his work of piloting us to greater knowledge.

Some years ago a lake was built at Subiaco for the use of the
students. At the time this lake was sufficiently large for all needs
b,it that day is long since a memory. The world moves on-always
forward . Subiaco is rapidly outgrowing itself. Therefore new
enterprises spring up overnight.
The authorities are now contel,nplating the construction of a
lake which will be 9ver a half mile long and several hundred yards
wide. The scene of this work will, if it is carried through. be the
valley which lies between the first and sc>cond ridges. These
craggy slopes ar<' in themselves bt>autifu!. We can hardly conceive anything more adapted to this scenery than a larg<> shaclv
lake. This also seems to be the gPnerul opinion, and so th P
g,·ound is now being sun·eycd. Professor Weiterer is doing this
difficult work.
Owing to several obstacles that mu ~t be overcome before the
pl~~ can be carried through, the proposition is as yet only a prohab,hty. Howe\'e1·, we are confident that such a necessary step will
be taken.
P. ·D. w.
0

The_ poo1· fellows who, next year, intend to beat their way to
glory with the baseball bat arn ,till toiling in 1he gym. Every da v
.:tt 5:30 p. m. these poor unfortunates entnr the Gym, and exnr.tl;,
one-half hour later stagger forth ae-ain, swearing eternal hatred
for all forms of calisthenics or anythfag related thereto. Very UttlP. of this "kicking" is to be taken seriously, however, because the
youths realize that this work is a great anr,-ment to our at!1leti('
prnwress. This being the caFc, we are confidC'nt that if they were
forced to undergo the ordeal two times "prr diem" no s1>riorns
objPction would b" raised.
P. D. W.

P. D. W.

VACATION.

The word "vacation" has long been a word with which WP conjured. It has been a dream and a longing which seemed to be
ages and ages away. But it has in ~he pas~ few month. ~een g3:ining speed, as it were, and now havmg gamed imp1:tus, is bearmg
down upon us with a speed tha~ can hardly be conce1:1ed .. It ~eems
impossible that the day for which we have been longmg 1s at hanr!
-but there is no denving the fact .
It is no wonder ·that our minds are incessently occupied by
thoughts of the holidays. Most of us have been away from home
over four months. Although we are given every reasonable opportunity for happiness, although we_ are given every c~mfo1t of homC',
a~ far as that is possible-there 1s always that desire to be among
friends and loved ones. This is natural.
The vacation opens December 21 and closes .January 6.
P.D. W.

JI

SPICY SIDE LIGHTS.
"Duck" Pickartz still insists that C. P. is a formula for sulphuric acid.
P. Maus: "Say, Jew, is a man born in Poland a Pole?"
Thompson: "Sure."
P. Maus : "Well, then a man born in Holland is a hole."
Kreb s : "They say, John, that long walks built up the body."
J. Mur phy: "Yes, but they wear down the sole."
No1·ton: Rounding a corner at full speed in his jiti.ey} "Do
you hear those cylinders knocking ?"
John Tschann: (Timidly} "'Taint the cylinders; its my knees."
Answer to the query why some United States Employment
Service Examiners go mad might find some solution in the following questionnaire filled out by an applicant applying to the Service
for employment.
Q-Born? A.-Yes ; once.
Q.-Nativity? A.-Baptist.
Q.-Married or Single ? A.-Have been both.
Q.-Parents alive yet? A.-Not yet.
Q.-Hair? A.-Thin.
Q.-Voke? A.-Weak.
Q.-Healthy? A.-Sometimes.
Q.-Previous Experience? A.-No.
Q.-Where ? A.-Different places.
Q.-Position? A.-Rotten .
Q.-Salary expected? A.-More.
Q.-Drink? A.-Not in dry 5tates.
Q.-Why do you want a job. A.-Wife won't work any more.
Visitor:-"Can you direct me to the Art Mu seum?"
Cop:-"The onl y a r t museum Oi knows of is the rogues gallery
at headquar ters."
Jno. Maus :-"Say, Issy, which musical instrument produces foot
n otes?"
I senmann:-"May be the shoe horn!"
Mi st rnss :-"I told you half an hour ago to turn on the gas in
the parlor.
Servant:-"Su re, an' I did it, mum, don't yez shmell it?"
Satur day1 November 15, t he Cadet s lined up for g eneral drill.
However, owmg to the unavoidabl absence of many of the bovs
the Commandant cancelled the dr ill. H e th en addres ed a f e\~
words to the whole battalion, making it plain in no uncertain terms
that under no condition would any Cadet be exempted from any of
the regular drills.
. Since th_is was a dril_l day it was decided that the boys should
~nJoy a special lunch, a s 1s customary several time during the year.
fhe Supply Corps soon set a feast before us which won that
branch of the Club our eternal gratitude and favor.
The "eats" were immensely enjoyed by all and we are now
looking forward to the next treat.
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EXAMINATIO NS.
Examinat ions seem to be a necessary evil that m ust be met
and defeated before we can tast e the sweet n ectar of vacation.
The same maxim h olds true that those who have done their
work well need have no f ear. We are pleased t o sa y that t he majority of our boys h ave h ad ambition enough to a ppl y themselves
wholehea1tedly t o t heir studies. Therefore the prospect of having
t o pa ss the test s does not materiall y da mpen the spirits of our
ycun g hopeful s.
In spite of this there is th e regula r "cramming'' going on .
Those who h ave been lazy all year are now vainly trying to crowd
fo ur months w01 k into two weeks . Needless to say. "It can 't be
done." Those who ar e well up in t heir studies are also giYing
mu ch t ime to their book s in r eview.
It is hoped that the examination s t his year will be far aboY<'
the standard. To see the pupils recite well is the only eaithly reward our p rofessor s 1·eap , and we should not deny th em this.
P. D. W.
HUNTING.
Every Amer ican boy feels within himself the call of the open
air. He finds untold pleasures in roaming the broad fields. gun in
hand, in search of galme. Th e students of Subiaco are not l':-:cept ion s to t his rule. On the contrary it scer.1s as though thr
magic spell of the hills an d woods has taken an extraonlinary
h old up on many of t hem.
Of course they do not haYe the excitPmr.nt anrl plcasnrP "r
hun ting " bi g" game, but t hey seem t o be very persevering in the
apparent intention of wiping out all ve:stigcs of either rabbit or
•1uail.
Every Sa turday or Wednesdav afternoon we see our 2spiring
"Daniel Boonrs" venture forth "armed to th0 te<'th" an d with equal
r"gularity t hey come marching triumphantly, beming the fruit.,
ot t heir sharpshootin g .
Hunting howeYer, is n ow taking a seconchry position because
thP boys are preparing for the approaching battle with e:,:aminati ons.
P. D. W.
ATH LETICS.
Owin g t o th e temporary inaction which was made n ecessary
by ad\'erse weather, all of the youtl:ful cnthn~iasm in Ath 1etics has
,:onccntrated upon Soccer. Every JC'CE' s of the clay sees membcrc<
of the various trams engaged in hPatc-d practice games.
-Upon each Wednesday and Sa!t1>·rl:1y afternoon the varinu"
teams retire to the soccer field, wh 0 re tl·ey antagonize each oth~r
in frien dly sport. T he friendlineFs of the conte~ts however, clor ·
not detract fr om the fervid ity or earn•s'n<>ss of the g-a 1,r». E,v·11
boy is finnl y and unalterably con vinced th::it the team of which hr
hi>nself 1s a member is without doubt inYincil.Jle. Thix . pirit as a
necessit y breeds competition-which in tum ;n~pircs the boy,; t,,
greatel' zeal in practice---which is, as a mattl'r of course, productiYc
oi' b;,tter teams.
Judg ing fro m recent games, soccer i certainl y coming int o it.
own.

We have always claimed that the Military Club w:i.s the most
enterprising club in the school. This fact has never been contested, but now we feel that our datement is unassailable.
We
draw this conclusion because it is apparent that the club is always
moving forward . One addition follows another, and when we think
that further improvement is impossible our Commandant comes
forward with something new. This time we are pleased to say, it
is son1ething entirely novel at Subiaco, and something which has
been nMded very much, namely, a military band.
This is how it happened, or rather it is all we have been able
to find out concerning the organization. It was a week or so ago
when suddenly from the campus came sweet strains of music. We
were astonished. We had no idea what band it was and of course,
without further waste of time, we investigated. We discovered
that it was a band made up from ou1· Cadet Corps. It had sprung
up over night. Yesterday it was a dream-today it was reality,
and was producing excellent music. Nearly every instrument in
a large band is represented in our organization. Captain James
O'Regan is director of the band.
We consider this new asset of the Military Club a very valu J. 0 .
able acquisition.
He who thinks for himself is m1·ely persuaded by another. Information and inspiration he gladly receives, but he forms his own
judgment.
No one is by nature good or great or wise, but whoever attains
such height Teaches it by hard toil and long struggles with
temptations and hindrances of many kinds.
The end of education is the formation of character; character
1·ests on the basis of morality; and morality, if it has life and
vigor, is interfused with religion.
·
The faithful servant of any cause is not a vulgar boaster, but
a true striver after the best things.
Patriotism is the spirit of the father's house, which is the home
of our first love and the one to which we turn our last linge1·ing
thoughts as death's curtain drops.
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EDITORIAL
Rosaline E. Jones.

TRIFLES.
Who can Love you, January?
You are gruff and ugly-very
How you roar!
And a sorry tale you utter
In a maniacal mutter,
'
At my dooL
Then Y?U sob and sigh and pine
In a mmdless, minor whine
'
And again
'
A wild, grewsome ditty slips
From your frozen, rigid lips,
F1e1·ce as pain.
Like some creature stiung to hate
Wrestling with its cruel fate
'
Conquering
'
Only. as you flee apace,
Glann!l' ~ac~ wiih grim, wry face,
Mnruclcing.
Hush your savage minstrelsy
To a mellower symphony
Soft and deep.
'
Know you no melliflous tune?
No low, lulling cradle croon·
Wooing sleep ?
'
~o soft breath from slumbrous isles
Where eternal summer smiles
'
Halcyon?
Beat your tattoo for your raids
And decamp for Hadean shade;.
Pray begone!

From observation and experience we have accumulated enough
information to justify us in making the statement that almost
every boy is likely to succumb to one certain failing. This fault,
is the tendency 10 carelesslv say "Oh! That doesn't amount to
anything !"-when some little detail of our "·ork seems tedious
or non-essential. As often as "·e make such a statement we err.
\Ve slip back one rung on life's steep ladder upon the top of which
lies success.
No right thought we think, no right work we do, is too trivial
or too insignificant to be of great importance. Small things mereh•
make great things possible. If one thinks with precision and
patience in triflling affairs, we can safely conclude that one will do
likc"·ise in affairs of major importance.
The link between the locomotive and the car is, after all, a
very little thing. Let us omit it-Can the engine then pull the
mighty train over plains and mountains, carrying the commerce
of a nation? It could not! Although the connective is but an
atom in comparison with the bulk of the entire train, it is absolutely essential. Details in life are also atomic in magnitude when
compared with the \\·orld's grc~t drama as a whole. But even
less than can the link in the train be left out, can the little things
in life be disregarded if \\·e are to safely make our journey over
life's plains and mountains. For, life is nothing more or less than
a series of small incidents.
Casting our eyes over the histories of nations, of states, and of
individuals, we see the same story told and retold. All great
accomplishments have had as their foundation the careful doing
of little things .:ailed detail. Since we can only judge the future
by the past, letting the lamp of exp~ricnce guide us we ran but
rome to one conclusion. All great enterprises and deed~ will, in
the future as in the past, be founded upon close attention to minor
affairs.
I nronclusion 11·e can but e'l:hort all of our readers to do cvcnwork, be it great or small, \,·ith e'l:artncss and care.
can

,vc
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readily see from the above argument that if we are to take part
in things which will in reality be "worth while" we must first
learn to take part in works and actions which are of minor importance-the ac::omplishment of little things. This is ,rnrthy of
the consideration of each and every one of us.

P. D. W.
The farther we dwell from the crowd, with its current opinion,
the better and truer shall we and our thoughts become.

CHARACTER llfAKES THE llUN.
The only real use for a boy is to make something out of him.
To do this requires the utmost patience and skill, except in those
~cry rare cases where the boy makes a man of himself; or perhaps
It would be stating the case better to say it requires the best skill
and talent on the part of the teacher to induce the boy to make a
man of himself; for nothing can be gotten out of him unless it is
already there. In order to afford ourselves the best oppoTtunities
for success, the number of students must be limited in order that
each boy may become learned; then only are we ready to teach
him. CHARACTER must be the first aim, and even-bodv knows
that it can only be formed and not created; to do this, t·o mold
the character of a boy, it is necessary to personally care and watch
over him. This duty belongs to the teacher as well as the parent.
The parent is often too busy to give his son the attention he should
have, hence the necessity of a conscientiou skillful teacher 11·ho
lives and associates with him twenty-four hours every day and
seven days in the week. The character must be formed ~nd the
mind developed through the boy's o,..-n s~nses rnther than by
having him memorize the thonghts and deeds of others.
(To be Continued.)
The1·e is a radical def;,ct in the character of whoever wodcs in
the spirit of a trifler, howeYt'r blamele s his conduct.

CJJR.TST111AS AT TT!E COLLEGE.
December 2r, r9r9, th e boys who were to spend their Christmas vacation at home embarked upon their journey. It ,ms a d,·lightful day and just suited for such a scene of gayety. The
crowd was at the station long before the train "·as due tri le~ve,
and the moments which ensued before its arrival were as ages to
all of us. About 8 a. m. the shrill ,vhistle of the tratn announced

· · ch eet· f ron~ the
its coming, and was greeted by an ent Irns1ast1c
. stu-f
dents. Then came the bustle of getting aboar~r' the frndu~,g ~
places and after <' long shout in fare\\'ell to the alma n1-1ter \~e
journ~y began. One could feel gayety in the atmospher_e as t _e
locomotive rushed do\\'n the valley and lost itself to our vmv as it
sped on into the mountains.
f
Not all of the students \\'ere fortunate enough to go home .or
the holidays, owing to the fact that great number of _them
at such distance that the trip \\'ould be hardly \\"Or_th \\'hile.
time the fello\\'S who remained here number~d- thirty._ Natura1
all felt blue at first, and could see no sun sh10111g beh111d !he dar
clouds. We cannot wonder at this feeling. The forego111g ~our
months had been wearing ones. All had earned _a good time.
· to see re Iat1ves
·
• It \\'as
l\Ioreover all were long111g
an d f 1·1end•·
' these rewards so nearI y 111
· tI1eir
· grasp an d yet so u n-d
cruel to see
obtainable. It must have taken real manhood to stanci up an
smjle-for smile they did. An hour after the crowd left, ~1
could not have kno\\'n that these remaining fello\\'S had a trou J e
upon this wide world.
d t"
Plans were soon made, and all started out to have a g~n imc.
Some ,Ycnt hunting, others walked b:ick into the mount:uns up~t~
expeditions of exploration, and a great number "·ho seemrd to I c
overburdened with the "filfthy lucre" betook themselves tof th,e
· JI Y_ n"d t h mse!vs o t e
store and there proceeded to very metl10d ~ca
same. Card games were also very much 111 evidence.
. .
I
It \\'Ould be a crime for us to omit mention of the ti:ad,t10
campus bonfire which has been lighted during th~ h?h<lays or
years inumerable, and which p_robably _will be built 111 :•ea? ~o
come.
This year the fire did n0t die out for ev_en one itt e
moment from the time the boys left for home until the da~ on
\Yhich they returned. Then, in compliance to the colleg: rul:~ ~he
fire was extinguished. Anyone who has sat around _a fire '\:t. a
jolly "bunch" and gossiped, ,viii r~alize just ,vhat this campus fire
is for and the pa1 t it plays in keepmg up the morale.
. .· d
And so the time passed until that day of all day,;daili ive d.
.
.
E"~\e
, a II 1e
. t.1r_ed as per sch~ . u~.e an
Christmas
came. Ch
. nstmas
, ,
the land ot ·,1cams.
soon each and evcrvone of t h e bO}S II ere 111
.
I
f
. Of I),11· 1g a\\'ake 111 1opes•t o I
(The reader must ·kno\\' t I,at t I,e d ays
1
. Santa Claus are past f Ol. t Iiese bo"S
heanng
, · ) It wask a ,1eaut1
• uf
.
I 1 2 o'clock
mar
strams
.
nwht
and as the hour I1ad ne:ire. d tie
,, fl,
d o
., '
. •• I .
"fl ly ~wht
oate out
the sol mn and awe-1nspinng 1}!nn
·ak
d
upon the chill air and finding their \\'aj' to the dormitoiy a.\ ehne
· boys. To \\'ake, l1eanng
··
the sleepmg
sue I1 soun ds , .must. h:l\'c ecn
th:it
thr
won d er f u I, an d t o eacll ,sleep)'
· boy da,n1ed
. the
. realizat10n
,
.
J
birthday of our Lord \,·as at hand. l\l1dmght l\Iass '·' as ce e-
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brated by the Rev. Father ·Abbott. The ceremony was beautiful
and the boys assisted in it with a new born ardor in unconscious
tribute to the great event which it paid homage to and typified.
After the services all again retired and by 2 a. m. the dormitory
again resounded with unearthly snores.
Chri trnas Day all rose bright and early. The boys took breakfast at 8 a. m. an~ received their first introduction to the exquisitely decorated Christmas tree. It was grand l
The decorations
however, \\·ere not the only features of the tree. In fact they were
the least among its attractions. vVhat caught the eye of each and
every one of the youths was the fact that more than one hundred
presents hung upon the tree. Almost all of these gifts had been
provided by the authorities of the college, which is but one more
example of the thoughtfulness and attention given to the l.appiness
of the boys. The main celebration and bestowing of the gifts was
reserved for the following Sunday. This was done in order to
draw out festivities and for other minor reasons.
After breakfast Christmas day, the packages from home were
given out and then began a new era in rejoicing. The fellows
could not wait a moment before investigating the treasures which
each knew was in his box. · All had been well rememb::red and
th erefore all were happy.
Sunday, D ecember 28, the Christmas tree celebration was held.
ThP band first had the field of honor and rendered several verv
pretty selections. Then our old friend, James O'Regan, stepped
into the limelight and gave a very interesting talk.
He discoursed upon the Christmas season in general and explained the
origin and meaning of the Christmas tree. l\'.Ir. O'Regan did
credit to himself in this address for it \\"as certainly fine.
The gifts were then distributed. Each boy received three
presents and portions were also allotetl to the various Fathers and
Brothers who were present. The untiring efforts of Fathers
Paul, Aemilian and Jerome, made this tree possible. We express
our thanks to them and also to the students who contri':>uted so
generously to the fund before leaving for home.
Ne,Y Year th i-n rolled around and as per custom, all made some
very unstable resolutions and began to prepare themselves for the
opening of school.
January 7, the main body of the students returned ~ncl the
vacation as spent here is now "history."
\V. S.
The dignities we possess at the cost of knowledge and viltue
are like jewels for the sake of which one goes hungry and naked ·
mere glittering baubles for which we barter the soul's prosperity.'
The saddest truth is better than the merriest lie.
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. . th C det Corps paid us a
John Priola, former CaptamC, md·t ~
Pon the 'campus and
visit December 18-20, all of the a E: s 1me ut .
wei-e inspected and later drille d by_ t~e ex-fo"Pt~~n.students journey
The night of December 20, pre,,ous
. t·on of the staff
home ""or th" Christmas holidays, the examma 1f all the Cadets
officers· was held in the annory in th e P!·e~enc": ·bed visitors
··
We ,,ere also pleased to hav.e sevei-al dT11stmJf11s Command~t Fr.
The spe.1kers of the evening were, 1e ev. p .·
Aemilian, Major Paul D. William~ and. E::c:-C~pt. ti~~1a~fter which
The military band played a piece m mtioduc ed 'in short his
Fr. Aemilian addressed the Cade~s. He. ex1ui:sfir;t fo;r m~nths
thanks for their willing co-op"ratwn dunn~
s irit that preand said that he was more tha~ plhea~e~ t1htht~1 ca~ets all a very
vaik<l among them. In eoncluston e w1s1.e
men-y Christmas and a Happffiy Newt:ea\ k place In order to
The examination of the O cers
en 0 to fac~ a batte1-y of
gain their certificate of office each m~n ha?eat rapiditv and each
quei;tions which were fircdEat th effi wtili gi thoroughly· ~onveffant
man stood by his g:uns.
very O c~,· ?'dTvidual duty. Therefore
with th" vario~s d!·11ls andbeach ~.an \i,n examination with colors
all ~ecured then· diplomas Y pa.. mg e ·
flying.
.
. .
h b d rmdered, "Till We Meet
During a short ~ntP1m1ss 10~ ~- e an illiams then spoke. In
A".tin·' very beauhfully. l\1a3o_. Paul
·as very well pleased
th~· courre of his sp ech lted~!d _th a.t t tha~ his enormous amount
with the Cadets and expresse 15 ~cgi c .
as much time to the
of work p,·evcnled .him from ~avmgk gctf~ t ·an r eturn after the
nata11ion as he desired. He a_ so. as e
d~avor to make 1920 a
holidays prep:wPd to wol rk lha1111,~n c:d<'{t for their loyal res pons<'
b~,n-,er yc:::.r. He also t 1an ere
'
•s He states that
tn hi~ earlier ~pp""al tlwt al1
tiadetu~f/dtion possible t~is
the support given by the c1u lm::,cte
p subiects the l\Ia3or
year After talking on scvna rn ere. mg .
Year
wi;J,~d all a Merry Chri~tmas and a Happy dew e ;xcellcnt reT<'lm P;icila then took the floor. He ma el~~o!xpatiated upon
marks concerning P?liteness to officers. ~e
He· remarked that
good app~arance w~'llch r,hoult \c;co~E: hdbh~~ highly upon his nice
people in sunound:~g towns _.a P:aise . 1 thereby that we take
appearance and m1ht:n-y bc:nmg,.. ; 111 P_l~mg In conclusion he prc1
liin ;,s r,n e,ample and a 1so
P\~
of c;garis. This was a
,cnt"d our n,,v. CoIT1.n1 [lrnl:1 nt ' · 1 a 0 · for it having been made
present from the entire Clubf, t~e. mone~eciation of his services to
pry bv t1w hov~ a~ a tok n o
e1r app1
them· dur'ng tlv• paf't f<',,. month ~-.
ending with a son.g clear
'!'he 1\filitary banj )hen "n.trtam~~ {u~nner." It was b"autiful
tn the henrls of all, 'I llP Stai •. pnn~f
snap to ntt ntion as thr
to r.re all of these you~g mcnThrn ~n
~o confns;on. no delay,
5
h::t"IO strurk up the P'<'~<'. .
C'I <' ,rn.
mrrnlv the mov<'ment of t
n~f~;J,,nts to study hall where th<'Y
'T'he b~ll then rang ..ca11mg let _ : a out. This was thP I st
were to hC'nr thP sem1-annua1 no e~ If', r
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gathering of the boys in 1919, and it is to be hoped that the spirit
"·hich was prevalent that night will continue to dominate us during
1920.
J. 0.
Experience is personal, and it is largely incommunicable; but
genius-and in this lies its power and charm-renders it communicable.
THE BEGI.'.\'KI1 rG OF THE END OF THE SCHOOL YEAR
Vacation lasted until supper time January 6. And simultaneously with the close of the holidays, the school year began its termination. Thn first half is over-the last half is now ~ta1ted. But let
us fh·st tell how the boys came back.
The boys were scl1eduled to arrive upon the evening tratr>
January 6. So when the Arkansas Central pulled up at the station
upnn that cold evening it bor" with it over a hundred jovial,
healthy, carefree boy~. Chums were grouped together and they
aeccnc!ed the hill to 6 ethcr e,1ch telling in glowing language (with
c,· ,\"ithout clue rega:·rl for vr,·::.C'ity) ,,is various experiences during
his ,,hort sojomn at home.
The morale of the boys seemed excellent. In fact all seemed
to be literally bubbling over with joy and happiness. It would,
of course, be foolish to suppoece tlmt they were not sony that
Yacation was over. That feeling is only according to nature. Dut
duty called thrm back to ~chool and books and we are proud to
rrcord that they came smiling.
Soon after the boys reached the College and had gotten settled
the bell rang for ~upper and all repaired to the RPfectory. The
supper (we say supper, not dinner, because it was a good oldfaRhioned eYening me:.i.J like those our forefathers enjoyed and
which they designated by tl,e word "supper.") was soon fini~hed
and immediately afterwards the boys 1·etirrd for a much-ncecl"d
rc;st.
The following day the stuclents rose bright and early and
school ,, as held to all appearancrs as though no vacation had
intcrvenl'd to intcrfer~ with studies. And ~o the second session
sta1-ted. All of the boys seem to have rctumed with a determination to work and no,, the course of events is l'Unning just ac
smoothly as before Ch1·i.tmas. Time is rushing by and the enJ
of the school year, far off as it seems now, ,'cil! be upon us ere
we are aware.
P. D. W.
There is no liberty but obedience to the impulse of the higl1er
nature which urges us to think nobly, to act rightly ,and to Jove
constantly.
A. "OTHER OLD FRIEND.
Those who were here in l:l16 will remember Nel··on Hal' ,..-J10
graduated in that year. They will .,}so, as did we, l'C'mernbl'r him
as a carefree youth and one of the boys. Imagine our surpri.,e,
therefore, upcn seeing him walk in upon u~ a day or so ago
measuring a good six foot three. The past three years, spent in

9·k ft en ordinary years f_o1· him.
the u. s. Marines have done the wor no ver seen a finer specimen
of
He is no longe1· a boy-for we 11av\· e •n ·battle but he formed a
manhood. lllr. Hall did not see ac i?n I ast six months he was
part of the replacement forc~r Fx_r
goods in France. He
engaged in the work of gu~r fgd t m He as a conclusion, we~t
also was well "fed up" on ~ : · _u. Y:
~d states that "mte1,1s1through a course of intens\fibd Jrrmnf;nded in New York Ch1'.stfied" is the word for it. Hisft a . a
discharged from the s~ryJCe.
mas Day and he was soon a _en,m s . ' was to pay a V1s1t to
His first step. after )ia,,jng: vis,~~ 1;~~!nce;~inly glad to see him
the school which traikned lh_1m.,isits very frequently.
P. D. W.
and hope that he ma es ns '
.
.
and disappointment withIf thou canst not bear trouble, soyow, i ped for life's struggle.
out Joss of composure, thou art poor Y equ P
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TO OUR GRADUATES
.
ftled "A Little flit
Some weeks ago we published at item ~!thly. ' But, Friends,
of Gossip," whic~ ";e {1:nJr!~u~i~/~~- ! ~ot here and hthe)'.t~c~~
how can we g~ss1p • . .
. ation not to get in toI?c
very perverse m then d(!tedw:
l tters from old "timers. The
Up to date we have r~c~1ve
ree ehese letters came from mei:npeculiar part about t~1s is that fl~;f8t This class seems to persist
bers of the Commercial class O
•
• 1 cl to hear from all of_ these
in being the banner class. We we11 fiiws have no interest m the
boys (all three of them). If Jhe . e ot co-operate with us, -then
11
whereabouts of ~ach o_tte\ha_~ d:;a
1finent. The only fello:Vs.
1
we can do nothmg wit
L
k f St Louis-Ml'. Soncim o
rho\', interest so far are: l\lr. fu:{i °na ·Haven't ,ve turned o~t
Hot Springs-and Mr. Cla~cy ~I e1Et ·"ears? Wake up! Lets
a few more live \\,jres during ie pas '
·
P. D. W.
get together!------ --::-:----:--:-::- -=:=-::~::. a.n h"
.h .
hi.,.her virtue than it c
ln the enlightened mind, f~it ·ti;ha is net'd of a nobler
life.
for the ignorant ,and to sustam I
ere

w:,

·
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PENALTY LIST N~. 3• t after their names
The following Cadets will serve pen~lt1es se
for delinquencies o~ Dccen_iberClS, 9 9 · mistake Dec. 18. 1919.
C Bridwell-Dulled with o. . · Y
Guilty of carelessness. Five c~ni~ne
Corps (Steel removed
L. Steel-Deceiv~d Officer h°t ·t e , 1 a reel rocket.) 'l'hree conhis hat and the Officer thoug i was
finements.
. ·t . ",jthout proper auth on·tY· Two conJ. Maus-Acted as Jam
or
finements.
.
b king drum. Five confinements.
McKay-Contmua11 Y rea

Jt

8~;!!i

SPICY SIDELIG~i~·touc h system in typeRam~ey-"Say, Rogers, do you use
?"
writing?"
'nk tl keys moved them~eh'es ·
th1
Rog~rs-"Sure! Di~ yo~
·d th~e Arkan~as C<>_nti:al Railw~;)
Thompson (To Canoll ~boa1 .
t are you k1ckmg about• .
-"Say Carr~ll, this is a fast. trat, ;".11\ ; What I want to do 13
C:n·;·oll-"Yes, Jew. that i~ t e iou 1 .
to find out what it is fast to.

II

IO

Man-"Say, you'll catch coId 1f you get your feet wet in
thatOld
puddle."
Small Boy-"Dat's what I'
ft
I'
• ,
to de Gladiators' at school on Fi~d er. ,m gomt to say 'Sparticus
1 ay, an 1 wan s to get me voice
hoarse."
Speaking
of a Dead
turned
from Dayton
Oh. La~guage--Reuben _Taylor Esq., has rehis DECEASED rel;tive~• where he had an mterview with one of
following
. 11eardb etween one of the guarrl.~
andThe
a member
of conversation
C C ·h \\_as
Guard-"H It' oWh. .. " o w1shecl to pass:
.
a ·
o goes there?"
Prrvate--"Fir~t class private C · C »
Guard
·
' o.countersign
·
• - "Advance an d give
the
"
P nvate--"I-1-er. I've forgotten 1·t »
·
Guard
"Pro
f
f
·d
t·
•
0• ~ 1 en ,ty sufficient! Pars on'"
On
e o _our Jumor officers when drillin
..
hearcl to give commands as foll
"S g a gieen squad was
sa1d left! An' when I s; left ows:
q~a-a-~-d !eft, marcl~! I
rlght", ,, 0
d" 't
Y
, that means left, 1 ou are gonig
· · -" right'
• 1 1c1Suv
n mean yo u wer_e gomg· _cor~·cctly. I said you
were ·going
No!!!! That is your °I~floha~<l the rij;ht, which is your left hand?
squad executed "Squad Right)J• Alnght. Squad left! {And the

f

1:ea<;her-"In
what condition was
of his
hfe?'
• .. the patriarch Job, at the end
Pupil-"Dead !"
CADET CORPS NEWS
The regular ::;cJ,efiull'd general d ·n
h
D
weather was extreme! unf v . n was e 11
c ecember 13. The
damp an,! ch1'll 'l'h YI ·11 a otable as the atmosphere was ve1~,
' ·
·
e c r, ground ·
dl
d
·'
spite of advcl'sity the Cadets we.I "a~
c Y <la~ soggy, hut in
standard in dilio-ent ddllin w
e no
c errr m the l,•a~t. A
the mud, each face ra<liat~g ~~;ht jnd Jh,e bo~s 1'\1-arched t~rough
and efficiency shown on this o
_c 1ee1 umeRs. 'Ihe chccl'fulncR.
more proof that th b
: _cca~i~m was remarkable. It is one
ing which shapes ~ncl~~o~:t u;ce1_v11g _excellent training-a. tminthem in e, cry sense of the ,~o~-~~iac ei • m:.,kmg l'eal men out of
tr After the rlrill pictures wel'e snapped of the Commi~sionrd
o 1cer staff and abo of the non-coms.
J. o.

:r~

D"

.
A PLEASANT GATHERL'G.
/l'mbc1 18-l!l-20, three of the mo~t unpleasant clays of th~
re11,? 0 : year bP.ca:1se of PXaMinations which 2re he],] at that timC" a
sr,_uncl was .ntrodt1c·ecl to guard duty. 1t ·oulcl, inclcC'cl h;\"
) en '.lifficult for a .r::i,~erhy to t<>11 that tlte guards Wfl"" new a1
tlb1e ~~n;e , for the ~·1g-1lancc \"he:1 th~.v exerciser! in their dutv ,,aq
a o, e a, 1 expPctat 10ns
·

f'.:'·

.
DRAM.\TTCS
1:'he Dmmatic Club after its succ!'ss with "Officer 666" l
I
·t
I
I. ha. ·'been ve1-y clispleasin1<mstol~"n
·• "
n 1 s al.ll'C' s. Tl11s
all

rcdmo· U[lO

of us since we. have grown to look upon the Club's activity as a
necessity to our enjoyment of school life. Needless to say we ha,,e
been worried at lhe continued idleness of the young actors, but al
last we begin to see a reason for the long rest. A rumor is passing
from boy to boy that the Club is about to step into action. Upon
hearing this rumor, we, with true newspaper instinct (also
p1·ompted by a goodly share of curiosity) investigated the matter.
We find that the rumor is quite true. The actors have been resting
up in preparation for the production of a drama which will try the
skill of the best if it i · to be correctly presented.
The play which the Directors contemplate staging is very
unique. The characters are those which we very seldom see, if we
expect the villain who is present with all of his blood-curdling
speeches and actions. The plot is replete with gripping, thrilling,
and very unexpected incidents. The title of the play is, "The Lone
Tree Mine." It was played here seven or eight years ago and
was so successful that it has ever since been the pet dream of our
Director to again get together a group of actors who would have
the versatility and skill to reproduce it. Actors have come and
actors have gone but to his disappointment none of the squads have
been fitted for this kind of a play. He was about to dispair of ever
realizing his dream when suddenly he found himself with just the
material wherewith to produce the drama in question. That is the
long and short of how this very difficult play happened to be the
one chosen-and we are confident that the choice was a good one.
We are assu1·ed that the scenic effects are to be no Jess unique
than is the play itself. They will be beautiful, ingenius and will
contain just enough wierdness to make them impressiYe.
The play will be staged for the public sometime in February.

P. D. W.

ATHLETICS
The vacation has for the present caused a sudden and complete
cesration in all athletic activity at Subiaco. This will not be the
case long. howeyer, for eYcn now the coach is planning something
new. The notice for baseball candidates bas been posted and that
mean· real work and means that it is not far distant. The newcomers have been given the "once over" by the coach and it is
hoped that he has found signs of new mate1;aJ for the team.
Practice will sta•·t a~ soon as Lhe weather will possibly permit and
will be continued at every pos -ible opportunity until April. At
that time we expect to put a tenm in the field which will meet all
opposition and come out of the battle bearing the wreaths of
Yictory.
The trial team which wa~ organized last fall did some remarkably good work and we arE: very glad to say that this entire team
is here for the second session. These boys played good ball then.
Therefore 1t is not unreasonable to expect that after the weak spots
have been patched up and with a little practice and Spring "pep"
thC'y will play excellent ball this sea~on.
Soccer is at present neglected, but the cold weather of February
ancl March will soon 1·est(lrc it to favor.
Calisthenic kssons will be resu!11ed Monday, January 12. In
spite of the protPsts, thr. boys. in their h<'arts, really like these

P. D. W.
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STAFF OF CADET DAYS.
CROWN OUR WASHINGTON.

(Hezekiah Butterworth)
Arise- 'Tis the day of our Washington's glory,
Th e garlands uplift for our liberties won ;
Forever let youth tell the patriot's story,
Whose sword sw e pt tor freedom the fields of the sun!
Not with gold, nor with gems,
But with evergreens vernal,
And the banners of stars that the continent span,
Crown, crown we the chief of the heroes eternal,
Who litted his sword for the birthrigh t of man !
He gave us a nation; to make it immortal
He laid down for freedom the sword that he drew,
And his faith leads us on through the uplifting portal
Of the glories of peace and our destinies ne w.
Not with gold, nor with gems,
But with evergreen vernal,
And the flags that the nations of liberty span,
Cown, crown him the chief of the heroes eternal,
Who laid down his sword for the birthright of man!
Lead, face of the future, serene in thy beauty,
Till o'er the dead heroes the peace star shall gleam,
Till Right shall be Might in the counsels of Duty,
And the service of man he life's glory supreme.
Not with gold, nor with gems,
But with evergreens vernal,
And the flags that the nations in brotherhood span,
Crown, crown we the chief of the heroes eternal,
Whose honor was gained by his service to man!
O Spirit of Liberty, sweet are thy numbers!
The winds to thy banners their tribute shall bring,
While rolls the Potomac where Washington slumbers,
And his natal day comes with angels of spring.
We follow thy counsels,
O hero eternal!
To highest achievement thy school leads the van,
And crowning thy brow with the evergreen vernal,
We pledge thee our all to the service of man!

Editor-in-Chief .............................................................. P . D. WILLIAMS
.\ssistant Editors ..................................J. O'REGAN, W. SCHREIBER
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EDITORIA L
DETERMINATION.
Referring to the dictionary we find that Determination
is "The quality of being sincere or resolute." Then our
thoughts roam into channels of infinite reasoning when
we try to analyze the jewel which we are adding to our
menial store of treasures. Yes !- it is a gem of thought
if we peek beneath the prosaic mantle that infolds it.
"The quality of being sincere!" In our prospecting we
have discovered a bonanza of mental wealth! Sincerity,
-is "being natural"-but at the same time it's meaning
is broader. It is the habit of incessantly and forever
striving to embellish and improve your own nature. Be
yourself !-but be your real,-your truest self! Then,
and only then you will possess true sincerity. To do this
you must array every faculty that you can possibly use
against the forces which your "worse self" will bring to
bear against you in the batlle. If you make only a halfhearted effort, you are not yourself. You are but a
shadow of yourself,-a living lie! Thereby you wrong
yourself and worse than that,-you wrong humanity.
Moreover everyone is or should be conversant with the
fact that by lacking real earnestness you fail in the fulfillment of a Divine obligation incumbent upon us all.
But sad to say, all do not profit by this knowledge. Those
who are not sincere, cannot, therefore, claim to have
license for wishing to attain the higher walks of life.
It was disclosed to us by the dictionary tl1at "resoluteness" is another feature of Determination. This great
quality is synonymous with "self-reliant." "Selfreliant" is nothing more or less than the infancy of "Selfmade." Therefore we can find that every self-made man

4

must have been securely armed with Determination.
Lincoln, as a boy, split rails for a living. Making
the most of his resources placed him at the pilot wheel
of our ship of state. History will furnish the detail.
Grover Cleveland rose to the same dizzy heights
from an humble position on a police force. Of course
his success can be laid to his prolificc brain, but lo tcll lhe
story truthfully and wholly we have but to say, "lie
made the most of his opportunities and resources."
Daily we come into contact with men of this class but
we fail to discriminate between them and other men
of the world. Tl~e difference is there, however, and to a
student of char2<:ter and of men, that difference looms
up with even greater accentuation than does the 111.0011
among the stars.
These men believe themseh-es capable lo rise by means
of those facuWes with which the Omniscient Creator
has endowed them. They absolutely know that they are
larger than the most colossal obstacle that adversity
will be able to confront them with. One trait stands
,,at above all others. WHATEVER THE MEN START,
THEY FINISH! In short, men of this mould possess
resoluteness and sincerity.
- ·T his earthly sphere is very much overburdened with
men who from youth have been accustomed to use the
brain, the will-power, and the strength of other people
in order to accomplish the objects of their multifarious
plans. They mount life's ladder of success, at each rung
leaning upon the shoulder of "the other fellow." '!'he
sudden raises of some of these men cause much adnuration amone1 those who "Seeing, do not see." But the
thing that is lacking in these men is Determination.
Sooner or later they outdistance those poor fellows who
have served as stepping stones for them. They find themselves among men who are above the "rubber stamp"
variety; they fall. Rocket like they raise toward the
heavens, borne upward by a foreign power and when
they find themselves without that helping force, their
fall is like that of a spent rocket.
The determined man also accepts assistance, but he
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doe~ not allo,~ his own faculties to grow dull and mouldy.
He 1s not an mlellectual parasite. He will in the course
~f events, onts~rip the ot!1er fellows. Then, more than
at any other lime, the chfference in the character becomes doubly emphasized. He does 110 t fall! On the
c~~,t:ary he c~en leaves _the Judder and soars on into the
b~1ll1:rnt sunnse of the future, sustained by the winn-s of
l11s own wo_nder_ful will-power; and the sunset of a<>perfact past slunes rn a glory made more resplendent bv the
•
example he leaves behind him.
. Rut why does the latter rise so easily'? The question
1s hardly w?rlhy of consideration. The answer is evidcn t. ~e rises, because he makes it a specialtv to do
tho~e thrngs,- thosc impossible tasks-upon wl{ich the
ordmary men have tried their swords and have fallen
back beaten. How docs he do these things so SUJJCr. ano LI1er of those self-answerine1
. IS
humanl
Y.,• 'l'l. us
.
qu1zes. He w1!1s b)'. bringing that extra weight of res~~
luleness an? smcenty to bear upon fortunes scale and
a~ ~1 necessity the balance must turn in his favor. The
d1flerence docs not seem great but the results are immeasurable.
\\'hy cann?t you have Ulis trait'? YOU are the creator
of your destmy. You have a free will. vVhat you will
become must essentially be the evolution of what you
are. Every man has been given an equal chance but
only yo~11· own self and your own effort can improve it,
God Is Just! An~ therefore it is possible that all
of us can f_or~ the kmd of a character we need,-if we
Lr)'.. .Practice 1s the only way to acquire determination.
It is for you to say whether your life will be slipshod or
not.
Great_ achievements flow forth from the fountain of
great mrnds. Great minds are but the product of great
thoughts. Great thoughts can and must come only from
a true respect for one's own ability; and their selfre~pec! can issue only from a determination to use every
eflort 111 the struggle "lo win."
Let us all determine to be determined to make men of
ourselves and to make history for our posterity (our

•
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"thinking" poslcrily) lo read and be proud of. But no!
It will not be in hooks. Civilization itself will proclaim
the fact that this generation was a determined race of
men!
P.D. W.
CHAUCATER MAKES THE MAN.

(Continued from January.)
To have a slrmw character four essential qualities are
necessary, and lhe~e must be dcyeloped by earnest training. Power of initiative, Control of one's own self, Love
::nd a quick, s:1nc mind arc e:;sentials which ev:>ry strong
drnraclcr nrn,l possess.
PO\YER OF INITIATI\'E is to character e.:actly
whnt an cn."iile is lo a boat. It is lhc propelling fori:e
of char,,cte;. \Vhile this dynamic power is csi:cntial lo
a strnn•• dmracler, it alone will not make lhe character
~-trn11'\.'"' The best built boat with lhe best designctl cn--:ine
~till lt.cks lhc quality which is necessary to eHicien l
senicc. T~ ... ho::il with its engine must have a rudder
to guide it. The same is true of character.
SELF-CONTROL must guide power of initiative Lefore it can be of service lo character. Rut when we think
of <>uitlhi<1 we think of something ·with which to guile.
Th; boal ~Yilh its engine and rudder must be guided by
a point on land or by a compass if it is lo reach a particular laniling.
LO\'E serves in this capacity for the character. It is
lhe compass by which self-control guides power of initi.1live. LoYe is one of the highest qualities of Lhc hu~nan
mind and inclL!des any quality that might be acquired.
Love will not admit of dishonesty or unlrnthfulness.
Love is unselfish and will always guide character right
~-hen the needle of the compass is true. Finally-no
equipped without a chart. From the
bout is conl'Jlclclv
1
eharl the ca ptain. of the boat must pick llis course when
he cannot see land.
A SANE MIND, a normally sane mind is the chart to
character. All the other qualities of a strong charactc>r
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arc fncludcd in these. Courage, honesty, ambition, inlegr~ty, tru~hfulness and all other qualities of character
are 1mposs1ble in a man who lacks pO"wer of initiath·e
'
self-control, Jove and a sane mind.
A college _cdu_calion wi_ll and must build the character.
All t!1e studies ~ncluded m lhc curriculum of the colJerre
are_ 1?1portant m order to give the wholesome men~!
lramrng.
The ~ollegc training must give a man the abilitv
and_ desire to look upon life from the point of view
~m mt:restcd _spect~tor; it _will make him sympathetic
and b1oad-nundcd ll1 dealrng with other men- it will
m_ake _him _appreciative of all the good in mar~kind; it
will g1Ve hun f?rce of character sufficient to encourage
honesty and righ teousness whenever and wherev<'r
f~Lmd, and it should giYe him courage to frown upon
d1sh?1~esty and unmanliness in his fellowmen. These
qualiti~s are es~ential in the living of an efficient life
:1_nd will be attamed through a thorough College Educat10n.

of

!l is the imagination, not tbe reason, tbat is overwhelmed by
the idea of nnen~ing time and space. To the intellect, eternity is
not_ more mysterious tban the present moment, and tbe distance
wh1cb separates us from the stars is not more incomprehensible
than the band ·s breath.

MESSAGE OF CONDOLENCE.
.
\Ve srncerely regret that we must announce the
1
eath of Mrs. A. F . Selig of Stuttgart, Ark., U1e mother
of ~ylvest~r and Alpl:on e Selig, who are both pursuing
then- stt~d1es at Subiac~. The boys unfortunately did
not receive word of then- mother's serious condition in
~ime to reach home before she passed out of this sphere
rnto another of infinitely greater glory.
"God giveth, and God taketh awav." It is not for us
lo question the reason. \Ve can btit°bow our heads and
try to solace ourselves with the thought lhat it was for
the best.
\Ye extend our sympathy lo all of the relali,·es of Mrs.
Selig. \Ve realize that words are a poor condolence
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for this terrible loss, but the world sadly has no salve
for such a wound, save sympathy. Although we cannot
express this feeling as we would, the wish is as fervent
as if it were clothed in the flowered phraseology of history's most charming poet.
P.D. W .
Not to recognize genuine worth is the mark of superficial and
vulgar character.

WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY.
On \Vashington's birthday the Cadet Corps resumed
its regular work with a vengeance. The drills for the
nast few week., had been rather abandoned on account
~f sickness among the boys.
!
During the entire day one bugle call followed another
arnl the boys were kept, as they phrase it "on the hop.''
The companies were given special drills and also special
in<:tructions. An inspection was taken of all equipment
u1d the misJing articles supplied.
The holiday in h:mor of our illustrious ancc~tor was
postponed t,ntil February 2ti. The boys took a waik
:nto the mountains ,vhere all enjoyed the day. TlH.'
1,rogram being wry similar to that of all of our hikes
'-'e will not dwell upon it in full .
P. D. W.
Learning is acquaintance with what others have felt, thought,
and done; knowled ge is lhe result of whal we ourselves have felt,
thought, or done.
l\Ir. James , Civil Engineer of the Rock Island railroad, inspected the sile of our new lake during one of the days in which
he could be spared from the work on the new railroad that is
being built through tern to little Rock.
He states that the lake is a fine idea and that it can very
easily be built. Relying upon his statement we are justified in
saying that the lake will not be long in making itself one of our
possessions.
Mr. James also stated that the new road to Little Roel, positively has to be finished by the middle of April. This is cert;i.iniy
good news to all of those who have to travel in that direction.
P. D. W.
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CURRENT CO M M ENT
BEI NG YOU N G.

There is no treasure, sought or sung,
As sweet as that of being young;
Monarchs look down upon the boy
And envy him his years of joy;
Rich men the barefoot lad behold
And for his chance would give their gold;
All men of skill would give their fame
Their vanished youth once more to claim.
He that has youth still holds the seeds
Of greatness and its manly deeds;
To him the morning skies are fair
And there is beauty everywhere,
Upon his hearl no burden lies,
Tears have not overdrained his eyes;
The glories of the world remain
For him to fight for and to gain.
There's none so great or rich, but he
Wishes once more a boy to be;
Life grants to none such treasures rare
As those which youth alone may share.
The glow of health, the radiant smile,
The freedom from the sham of style,
Great deeds not done, and songs unsung,
Belong to him who still is young.
Richer is he than millionaire
Who has not yet come into care;
l\Ionarchs with all that they possess
And all their pomp and regal dress
Have no such bank accounts of joy
As those belonging to a boy,
Like shining pearls the years are strung
J:<'or him to count who still is young.
-E. A. Guest.
D RAMA TICS.

Yes! In-flew-Enza! And \':orsc than that he (or she, if such
is the case), declared in tones of a very emphatic nature that
itwas his intention to "camp" here. It is c! course not necessary
to tell the reader how distasteful this -v:as to UR, hut try to imagine
110w very much worse It was to have him come Just as we were
on the point of producing one of the greatest plays of Its kind
ever written.
You can easily see what a fix we were in. A play advertised
in several papers,-a few days only intervening before the time
for the staging of the drama, and most of the actors In the in-

II

IO

firmary with the "flu."
Nothing remained for us to d b
program with which to entertain a o ut to hurriedly prepare a
11
and with which to give the stud
w o came. to see the play
began.
en s a good tune before Lent

i

That explains how we came t
. d
of the one large play as pevionsl o PIO uce short farces instead
Not many people came to t~ announced.
sible we called the play off H
play as wherevere it was posnever have cause to regret the fa~~ever thos~ who _did come will
they were compelled to undergo i~ no. mattei what mconveniences
were styled by critics "The be t oikder to get here. The plays
College."
s s etches ever played at the
The program opened with a f .
.
..
graph," and the audience was tr~1ce entitled The Demon Phonophere into the land of the ridiculo~sported from a solemn atrnoslowed another during the entire is a~d one roar of laughter folhead" was taken by P. Williams a:;e:.mg.. The role "Mr. Greycause of much of the laughter
is giouchy manner was the
"Sussana Greyhead" bis daugh.terW. ~· Thompson appeared as
enamored of "Sam Sellem," which • a~~ at the same time the
Robertson. These two bo s e . pa1 was. well played by G. I .
success of the little fare: bi ~~~1~1!y c~ntnbute~ greatly to the
as "Jack Jostle," the voice of the ~11 pe1.fect action. Leo Krebs
After the first sketch the GIP wnogi aph, was excellent.
Blowing Bubbles .. very nicely Tie Club rendered "I'm Forever
was especially pretty.
.
e solo part sung by L. Rogers
Then Mr. Williams gave an
h.bT
.
thereby caused no little food for t~~u~;/~mo~ ht;s1 merrwry and
The Dramatic Quartet e
g
0 audience.
Breen, then sang "Mammy o; :iinRe~'belrtson, Bridwell, l\1ajors, and
.
•
t was very good
This was followed by a song b A ST
·
harmony was given to us in this . Y · 1 ig ~d Yaeger. Real
an exquisite song in an exqui·s,·t lllS t ance. The httte fellows sang
e manner.
The play, "The Wonderful Telephone ..
emon
Phonograph
"
w
ti
, a sequel to "The
D
follows:
'
as 1en played. The parts taken were as

~~~~ JJt~-~~g··.·:.·:.·:.·::.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·_-.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.... ·············· ................... L.

Si Jones

Krebs
··················W. B. Thompson

An~0 ~siu:~i----~;i::i:~·:::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::ln~·Jt~~~:
was there with the goodsa~dG~~a~obertson as ~he ni?ger "Sambo"
Next C B ·i
Y set the audience mto hysterics.
Shoes." M~ ~r~;;~lt(~g t~e beautiful little song entitled "Baby
silver toned· voices but ;o\e) ~~ a new star in the orbit of the
to a place tllere.
e Y is performance proved his right
The Bplay
"April F oo Is ,, . ":as th en played and made a decided
hit, W.
Thom
ent roles:
pson, P. W1lhams, and L. Krebs talcing the differThewhi·program
ended with a sketch enti·tled "The Stupid Se1•.
vaut"
J
,
c 1 was played by G. Robertson and P. Williams.
P . D. W.

ATHLETICS,

During the past month the weather has heen bonny for
February, and the young athletes have certainly t:i.kt'n auvautage
of the fact. All of the ball players have been spending most of
their spare time in an endeavor to whip themselves into perfect
shape.
We have had several good games thus far and from all omens
we feel that we are justified in stating that many more of even
better status are to materialize soon in the future.
Prohably no games ever played at Subiaco have aroused as
much pep and good natured repartee as the recPnt games between
the Academic and the Commercial classes. These classes beino.:
altogether different, having nothing whatever in common, nat,n·al'.y
are arrayed against each other.
The first game was very disastrous for the over•conH:l.c-nt
Academics, for the Commercials outplayed them at eve,·y sta::-e
of the game until the very last part of the ceutcst end then th~
game was already in tile hands of the bool,kee11ers. Th'.l score
was: Commercials 7, Academics 5. It was a g•.:od g,nne from
start to finish.
Then the Linguists literally shrielrnd for revenge and so the
Commercials gave them their chance to sta~e a com~-hacl.. thP.
afternoon of Ash ,vednesday. Come back! Yes, they camP hue!,
strongly and took the game to a tune of 8 to 7. Again t:1~
numerous rooters were treated to a first•class exhibition of ball
playing.
Now what worries us is who the winners aie. The Ru~lness
Fiends cannot claim the victory and the Lovers of the Ciassics
admit that tile affair is just as cnigmatical as it ,,:is hefore
the first game. \Ve are sure, however, that some genit•s will prepose another game to decide the thing and that said gamP will
be played. If this is true-we for our part-are goi!1g to be among
those present because if we judge by tll a ge1:eral I dairy, "It will
be some game, with a few murders tllrown in for good measure.''
P. D. W.

In bowing with reverence to what is above us, we are uplitted.
The nobler the mind, the greater the danger of its being
wrongly dealt with.
MILITARY

MATTERS.

January 16, prior to the general drill, sevm·al new boys were
enrolled as members of our efficient club. They at the same
time were obliged to take the oat!I of allegiance both to the
club and to Uncle Sam.
We cannot say much regarding th eir ability, 1,ccause they have
not as yet been subjected to a. very J"igo.-ous tt>st. However, they
are showing up well and we firmly belif'Ye tilat they will be worthy
to call themselves members of the Co~ps.
Saturday, January 31, Major Williams called all of the officers to one corner of the campus. The officers soon gathered,
wondering as to what the call could mean. They were not ldt
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long in donbt, however, as lhe l\Jajor gol down to business at
once. The poor youths found themselves confronted with an
array of figures and diagrams that !airly made one's head swim
t<;> look upon. The Major, nevertheless, proceeded to give a con01se explanation and before the boys were aware of it thev had
been theoretically taught a new military maneuver. The ·worst
was then over. But the Major was not satisfied that his theory
alone should be known but he insisted that it should be also
understood in practice. With an eye to this end he proceeded to
drill the officers until this movement became more or less reflex
action with the sound of Urn command. As soon as they had
learned to his satis!action he gave orders that they should spend
the whole afternoon in drilling the privates in the same manner.
The entire club now does this particular drill perfectly. That
is a r_eal boast, too, for we are willing to wager that the boys, who
can hsten to and understand the given figures and numbers that
were recited to these boys, are rather hard to find. That is the
reason we are proud of our club. That is why we respect the
youths. From the Major down to the last "buck private in the
rear rank" we pronounce them "l\Ien," at least in determination.
The Club started this year well. All were determined to win. The
Major's article on "Determination" in this issue tells very nicely
the difference this "willingness .to try" makes.
If the spirit in which we worl, is not deep and holy, we may
become accomplished but we shall not gain wisdom, power, and
love.
R ETR EAT.

Wednesday, Febrnary 18, at 7: 00 p. m. all of the Catholic
students began their annual Retreat.
The retreat opened with a beautiful lecture by the Rev. Fr.
Boni!ace. He acted as Retreat Master during these three days
and the boys were treated to a series of what in all probability
were the most interesting sermons they had ever been fortunate
enough to hear. Four sermons each day were preached.
The days of prayer and mortification came to an end Sunday
a. m., at 7 :00 o'clock. After breakfast the boys appeared upon
the campus as usual, only there was a new light in their eyes and
a new carriage of the body. Their faces fairly radiated the Joy
in their hearts. Each eye shone with that spirit which alone
can come from the renovation of the soul and the birth of a higher
and more celestial love than has ever before taken root in the
heart. They were conscious of virtue. But they were not happy
because of duty well done. Spalding says, "Love swallows up
duty; the Savior spoke not of duty but of love." Virtue is Its
own reward and these youths could but produce a null and void
claim for this reward if they were but swayed by the chill lm•
perious command of duty.
And now all are prepared to plunge into the tide of school
work with a will borne up by a new and higher intention.
P. D. W.
If we are weak and inferior, the fault lies in ourselves, not in
the age.
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OUR APOLOGY.

we are sorry,-rather more than sorry that Cadet Days is a
trifle late in making its appearance this month. We do not flatter
ourselves that this has worried anyone very much but ~e do wish
to vindicate ourselves from the charge of procrastination, If any
of our readers should have noticed the delay and had thoughts
of their own about it.
In the first place,-we could not avoid the delay. As men•
tioned elsewhere in this number, the "Flu" arrived at _this_ place
very much unannounced and caused not a little confus10n m our
usually very regular and peaceful ranks. That Is tbe roam reas~n
we offer If you have ever had this malady you no doubt will
agree with us that we are not to be blamed. 1f you have not been
so unfortunate then ask some of your less "lucky" friends and
we feel sure that they will plead our cause very eloquently.
If you do not feel satisfied with that, then, De_ar Reader, con•
sider the dramatic activity that was follow~d 1mmed1ately by
Retreat Does that not explain our lack of time? If not,-then
read this copy and be tickled to death that you received It at all.
P. D. W.

The mind of man is the earthly home of ~eauty, a_nd if any
real thing were fair as the tender thought of 11naglnat1ve youth,
heaven were not far.
T H E VI SITORS OF T H E MONT H.

.

It is always a pleasure to see visitors at the college. It either
means that some boy's cup ~f. joy is full or that someone ls
deriving enjoyment from a v151t to the ~lace for son:e other
reason than to see relatives who are attend mg school be1 e.
Last month's visitors were as follows:
Mrs. E. J. Tschann, Pangburn, Ark.
l\lr. and Mrs. Poggemann, !11ilwaukee, Wis.
l\Ir. M. E. Shiel, Fort Smith, Ark.
l\Irs. Fikes, Pittsburg, Kan.
'.\Ir. McCullough, attorney tor R. I. R. R.
l\lr. James, civil engineer of R. I. R. R. ..
we hope that they will soon repeat their v1S1ts.
P. D. W.

Gay scenes depress the melancholy, and gloomy prospects
have not the power to rob the happy of their contentment.
"FL U!!!''

At Subiaco as in all parts of our nation the epidemic of the
Flu spread confusion and fear. A great n~mber of the boys were
ill and the infirmary was overrun with patients. In fact It became
necessary to improvise sick-rooms.
The malady met a decisive Waterloo at this place, thanks to
the efficient work of Brother Luke and to the untl~!ng efforts of
Miss Pauline Bergup, a trained nurse whom we ~ere fortunate
enough to obtain in this great crisis. It would be useless for us
to try to tell in cold print just exactly what odds these two were
forced to battle against. Brother Luke, at the tlm_e when he was
battling with the sickness in our behalf, was himself probably
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in more dire straits than any of his patients. It is reported that
he at times had fever as high as 104 while straining every effort
in his care for the· youths commended to his care. As soon as the
worst was over Brother Luke was taken to a hospital in Fort
Smith where, we are informed, his condition is very serious.
The least that we, who received their care, can do is to thank
both Brother Luke and Miss Bergup for their heroic work. A
prayer or two that brother may soon recover would certainly not
be too much for him to expect.
The Editorial Staff of Cadet Days does here wish to extend
its heartfelt thanks to both of our attendants and to assure them
that their great work has not gone unnoticed.
P.D. W.
If we could live in the fairest spot on earth, and in the company
of those who are dear, the source of our happiness would still be
our own thought and love; and If they are great aud noble, we
cannot be miserable however meanly surrounded.
CORR ESP O NDENCE.

The Editor hereby announces that in his summing up of the
"enormous" correspondence carried on with us by some of tbe
graduates he omitted several of the best by a mistake that is
unexcusable. He begs that those boys try to forgive him and
promises that be will not repeat said monstrous offense.
Joseph Dasbill, a graduate of 1918, who resides at Heber
Springs, Ark., very forcibly (in language of course) objected to
the slight. But be made the fact that he was not very angry
plain by stating that be considered "Cadet Days" as a letter
from home. Thanks Dash!
R. Staudt of Fisher, Ark., is also exempt from the silent variety
and also states that Cadet Days is "There with the goods." Keep
the change "Susie." (Dear Reader: The nickname was given him
on account of the wonders be can perform upon a piano.)
F. Isenman, J. Priola, and A. B. Tabola are also responding
nobly to the call.
Why do not some of the other fellows awaken from the land
or oblivion and shine forth in all of their glory before their former
classmates and their well-wishing friends?
P. S.: Just before going to press we are informed of the
arrival of a letter from Alphonse Limbeck. He is now at Wichita
Falls, Texas.
Eugene O'Reilly occasionally favors us with a postal card,
but we refuse to count that in our crowd.
P.D.W.
SPICY S I DELIGHTS.

A ll Over.

Hearing a crash of glassware one morning, Mrs. Blank called
to her maid in the adjoining room, "Norah, what on earth are you
doing?"
"I'm doln' nothin', mum," replied Norah; "It's done."-London
Opinion.
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A Boy of Method.

It was the week before little Willie's birthday: and he was on
his knees at his bedside petitioning Divine Providence for presents in a very loud voice.
.,
"Please send me," he shouted, "a bicycle, a tool chest, a"What are you praying so loud for?" his younger brother interrupted "God ain't deaf."
"I· know he ain't," said little Willi~,. winking towards the next
room, "but grandma is."-London Opm1on.
In Style.

"Some of the most fashionable people are wearing their last
year's clothes " said Mrs. Cururox.
"Yes," re;Iied her husband, "I told my tailor to b~ carefu~ to
put a patch in my new trousers where it would show. -Washington Star.
Man to M an.

.

It was a time when Tim should have been in active service
that he was discovered by his sergeant in a hole, well out of the
way of even a stray bullet.
Ge
•'Get out of that hole!" commanded the sergeant sternly. " t
out of it Immediately!"
t bl
Ith
The usually good-natured Irish face looked up a
m w
stubborn resistance written on every feature.
d boldly "but
"You may be my superior oUicer," _he answere , ..
, .
all the same, Ol'm the wan that found this hole flr-rst. -American
Legion Weekly.
A tramp rang the doctor's door bell and asked the woman
who opened the door if she would be so kind ~s to ask the doctor
if he had a pair of old trousers he would give away.
"I'm the doctor!" said the young woman, and the tramp nearly
fainted.

Passenger-"Conductor, why is this train late?".,
conductor-"Because the one in front Is behind.
O'Regan (sm!ling)-"What's that odor I smell?"
Hy Nagel-"That's fertilizer.''
,
, ,.
O'Regan Castonished)-"For the land s sake•
Hy Nagel-"Yes, sir."
The farmer met his son at the station.
"Back from college, eh, boy?" he drawled.
"
"Y
d d " replied the youth as he lit another cigarette, and
es, Ia •
lad
to
get
back
Been
digging
up
Greek
roots
I tell you
am g
·
all the season."
t the hardware store and bought
The old farmer went over o
a grubbing
hoe.my
"All right,
boy," he announced as be h an d e d over th e h oe,
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"Yeou can change yeour exercise during the summer by digging
up dogwood and sassafras roots."
A Texas paper declared that a Tarrant county girl who is
attending school in Fort Worth, recently wrote to her parents
"I am just in love with Ping Pong." When her stern Texas father
read the letter he remarked: "You can write and tell Amarillis
Jane that if she is going to fall in Jove with any of them blamed
Fort Worth Chinamen, she can Just count on being cut off' without
a cent."

Paw-"Wal, I'm glad to see that Si is doin' suthin' with his
music at college."
Nell-"Is he?"
Paw~"Yes, he writes home that he's playiu' third base on
the college nine!"
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"What kind o' fireworks are those?" asked Aunty Meddergrass
of her city nephew, on the night of the Fourth.
"Those are Roman candles, Aunty."
"Are they? Well, I'm glad I don't live in Rome. I'd hate the
worst kind to have to sew by the light of them things."
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McNallen-"Gosh! That man eats."
John Murphy-"Gee! I ate more than that down in the
country."
McNallen-"Yes, that's why you got fired there one day."
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By Wilhelm Muller.

EDITORIAL

Up with windows, up with hearts!
S,yjftly, swiftly!
Graybeard Winter seeks to go,
He wanders troubled to and fro,
He beats his breast full fearfully
And packs his duds 1·ight hastily,
With speed, with speeci.
Up with windows, up with hearts!
Swiftly, swiftly!
The Springtime knocks and stamps without-And listen to his joyous shout!Before the door he takes his stand,
With beauteous flower-buds in his hand,
With speed, with speed.
Open windows, open hearts!
Swiftly, swiftly!
The brave young South-wind stands below
With round red cheeks and eyes aglow '
And blows that doors and windows rnttie
'rill Winter yields him in the battle'
With speed, with speed.
Open windows, open hearts!
With speed, with speed!
Wild birds sound the battle-songAncl hark, and hark! an echo long,
An echp from my inmost heart-The joys of Spring hid Winter part
With speed, with speed.

-

A \ 'l;'\DlCATION.
In our glorious nation where base-ball was born, tenderly
reared, and made a power with which even the elections cannot
hope to cope in popularity and enthusiasm, a very foolish movement is in its infancy-and there is where it should be checked.
:Many people are taking up arms against the collegiate and academic practice of having representative baseball teams each year. The
objectors offer one lone plea and this isolated argument appears so
hopelessly shallow and so utterly void of premeditation and previous analysis that expenditure of time in refuting it seems useless. We shall not attempt to do justice to the subject, but we
shall merely offer a few points conducive to the vindication of our
"National Pet" and hold the game up to the reader in its true
light.
Our hypothesis is, "Baseball, although merely a pastime, is a
mine of mental training and of character building."
Now let us retrospect with Hugh S. Fullerton and consider
the deciding play in a vital game of the 1919 season. The penant
was decided by this game.
Runners were on first and third bases. The game was close
and one score for either team meant probable victory. At the bat
a batter, tense and alert, churned the inoffensive air with hort,
nervous motions of his bat. Out on the white-washed lines by
first and third bases two coachers ranted and raved, pawed the
dirt, and ran up and do\\'n calling encouragrnent to the batter
and \Yords of caution to the runners. Stretched sprawlingly upon
the bench a row of whire garbed athletes watched the field before
them as if frozen into their positions. Above and upon both sides,
the crowd broke deafeningly as the rooter chorus sang the song of
hope for another penant which might be won in the next minute.
Suddenly at the end of the bench, there was a movement. A
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player with earnest, but rather weary face, (Frank Chance) immobile even in that moment when his years work might be ruined,
raised his hand to his cap, lifted it an inch from his head, replaced
it and without a muscle of his face twitching sat watching.
Like a flash the coacher at third sprang down the line. "Look
out Steiny !" he screamed "Look out, Frank!" came the echo from
the first base coachers box.
The pitcher would himself into fantastic contortions. From
somewhere out of the tangle a ball shot to the plate like a flash,
and into the catcher's glove. As the pitcher started to wind up
the runner on first sprang 20 feet towards second, stopped, hesitated, and took a step back towards first base. The catcher who
had caught the ball in perfect position, leaped forward, right arm
drawn back, tense, alert, and in perfect position to throw. Slowly
the catcher relaxed from his watchful pose. His arm dropped and
he started to toss the ball easily back to the pitcher. In that instant the runner was galvanized into action. Two tremendous
leaps and he was flying at full speed down the line. The catcher
hesitating a trice, tightened again into position, and threw like a
rifle shot to second just as he caught a glimpse of a figure tearing
homeward from third. An instant later the runner, in a cloud of
dust, pivoted around the plate, his foot dragging across the rubber
just as the ball, hastily hurled back to the catcher, came down upon his leg. The umpires hand went down. The run had scored.
The game was won. The crowd in a tumult of enthusiasm roared
and screamed and shrilled its joy. The man at the end of th!:
bench let a shadow of a smile flit over his face and watched more
closely. The crowd had forgotten him and were cheering the
players."
We cite this one among millions of such strategies that the
reader, if he is non-athletic, may peek behind the scenes and discover that baseball is not a game dependent upon brute strngth. We
also present this case in order to facilitate our proof that the pasttime is an institution of learning, a college in which "experientia
docet" with a vengeance.
The play as stated probably took about 30 seconds. Chance
had, at the most, 15 seconds in which to consider the throwing
ability of both the catcher and the pitcher, the speed of the second
baseman, the relative running capabilities of the runners, and the
general stealing chances of each. He had to consider every possible play, cull out the inadvisable, reflect upon the merits of eacl~
of the selected ones, and make a choice. He had to then pass a
signal to the coacher, who relayed it to the runners and batter by

whom signals \\'ere returned, aud all of ~his ha~pened, at the most,
in r 5 seconds. To us it seems almost 1mposs1ble, but facts must
be recognized as they are. The incomprehensible_ speed with "·hich
the defending players thought must also be considered. The executive part of the play could not have encompassed more _tl~an 6
seconds of time. Yet the catcher figured upon many different
plays, acted, and then le~rned a valuable lesosn in that aton~ of
eternity. He had thought Just one half of_ a second too slowly. J 1;xt
time he \\'ill checkmate the same offensive move. But the pornt
we wish is: The ordinary play in a game of ball requires primarih- concentration and rapidity of thought.
·' Latin and Greek are studied in order to acquire mental concentration and to broaden the mind. Baseball teaches concentration and since novel points are continually flowing into the intellect the game must, as a necessity, broade~1 the mind. Yet baseball
is said to detract from studies, but Latm and Greek are lauded
and called indispensable elements of an education. Evidently, to
use the phraseology of Hamlet, "There is something rotten in th,
state of Denmark."
In the play aforementioned, Chance s~bjected the opp~nent to
psychological study. He figured that the rntellcctual machmer~ of
the catcher would revolve just that one hundred and twentieth
part of an hour late. He computed t~1is _all in I 5 ~econds or less.
But not considering the speed, our pomt 1s: One 1s taught to fathom the machinations of another's mind. If one succeeds, one
learns a lesson. If one fails. the pen um is even more indeliably
impressed upon the mind. One reasons, "\Vhat \\'Ould _I do in his
place?" and then proceeds to chec~mate the play. Logic and psychology become second nature, _as 1t were .. It _was a \Yell ki)own
fact that learned men are contmu_ally delfrng mto these subJects.
People respect men who have studied them. Baseball, however, 1°
said to detract one. Eggo, Denmark is not the only place affiictnl
with "something rotten.'
.
From this ll"ay of reasoning one habitu~lly stnves to lead the
mind of the opponent into acting as one wishes. One leaves an
opening for the move and the_n. promptly blocks the attempt to
make it. But this mental trammg would_ not be recogmzed b}
our wise critics so we \1·ill not dwell upon 1t.
One of man's ,greatest accomplishments is "po~1·er of obs~rvation.' Baseball trains the eye and the observatory power :nth ~
perfection which no other practi~e known ca~ parallel. Pitchers
have been sent back from the l\1aJor to the l\1mor lea~ues beca~se
of some trivial subconscious moyement they make pnor to dehv-
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ering
one
. kl e spect t the ball.
·
hNot
·
B person out of the thousa nds of f 1c
a ors not:Jce t is.
ut before a week has passed every I
.1
th~ le~gue has this fault stereotyped and runs b~ses wild :y::n~;
t~1s pitcher. The ball player is compelled to watch constantf for
~tg~1 al~.
ctld th~ r_esult not have been disastrous if the coa~hers
rnnces signal? In short, every move, every habit and
a _m1sse
eve1y thought of the enemy players must be detected and .
be red an<l e
·
d
I emem_verh mu_rnte tail of a game must be observed and
t
1
s ~~e da~ ay / dt e nfrn:d. We have heard this trait of observation
piadr~e . ucln re s O t:Jmes. Why then is not baseball given the
ere It 1t eserves ?
And so. it goes on. _\-olumes could be written as regards the
?sychology of baseball without mentioning the healthful points of
it. Space however forces us to close.
Our hypo_thesis has been proven beyond a doubt. Baseball is
a co1~glo1:1~r~t1?n of ev<?Y mental-building study known besides
teachmg imtlat1ve and lightning execution ,,·h1'ch ·"11 '
f h f
b ks 1 ·
,
'' 1 never II ow
ort rom oo . t is a blessing for youths to enjoy and profit
by and should be lauded_ accordingly by every lover of sport and
every exponent of e<lucat1011 in this United States of America.
P . D.W.

ents are prone, "Spring fever." It exercises a very notable influence upon the afflicted and causes them to become languid and careless. There is only one remedy for this disease and that is "\Vil:
Power." Even though we are inclined to prefer a baseball game
or an outing to a Latin or Greek exercise, yet we should persist
in the efforts we have been making, for he who perseveres to the
end will recci ve the prize.
Therefore, ward off the first attack of this disease for the old
saying advises us, "Principiis obsta ! Scro medicina paratur."

f

d .

w.s.

The author is rewarded when his readers are made better.
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learnT~:1h~~~~ content themselves with what others have uttered,
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le_nd a charming blend to the dark green of the
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season of mact1v1ty. Men have termed this malady to which stud-
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The drill notice posted the morning of Wednesday, March 24,
read: Gen. Drill for all companies at 1 p. m. sharp. The drill will
be held rain 01· shine and there will be no exceptions.-The Majors
name was scribbled at the bottom and all of the boys knew that
the 01·der meant just exactly what it said.
So in spite of the misty rain and the wind which drove the
fine grains of sand across the ch-ill ground with the speed of rifle
bullets, the bugle blew at exactly 1 :00 p. m.
The Cadets, well trained to that call poured forth from doors
of the building and from the fa1th 7st ends of the campus. The
second call was then ordered by MaJor Williams, and the sonorous
call of the several Top Sergeants floated out over the damp air, at
the sound of which the various companies fell in line w:ith almost
incredible speed and perfection. The Major, a(ter the customary
formalities, took cha1·ge of Company A and drilled them rigorously
for a sho1t time in the various mo,·ements of the manual of arms.
Co. B was then for the first time equipped w:ith guns and the
Major spent quite a long: time in explaining the various details of
the Manual of Arms. The instructions were made very simple and
before the boys realized it they had mastered the e sential parts
of the drill. The "hole bcttnllion was then bronght together after
all of the squads had execute~ the command, "take distance" the
Cadets were drilled for a solid hour upon the Manual of Arms
alone. The Commandant gave the commands while the Major and
the other officers walked through the ranks and corrected each
mistake that they detected. By the time ~his drill was finished the
buys were executing the movements rapidly, correctly and efficiently. A sho1t re~t was then aJlowccl.
After the intermission, Lieut. C:irroll was ordered to teach the
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whole battalion some additional rifle drill~ and this work consumed
the better part of an hour. The Major and his conferers were as
before alert in detecting blunders.
The companies were then separated and the various companies
were taken by their respective commanding officers. The Major
took Company A and in defiance of the weather put them through
a marching drill that they \Vil! probably rememher for years to
come. Old dri11$ were reviewed and new dl"ills were taught. The
marching and general execution was good in the superlative and
after about two hours of it the rain came so fast that the drill had
to be stopped as a necessity. And not a boy regretted the fact.
"Co-operation" is the watchword this year.
The boys are
working hand in hand with their officer~ and do not question any
command no matter how absurd it may seem. They have, from
the results of this year's training, discovered the worth of true discipline and they are the kind of boys who have the brains to know
a good thing- when they see it. The "loynlty" is also marvelous.
If anyone makes a sarcastic remark about one of the officers he is
sure to receive a sharp rebuke as soon as the words have left his
lips.
Evening drills will soon be inaugurnted again as sprinomakes
0
it again possible that this may be clone.
Owing to the vast time that must be devoted to ba eball the
Club has been a trifle slack in its work this past month, but a
schedule has now been arrnnged that makes it easy to d1ill oftener
than before and also to give plenty of time to athletics.
J. 0.

he had a pleasing \'ariety of curves, his con~rol was a missing
quantity. He managed to ward off a;;y ~~r1ous casas~rophc f~r
two innings and Shroeder, our latest find was sent m ~o. hurl.
Robertson also had to be "yanked' 'ancl was replace~! by Phtlbp"..
The fourth inning opened with our two siar pi~chers ~vorkm_g
against each other and the score ,.,·a~ hopelesslf tie~. 'Io mal,e
matters worse the score was very al\t to remam tied .a~ th:
Academics were just as powerless agamst the speed of Phillips a,
the Commercials were ag:::inst the marvcl_ous cun·es offered by
Schroeder. Mo1·cover, both sicks were playmg perfect ba\1.
But in the sixth, the break came and the Commercials were
hv fast running c.nd gond headwork enabled to push a score acr .JSS
tlie plate. The Latin students then followed smt and promptly re.
tied the knot.
The last of the seventh opened wa_s matter~ very !nuch m
doubt and the Stenogrnphers scored a;:am. The Acadc_rm~s came
in to bat determined to tie or ,vin the i,;aine. But at tlus Juncture
the Rev. Prefect topped the game and althou;:(h no ag-ree1_nent had
been made the game was dclarecl .in f:wor of thE; Commercial Class.
The other team very justly consHlerecl ,t)lat tlus de~l was a tn~e
"Raw" and appealed to the spo1tFmn:ns111p of t~e wmners to gn e
them another a-ame and to ignore tlus one. This request, we arc
glad to state, ; ,as granted and so the other g~me was played.
Not much is to be saicl of this game as 1t went so fast that
before one realized it the end had coi:ne. Robe1_-tson for th~ Commercials and Redder for the Acaden:i1cs had th1.nf"S al] their O":O
way all through the contest. Practically all of the luts made m
the game were those of Rogers, Shroeder, and M~rphy. That of
Rogers was a tlnee-ply blow. The rest of the Juts were of the
scratch variety.
b •
fi •
· t
The Commci·cials pushc>cl two scores )! m t 11e . rs, ac:ams o~c
by their '?ppo_nents. '.[hey ~gain scored_ 1.11 the eight!~ :3-~d th~ll"
rivals tallied m the nmth. The ~omme1 cials had, howe, er, mamtained their lead through the entire contest and thereby won by a
score of three to t,Yo.
We can but remai·k that both teams are excellent and the odds
are in the fayor of the Commercials. This series leaves the Commercial Class as undisputed chmnpi~ns of the scho~l.
The first team hus been organized and the !me-up for the
game to be played with Paris, March 27, is as follows:
L Rogers ..... ... ... .....
................................-...
Catcher
sinoeder or Phillips
....... Pitcher
Duffy
.... _....... ....... ...
.. ... _.... _....... -.......... First Base
I-T -tl!oran
Second Base

Literature is writing in which genuine thought and feeling are
rightly expressed.
ATHLETICS.

That deciding game between the Academics and the Commercials was certainly one of those games you read about, but seldom
see. The rivalry was intense and each boy was upon the field that
day to do or die. Both teams had practised well and the signals
were working well. Before the game started the young players all
showed that nervousness characteristic of the determined man
about to enter the fray.
The game opened with the Commercials in the field and the
Acaclemjcs wielding the willow. Robertson was upon the mound
for the bookkeepers and his \'ariou, slants were breaking with unexpected ~peed. The Academic batters managed to push runners
as far as second base, but that was all the fruits their efforts could
produce as a fast double play from Phillips to Kershaw retired
them. The Commercials, in their half of the inning managed to
connect with the offering of C. Murphy, the twirler for the Classicists, for a total of two runs.
Robertson, however in the second inning was unable to retain
his mastery and was hit hard for a net of three scores. Williams
then ascended the pitching slah for the Academics and although

!1~~1

~~{;h~s. ................. . .... . -_... . .. - .::. -::.::. ::: ... _.:.:·.::::: :~:::::.::=:::::· ...:..
~!~~
Robeitson .
. ............ _...... ..
.................- ..................... Left Field
.._..................... -·--· ........ Center Field
R 'ble
N~~on .. ::................:.. ::::~::::..:: ..:=::·
._.......... Right Field
This line-up is Yery strong and it is hopE;d that the boys_ ':·ill
bring home the palms of victory in the com11:,g co1:-test. rhill1ps
will more than likely open the game and v,1.th_ lnn:i domg the
Mathewson stunt we can hardlr see where Pans will have ai:iy
luck. Our team ha, improved 100 per cent and although the hit-
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ting is far fro:m se!1sational, the fielding is fast and sure. A 11 of
tl~e bo_Ys predict victory. We, therefore, also foretell that they
will ,vin.
~t the baseball meeting held this month the boys elected their
captam a~d manager. J. Raible ~vill manage the team this year
and we aie. confident that under his watchful and experienced eye
the team _will soon be making glory for itself. The players' choice
tor capta~n was L. Rogers. Mr. Rogers is a lad capable of thinkmg for himself and of executing the orders of our capable coach
Fr. Anthony. Both Mr. Raible and Mr. Roge1·s know baseball fro~
A to Z.
The coming contest will be played at PARIS and the result
will be recorded in the next issue of Cadet Days.

Father's honor in the afternoon, but the big entertaimnent came in
the evenin;i;.
At 6:45 p. m. the bovs all ,.,.ent to the auditorium. Rev. Father
Benedict took the seat of honor. Nohody knew what was coming,
but all were expectant. W11cn the curtain was lifted, a gasp of admiration ran through the audience._ The st~ge ~etting was perfectly beautiful. 'rhe platfonn was !ight.ed with lights of every conceirnhle color, making an exquisite blend. On one side of the stage
was the piano, which was nea1·ly concealed by gigantic ferns which
we1·e artistically placed around the stage. The scene was to represent a mountain canon, and was extremely natural save for the
pennants hanging from the scenery, which pennants, far from detracting from the beauty of the scene._ lent to it just that touch of
the oriental and mistic to stir one to Ing-her thoughts and to arouse
the appreciation for the soft music which was to follow. One could
see that the stage had been arranged by an artist guided by a
wonderful sense of ta~te and knowledr-e of human nature. We by
the way have ascertained that this artist was no Jess than Fr.
Aemilian, who was also responsible fo1• the program that followed.
The first number on the program_was a pretty melody played
hy the Toy Symphony OTchPstra. This was a novelty and how tl~e
boys produced music from the heterogenus assortnrnnt of toys 1s
still a mystery, but Jet it suffice that they did. We cannot give
the credit due to each young musician as space will not. permit.
An address in the name of the students was then given to the
Rev. Rector by William Obetste, the senior of thE; _school, and his
wishes besides carrying witlun themselves ::in exqm_site beauty were
clothed in a nice phraseology that would _give credit to a pet·son of
twice his years and learning. In conclusi?n M_r. Ober.te presented
the Rector with an eleg::mt album filled with pictures to commcmo-rate this colleg-e year. The picture of every lad in the school was
in it besides many novel and very nice pictures. The titles of ench
class and many very pretty and wise sayings were printed (thanks
to Fr. Vincent and his young printers) in golden letters. It was
certainJv a nice gift for the students to make and was a true
svmbol
the feeling here at the College.
· The next thing on the program was a piano solo by l\fr.
Clarence Co grove. We are all at loss aR to how this young man
can control his finr:er and yet move them with such speed and
delicacv. There are some of the boys who clainl that Poland's expresident must soon look to his Jam·els upon the piano or we will
be hearing of the world's famous Clarence Cosgrove.
Members of the Glee Club, e. g., A. Selig, H. Graham, R.
Riddle N. l\fosser, J. Warmuth, and Ph. Yaeger, then sang a song
compo;ed by Fr. Aemi\ian fo,; the occasion. The title of the song
was, "On Subiaco to Victory.
.
.
.
A violin quartet madP. up by H. Terbieten, S. Selig·, J. K1rspel
and J. Tschann then rendm·ccl a wry pretty piece. We were
astonished beca~sc we had been totally oblivious to the fact that
we had a quartet of such excellent little musicians with us.
We had almost recovered from the above mentioned sui-prise
when G. Norton astounded us with a cornet solo that was honestly
good. Mr. Cosgroves accoupamiment, of course was all that one
could look for and then some.
The pfano duet by A. Selig- and Harry Grnham can be rivalled

P. D . W.

True speech is not idle· it is utterance of life, the mate of
action, and the begetter of ;,.oble deeds.

RT. BENEDICT'S DAY.
Marc~ 21, in !lcco1·dance with Fr. Time's regular schedule came
around _tins year Just ~s_u_sual. And also, as usual, the clay marked
the penod ot gt·eat reimcmg and general good-will at Subiaco. But
the celebrat10n cannot be classe~ under the heading, "As usual."
The day was one of_ those beautiful spring days when all nature
seems to be a_w akemng _and calling to the world to laugh and be
°'.err~. The birds sang Just as prettily as usual. The trees are budding Just as usua~. The boys are fairly reveling in the sweet joy
of the most beautiful part of the year-But this day was different
It ~arked the namesclay of our Rev. Rector, Fr. Benedict. Cele~
brat_1ons have been 1:,eld in other years upon this occasion, but
Subiaco had never witnessed a parallel to this one.
We _can ~~d ~he rea_son for this l~tter fact in the one word
"
Co-operation, fo1 th~t is the root of 1t all. As neve1· before the
students are co-operating with the Rev. Father in his effort to cast
and mould them mto real n:ien upon v;hom humanity may confidently p~t the bu~·den of runnmg the machinery of the woi·ld without
fraction or mishap. The boys have as far, as it is possible realized
that the reproofs are for the best and that the tutoring r~ceived is
not ?Ill¥ for the best but_ that it is a l.,lessing sent down by an
Omnrsc1ent Creator to this select portion of his flock-SELECT
because they are blessed with the opportunities Subiaco offers t~
them.
'This being the case, it is no miracle that all of the youths were
glad to see the greatest day of our Rector' year arrive. He is the
cornc_r st?ne_ of the gre'!-t \\Ork whereby we profit. He is a man
who 1s thinkmg every minute for our welfare and our good. He is
the man who will ancl is builcling our characte1·s. And he is the
man tha~ sl~ould receive our heartfelt thanks and appreciationand he did, m a measm·e.
'l'he band Tendered several excellent selections in the Rev.

of
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only by the excellent song, "Don't you remember the time," as
rendered vocally by L. Rogers and L. Sharum. The accompaniment on the claranet by Jas. O'Regan v;as a revelation in the musical realms.
A cornet and trumpet quartet, Fr. Vincent, G. Norton, W. McDermott and W. Anderson made fame for each of the entertainers.
We had all known that Jas. O'Regan was good upon the
clarin~t, bu1:t we had not expected :o much. In his solo, he made
a decided hit. One of the boys said, "He made it do everything
but t_alk and ~ sat there spellbound, expecting that next. In fact
I believe he chcl coa.x a few words out of it."
The Rm·. Re~tor's answer to the address by Mr. Oberste was
very ru_ce and fitt~g to the occasion. He expressed his thanks for
both WJshes and gifts and thanked the boys for their good-will this
year.
. After t_he program the boys retired thinking of some way in
wlnch to enJoy the next day as it was to be free. This freeday was
passed very agreeably by all of the students.

sustained severe injury by running against a ~tone wap while t_rying to catch a foul ball that was knocked durmg battm~ practice.
It is reported that the lad may ?ave a tou~h of paralysis. All of
the students are very apprehensive as to Ins welfare.

P. D. W.

There is no surer ma1·k of the lack of culture than the use of
ill-natured and abusive epithets.

DRAMATICS.
The play the "Lene Tree Mine" seems doomed to not be produced, as one thing after another seems to render it impossible.
First the "Flu" interferred and then just as rehersals were being
resw:n~c! one of the leading actors was suddenly stricken with append1cit1s and had to undergo an operation. The play has on this
account been cancelled for a time and will probably be presented in
June. Easter the Club will produce several sho1t comedies and
the~ ~hey .~vill _foll_ow this up immediately by the play, "The Lost
Lomsia~a,. winch 1s _now being revised and corrected by its author
Paul Will1i1:ms of this College. 1:he piay was presented last year
and met w_1th such suc~ess that 1t has been deemed expedient to
reproduce 1t. It contamecl several crudities and was a trifle too
long. These faults are being eradicated by the author and it is
expected that the play will be extra01dina1"il7 good.
P. D. W.
We are very sorry to state that William Thompson a member of the Second Commercial Class was suddenly taken clown v.'ith
appendicitis. Mr. Thompson was in perfect health, to all appearances, one day and the next night he was rushed to the hospital at
Paris, where he had to undergo a very serious operation. It is reported that he was upon the operating table for over an hour. We
arc glad to be able to announce that the operation was highly successful and that Billie will be back among us as soon as could be
expected.
Mr. Thompson is extremely well liked by the boys and we all
miss him very much. It is the earnest wish of all, that he may be
convalescent very soon.
Slade Bassett is also in the hospital at Paris. Mr. Bassett

P. D. W.

If thou mayst not lead the life thou wouldst _wish, thou canst
at least make the life thou leadest the means to nnprove thyself.

A REAL TREAT.
The evenino- of March 2, the stndents ~vere treated to a ve~y
novel and exti·;mely interesting lect_ure ?:1ven by Prof .. McN7u-,
agricultural representative of the Uruvers1ty at Fayettev1ll_e. Prof.
McNair has gathered data based upon the actual experience of
farmers of northern and centi-al Arkansas.
Each of tl:ese me_n
keep records and send them in to th~ Prof. at Fayetteville. His
knowledge as regards scientific farmmg ha:i been. gathered from
the old and famous teacher which knows neither pity nor remorse
-"Experientia."
.
The subject of his talk ·was "The 9onservat10n o_f !\fan-power
upon the fann ." He in a very interestmg manner laid the :11atter
before the students and not only told them the facts, but W1th the
aid of a chart he made plain the "whys and_ wherefores" ~f the
subject. He compared the old style of_ depending upon providence,
and the new style of scientific crop ra1srng.
He stated some very interesting facts a? to what_ crops to plant
together so that each will not interfere with the time that must
be given to the other. By his plan _one gets a ft1;ll three hundred_
and sixty-five clays work in, every tnne Father Time cnts another
atom from eternity.
To the boys who have lived upon the farm, the lecture was a
lesson that will be profited by. To the boys who a:e absolutely
ignorant concerning the farm, the talk was a revelat10n, for they
]earned things that they had never thougj1t about.
The Prof. deserves our thanks for this address and we hope
that he will visit our school again in the near future.

P. D. W.

If we could clearly see ourselves as we are! life would be l~ss
endurable. Goel blurs our vision as a mother hides from her child
its wound.
ANOTHER RECORD FOR THE CADETS.
Returning from the latest hike to the Mill_ Pond Major
Williams ,vith two s<Juads and almost all of the officers of Co. ~.
(not forgetting Lieut. J. Murphy of Co. B) _made a !"ecord trip
back to the College. The boys sta1·ted o~t with the wild hope of
makino- the trip in an hour and fifteen nunutes and so. the doub~e
quick ~ommand came and was n<_>t coun~rm.3:1de~ durmg the six
mile trip. Of course when we thmk of six rrules it does not seem
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far. But make that sLx miles lead you over mountains, through
gorges, and among thick and almost impassable shrubery and see
if the aspect does not seem greatly transformed. That is the kind
of a march these boys made.
We will not go into detail as space will not permit it, but we
will merely state the facts and allow the reader to consider
whether the i-ecorcl will not titand for some years to come. Sgt.
Major Robertson entered the campus exactly fifty-four minutes
after the march began and the rest of the line ma1·ched up in perfect order a minute or so later. At the finish there were, counting
officers, eighteen youths left out of perhaps 30 who began the
march.
The Cadets are proud of this march and although it may have
been foolhardy to thus strain their power of endurance they have
not regretted the effort.
P. D. W.
The art of pleasing would better deserve our study were there
more who are worth pleasing or were it less difficult to please
without loss of sincerity and without stooping to the service of
vulgar interests.

HIS PREFERENCE.
English Waiter-Which side of the table do you prefer to sit
on, sir?
American Tourist-Neither. I prefer to sit on a chair.
Wanted in a hotel-A man '\\ith
potatoes.

a

wooden

leg

to

mash

Know thyself was the sum of what Socrates taught, and each
of the seven wise men rested his fame upon an apothegm.

LOST AND FOUND.
Indignant Guest-Here, waiter, I ham just found a collar
button in thfa pot pie.
Placid Waite1·-Yes, sah. Did yo' see anything of an umbrella,
boss? One was lost heah last night.
Life has the power to propagate itself, and if the words thou
utterest are living, they will strike root somewhere and bud and
blossom and bear fruit.

SPICY SIDELIGHTS.
Hotel Keeper-Here, what's all this ringing about?
Uncle Josh-I've lost my collar button and I'm trying to dig
this one out of the wall.
An Alabama negro, who had spent several years as a servant
in a New York family, returning to his home, attempted to instruct
the members of his family in correct usage, especially in their

t the table his brother said to him:
language. 0 ne d ay a
,,
"Gimme some 'lasses, Sam,
ted s m
"You should say
"You musn't say 'lasses," correc
a .
molasses." .
lk'
b ut ?" grunted his brother. "How's I
"What 1s you ta mg ~h O · ·n•t had none yet."
gwine to say mo' 'lasses v. en 1 m
. ?
Could you call snoring sheet music .

.
to tl1 buyer· but coal goes to the cellar.
Most things go_
e , . Polar bear?
Davie-Hey, mister, vat s_h~te
animals in the No1·th Pole that
Lou-It's one of those '\\ 1
sits on a cake of ,ice. .
Davie-I von t do it.
Lou-Won't do what?
r from Mrs Cohen, her husband
Davie-I choost got a Jette 1 . bear (pall bearer).
died, and she says I shall be a po ar
restaurant). "It that all you've got to
Passenger- ( a t depot
eat ~~!t:;_"J haven't got to eat it. I w01·k here."
an outside with a wooden leg named Smith.
' k Th . '
v; ar ere s am
f 11· tl1er leO'?
Vokes-What's the name O 1s O
., •
",
b
our dog bit me on the ankle!"
,
Passerby- Say, oy, )ri h
he could reach. You wouldn t
Boy-"Well, dat'.s ahs. I{0 ~tte yer neck, would yer?
expect a little pup hke rm
"A t-h~.-di-.-dn-'t_I_te-:1::-1-y_o_u_t;--o--:t-:a~ke those powders
Mamma- r UI,
every two hours?"
b t . u never told me where you wanted
Little Arthur-"Y es; u J 0
me to take them to."
~------.--h~?-:W~hat is the matter?
Father-"No appetite this evening, e .
Late luncl1 ?"
1 "
Little Boy-"No, sir; early app es.
"What's the diffe1:ence,''. a_;,~ed a teacher in arithmetic, "Between one yard and tlwo_ yalrds f member of the class. The teacher
"A fence,'' was t1e rep yo a
was silent.
e things of the spirit we must have spiritual
To unclers t an cl tll
experience.
frrhtl expi'essed sweeps the hig):ier nerve
A noble thought ., Y f t performer on the strings of an
centers as the t<_>uch 0 ~ at per e~t is poor and inesponsive, the apinstrument; but if ~he ms rum
peal is made in varn.
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SUNRISE ON THE HILLS,

Henry W . Longrellow.

EDITO RIAL
I stood upon the bills, when heaven's wide arch
Was glorious with the sun's returning march,
And woods were brightened, and soft gales
Went forth to kiss the sun•clad vales.
The clouds were far beneath me; bathed in light,
They gathered mid•way round the wooded height,
And, in their fading glory, shone
Like hosts in battle overthrown,
As Many a pinnacle, with shifting glance,
Through the grey mist thrust up its shattered lance,
And rocking on the cliff was left ·
The dark pine, blasted, bare and cleft.
The veil of cloud was lifted, and below
Glowed the rich valley, and the river's flow
Was darkened by the forest's shade,
Or glistened in the white cascade;
Where upward, in the mellow bl~sb of day,
The noisy bittern wheeled bis spiral way.

THE AVERAGE DAILY NEWSPAPER.

I beard the distant waters dash,
I saw the current whirl and flash,
And richly, by the blue lake's sil:'er beach,
The woods were bending with a silent reach,
Then o'er the vale, with gentle swell,
The music of the village bell
Came sweetly to the echo•giving hills;
And the wild horn, whose voice the woodland fills,
Was ringing to the merry shout,
That faint and far the glen sent out,
Where answering to the sudden shot, thin smoke,
Through thick•leaved brru1cbes, from the dingle broke.
If thou art worn and hard beset
Wiih sorrows, that thou wouldst forget,
If thou would read a lesson, that will keep
Thy heart from fainting ancl thy soul from sleep,
Go to the woods and hills! No tears
Dim the sweet look that nature wears.

,.

The tribes peopling this earthly sphere number approximately 1,200 million persons. It is therefore impossible that more than a few of these men are conversant with the real, unpurged facts concerning anyone
from among the colossal number of happenings in each
day. Human nature, however, dictates that the uninformed multitude should be told these various facts and
in this role, theoretically, the newspaper appears upon
the world's drama of life. The majority (i. e., the entire
class, and not the exceptions) of our journals fall hopelessly short of their goal.
Dame Nature, it is true, has bestowed upon many
men the capability of conceiving opinions for themselves. These men peruse various accounts, reject
doubtful statements, and assimulating the trustworthy
portions digest them. Thus they evade demoralization
of in lellect and conscience.
This class of men, very unfortunately, in comparison
with the enormous mass of those blind men who have
no longing to see the clear light of truth, dwindles sadly
into atomic proportions. They cannot be reckoned with
any more than can the elevating papers be considered
an example.
The reading public as a whole is led with facility.
It is an intellectual parasite in forming opinions. It subconsciously grows to believe that the newspaper is as
infallible as is the Bible.
Let us consider the average man. Ile rises late,
rushes downstairs, "gulps" down a cup of coffee and
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buries his face in the morning publication. His wife,
confronted by an impassive printed page, if she wishes
to converse finds that he evinces every characteristic of a
mummy or she is met with a brusque: "Do you not
see that I am reading?"
Soon this bcrentleman starts for his office and takes
•
the paper with him, in order that he may peruse 1t as
he journeys to the business district.
.
.
While making the trip our poor weak friend 1s led by
his printed guide through a fantastic gallery in which
every human weakness, every error, is .held l!P to be
despised or admired . The papers, havmg rumed the
public's taste for it, rarely "waste" much time upon the
virtues of mankind.
Upon the first page, our friend is inf_ormed that "soand-so" is awaiting trial upon charge of embezzlement,
and he reads all details. In the next column he learns
that a large bank has been looted and that th~ cashier
was very methodically "carved up." Th~ peculiar phase
of this write-up is that it is utterly void of any anger
aaainst the murderers. On the contrary, the reporter
h~s made quite a point fro_m t~1e '.'smpothness" ?f the
theft. The diabolical cunnmg 1s, m \he word picture,
clothed in celestial white. The reader ,. altho~gh he
would, in pained surprise, den): it, ~ecr~t1y· admn-es th_e
cleverness of the assassins. His mmd IS purposely directed away from the hellishness, .the horror, or the
uselessness of it all. He does not think of _it as a breach
of several of the Lord's commandments. _,
Readincr on, he discovers in flaring ha::icJlines that
some man has been killed in connection with a current
rrreat scandal. Every phase, evycry little detail is brought
~ut and painted into suggestivene~s unli_l _the piece is not
only unfit for decent perusal but Is positively dange;·?us
to all Christians. Yet this man of the world sees notnmg
wrong. The filth and indecency of the _whole af'.air make
no impression upon him because his conscience has
become calloused.
By the time he reaches his off!ce he ha~ absorbed
eight or nine stories and all of their mendac10us state-

r
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~~nts co~ceroing murders, robberies, bankruptcies, pohlical swmdles and things homologous thereto.
Pa~~ing into his private office he asks the bookkeeper ~f he has ~·ead !he "latest." His conscience being
~lead fruls to renund him of the divine precept: By rash
1udgment nol only charity bul justice is violated. Even
ll~oug~ a man has forfeited his right to a good name
~us neighbor doe_s not acquire the right to pronounce
Jud~ment upo~ him or to_ expo~e him to contempt. This
bus1!1ess men 1s superlatively ignorant of this fact and
passi_ng the yell~w sheet to his_ clerk, points out a passage
whe~e someones g~od 1!ame 1s dragged through a mire
of _lies and calummes m a very sensational manner.
Neither of these two men question the veracity of the
statements and when the paper at some other lime may
retract tl1e story, they fail to notice that part of it.
At noon our intelligent friend goes out for lunch
and, after transmitting all of the latest sensations to hi~
f~iend the rest~urant keeper, !1e buys another paper.
Smee the news 1s the same as 111 the morning he turns
to the editor'.s d~partment a?d, '".bile awaiting his meal,
reads the editorials. He drmks m as miassailable facts
things written there by a man who has neither time nor
desire to comprehend U1e thing he writes about. IL is
merely a c<?nglomeration of facts wrongly stated and
,:7rongly arrived ~t. A vein of 1~ar_tisanship runs through
lne whole and 1s very sophistically fortified against
attack. If the reader were not under the hypnotic spell
of the press he would disdain to peruse such trash. Yet
he admires the crude generalization as good reasoning.
"Logic" he calls it. He smiles at the s]auahtered English
. " an d won d ers at the editor's
b
'
:1s "f ull of vim
versatility.
Ile perhaps ~ees Christian ~r~ctices openly attacked, good
nnd holy thmgs brazenly ridiculed, and pious men made
objects of contempt. Good sayings are there dismembered, dishonestly analyzed and discussed frivolously in
an effort to affect wit.
In the next column the editor a ks for more freedom of the press.
The man reads all, memorizes some of the
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"rankest" for quotation, and dwells mentally upon the
editor's brilliant wit.
So it goes on, day after day, year after year. The
man's intellect is dulled. His conscience has no visible
flame, and his relish for literature is gone. IIis belief
in virtue is so undermined that it has crumbled away.
His reverence for God was stolen by the newspapers
at the same time when his respect and love for his fellowman vanished.
At evening he closes his office and goes home. He
reads the evening journal, eats dinner. After the meal
perhaps his wife will take up a copy of Irving or Shalrnspeare, if her taste has not been ruined by the dailies.
At this move, her husband, between puffs at his cigar,
will remark that he does not see how she can read "that
stuff."
His common sense, his love of literature and his
good qualities are undeniable phantoms_ of _the past.
We admit, Dear Reader, that this is an extreme
example. But it is a good one. Therefore we leave
you to formulate your own characterization of the
modern newspaper.
- P.D.W.
The only right opportunities are those which help to make us
godlike-strong, patient, active, fair, wise, benevolent, useful and
holy.

MILITARY MATTERS.

April has been the banner month in military activities. The drills during the entire month were models
of discipline and earnestness. Many new things haYe
been learned, old tricks perfected and a n ew atmosphere
has been created in military circles. One very nohcable
point of the conduct during drill periods is lhat th~ of~icers associate ·with only tho e ,vhose rank merits 1t.
This has been adopted as a policy because the officers
have found that the boys drill better and more eagerly
than when the old familiarity was in vogue.
It is very interesting to watch the race between
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Companies A and B. Both aggregations are drilling
hard and snappily in an effort to outdo each other. A
prize has been offered to the most efficient of the two
and each of the cadets being a link in the chain, is resolved that his part of the whole shall not be the vital
weak point. Each boy sh·aiI1s every effort for the honor
of his company. The choosing of the prize was a matter
which gave the Commandant and the Major much food
for thought. It had to be a prize of which all of U1e
~adets in the win~ing c~mpany could partake, and yet
,,ad to_ be something smtable, worth while, and easily
recogrnzable as such a trophy. But the choice was
finally made and is here for the first time announced to
:my person except the two above mentioned personacres.
Every Cadet in the victorious company will receiv~ a
beautiful medal upon which will be inscribed a suitable
inscription. This is certaiI1ly an incentive to good work
for both of the companies as this little medal will be
well worth possessing.
It has been found that this competitive drilling is
very helpful to a chm of this kind in securing good-will
nnd prompt work among the boys.
The annual contest is now in full swlllg and some
really classy work is being done. A gold ring will be
presented to the most efficient Commissioned Officer.
There are five of the officers in this race and as yet it is
a case of "close your eyes and guess" because they alt
look alike to us. In fact the winner will be the best
just on account of a trifle more headwork than his
opponents because technically one is just as perfect as
the other.
A gold medal will be awarded to U1e best drilled
private and to the most perfect non-com. Contest drills
have been held three limes per week up until the last
few days, the affair being managed upon the elimination
plan. Every time one of these drills was held the entire
cltib was also drilled and received short and succinct
talks by the Cornmandant after each. The contestants
were then lined up and pitted against each other. The
Commandant and Major Williams were ever present
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with their notebo oks and pencils. They had their systems already worked out and so when some poor w1fortunate slipped up, a little jot in a little square would
tell all particu lars at a glance. Mercy seemed to be un:~nown to the two judges for they conside red no circumsta nce as an excuse. Their code read "A mistak e is
a mistake ." Every little move, every little mis-mo ve was
sought out by either the Major or the Comma ndant and
quickly the little jot in the notebo ok followed. The
reader may not think these jots are so very terrible but
"that is where the shoe pinches ." That is why we deplore and yet admire the cruelty with which the judges
recorde d them. It took just five little insignif icant mistakes for a contest ant to realize that his race was run.
Five mistake s and his dreams of the medal were dreams
and only dreams . Five little mistake s and he thereby
automa tically became no longer a membe r of fue race.
Some of the lads reached the "dead line" very soon others
hung on for some time and some few, very few, remain
Lo drill in the finals. The elimina tion plan has now
been abando ned and those few select ones will be judged
upon by Colonel Strupp of Paris. We could not begin to
even give a hint as to possibilities for there is very little
choice to be made. In fact if we were asked to choose
the winner we would rather furnish prizes for all than
to be driven to insanit y in trying to sec the differen ce
betwee n boys who drill just alike.
It bas been rumore d that the final contest s will include long distanc e running with blanket , gun and full
equipm ent. The boys are busily training for this event.
Wedne sday, April 28, the contest ants lined up immed iately afler dinner with full pack. They had no idea
what the progra m was to be but all were cor~scious_ that
arduou s work was on hand. They were not d1sappomted
in their expecta tions. A six-mil e hike was quickly begun
and was comple ted in record Lime being made partly at
double- quick tin1e. At the end of the journey the boys
turned into a large field and there drilled for quite some
time. The manne r in which they ended up the march
by swingin g into the campus in perfect format ion and

at an excelle nt pace, clearly proves that the race is to
he a real race.
It is certain that lhe winner s of the prizes will have
earned them and can justly feel proud of the accomplishme nt.
0.

-J.

A noble characte r produces no Impress ion on a vulgar mind.
ODE TO A BAR OF SOAP.

Oh, Bar of Soap,
Oh, substanc e made of palmitin and sodium hydroxid e,
Ob, lump of NaC16H3102,
Ob, mass of potentia l froth ,
I cban t to you.
For the approbat ion within my pericard ium,
And the commen dation of my p sychical Identity,
Are yours.
In the splash parlor of my dwelling ,
Humbly and unostenta tlouslY,
You await the hour when
My slippered feet shall bring me down the hall
To keep our tryst.
And then, when once together ,
You and I, among the myriad drops of H2O,
Ab, the joy, the rapture,
The concentr ated ecstacy
With which you sacrifice yourself
In order that from me
The extraneo us matter may be eroded!
Oh, little Bar of Soap,
Oh, unassum ing piece of matter,
Ob, mass of potential froth,
I sing to you.
I sing and sing.

-B. Wedekin d.

CUR REN T COM MEN T
DRAMA TICS

The Dramati c Club during this past month sprang Into action
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with a vengeance. At Easter time they produced a series of short
comedies that have never been equalled at the College. The plays
and casts ran as follows:
(1) The Demon Telephone.

Cast.
Mr. Greyhead ................ ............................P. D. Williams
Sussana Greyhead ..................................R. E. Woodard
Sam Sellem .............................................. G. I. Robertson
Jack Lostle ........................................ ..............Leo Krebs
(2) Memory Feats. Performed by P. D. Williams.
(3) The April Fools.

Cast.
Mr. Dunnbrown ........................................P . D. Williams

i~:i: s~~i~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.·::o. ·i:1:ib!~!!~
( 4) The Belle Isle School.

Cast.

ii::)/ t }t:::L\\\~}{~~$~
Girls ....................A. Selig, R. E. Woodard , W. Parker

We wish to comment that this sketch was a hit. Robertson
as Patsy, was "great." The clarinet solos by J. O'Regan were extra'.
ordinary. Songs by A. Selig, W. Parker , J. Murphy and G. Robertson pleased the audience beyond expectation.
(5) On the Mexican Border.

Cast.

Eie=~>:i~~i~~;::::·.:::·.:·.·.·.:·.·.·.:·.·.:·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.:·.tp·It:~~:i~
Al! of the se .sket che s were more or le ss original with the boys
wh~ did lhe actmg, and the p eople were more than pleased with
their good humor.
Owing to the speedy. recovery. of Mr. Thompson, who recently
bad to undergo an operat10n a t Pans, the Dramatic Club changed its
fo)·m~r plans and 1t was decided to stage the play "Lone Tree
Mme at once. Rehearsals were speedily inaugurated and the play
was soon ready for production.
.The firtit performance, for the students, was played Thursday
~pnl 22: and m:ide a great hit which can be compared only with th~
1mpress10n which the show made upon the public the following
Monday.
Paul Williams, as the wild man, surpassed any acting that he
has ever done upon the college stage. Ma ybe that is because be
did not hav e to use very much artifice.
R. E. Woodard, as the Mountain Rose, made a beautiful girl
and the skill and versatility with which be played his difficult rol~
challenges admiration. It was his paramount exhibition.
We need not tell bow Mr. Thompson played bis part, that of a

,.
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blood-curdling villain. Not that the young man ls inclined to be
bloodthirsty (although we do not deny the fact), but he is a master
a ctor. He displayed an ease and ability upon the stage which
stamps him perfect. True, he did not roar and rage about, but be
did better. His cold , ominous tone and the snakelike poise of his
body made him speak in ton es more forceful than if he had strained
his vocal cords in the effort.
Leo Kreb, as Waters, a mountaineer, was an unlooked-for success. His part was a difficult one, combining the highest pathos
with a very amusing bit of comedy. Leo did not fall down upon
bis undertaking. His representation of the cool, quiet and ominous
mountaineer was only rivalled by the manner in which he played
the naturally eccentric and humorous miner.
Gip I. Robertson, as Lacy, a tenderfoot, as succesful miner and
Incidentally a lover, was at his best.
R. Phillips played the part of the drunken Murphy, while G.
Weiterer, as Hiram , was the impersonation of masterful action.
H. Long impersonated the Chinaman, Chang, with a skill that
surprised all.
, _
A. Cheatham as Anna, W. Parker as' Irene, and Franks as
Nancy played exceptionally well .
Minor rols played by Murphy, Pastusek, Majors, Carroll and a
number of others were nicely represented.
Music was furnished by the College band in that excellent manner in which it bas always been rendered. The Glee Club was also
at its best. The song sung by the entire club entitled "The Stars
and Stripes Forever," was the best the Club bas thus far produced,
and that is very complmentary. L. Rogers and R. Phillips sang a
song entitled "Baseball," and the excellent voices were just right
to bring the song out nicely. The selection itself was a very pleasing novelty. Alphonse Selig was very nearly perfect in hi s song,
"I Am Waiting for Tomorrow to Come."
Since the weather was rather disagreeable the crowd was
small. The play will be r eproduced Wednesday, May 5.
P. D. W .
Indulgence and disappointment kill more than work, which,
if it be foll of joy and hope, brings length of days.
EASTER JOYS.

Wben nature has donned her splendor from the hilltope to
meads, and the morning winds caress each moving blade, the joyous
time of Easter is gently tapping at our door and bidding us awaken.
Melodious chimes proclaim the feast of the Ri sen Lord and the
entire universe resounds with happy hallelujah. Indeed, for all
Christianity this day is a time of world-wide joy.
Easter at the College this year was not equal to former years,
It we consider the weather. The day was one of those cold, bleak
days too melancholy for Christmas, and by far too chill for Easter.
One 'of those days which mankind would thank Dame Nature for
omitting from her catalogue of atmospherical conditions.
On the contrary, however, the spirits of the boys and the
general good will were far more in . evidence than in any .or the
previous years on this great day. Their countenances and their very
bearing spoke louder than could words, that a brighter and more
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powerful sun shone upon them than that poor pigmy-Jike spam or
of the earth.
It was a merry, jovial crowd of youths who lined up at the
a!ltic_ipat_ion, a dream, a thing almost of fancy, and now a reality.
d1stnbut10n of the boxes from home. This time had been Jong in
light which permitted a mere bank of cloucls to obstruct its view
As one large package after another, each laden with Jove and
remembrances from someone, somewhere, the excitement grew
intense. Every lad, large or small, with trembling fingers, probed
the depths of his box, and each lad, with exultant voice shrielced
•
with joy at some unexpected trophy of the hunt.
The 10: 00 a. m. study hall dispersed these investigation crews
and reminded them that "Life is real, life is earnest."
Th e noon-day meal was a regular treat, after which the students
found many ways in which to pass away the time.
And so passed Easter Sunday.
A great hike into the mountains had been scheduled for Easter
Monday, but, owing to the disagreeable weather, the walk was cancelled. The day hacl turned out favorable in the afternoon, however, and so the boys made a short walk into the hills.
The main feature of this hike, if we look at it from the boys'
point of view, was the lunch, which was served to them at 4: 00 p. m.
This lunch can not be compared to any of the other lunches
served at such times. The reason is that no other meal eaten Ila
the mountains has ever been nearly as delicious as was this one.
We refrain from mentioning the variety of "goodies" served, as we
do not intend to excite the appetite of the reader.
Many visitors at the College were present at the lunch and
took active part.
At 5: 00 p. m. the students returned to the College perfectly
satisfied with the holiday. We feel assured that in after life when
these boys, even as men, loo!, back upon this Easter spent at
Subiaco In 1920 they wlll grin and say "Them was the days!"

about many questions, and the solemnness of the whole affair
seemed to have settled upon the entire assembly. And under such
conditions after the sermon confirmation was administered. No
man upon earth could have witnessed those thirty-two boys make
their way to the communion rail without being inspired. The
church seemed suddenly filled with some higher atmosphere as
these students were anointed with Holy Chrism and were fully
enlisted in the army of our Lord.
The ceremony closed with the Episcopal Benediction.
Dinner followed the close of the ceremonies, and for the remainder of the day the regular curriculum was adhered to.

w. s.

From failure to failure we ri Ee toward truth and love.

w. s.

Let a man but have an aim, a purpose, and opportunities to
attain bis end shall start forth like buds at the kiss of spring.
The new railroad between Dardanelle and Fort Smith, which
makes possible that people in this part of the country may run
down to the Capital, attend to bus_iness and return the same da?7,
has been completed. The first tram ran April 24. It was a trnm
of flat cars and was run merely to fulfill a clause in the contract
which secured the builders a bonus of $60,000, provided that they
run a train before May 1.
To say that this new road is an excellent thin? for this part of
Arkansas is to put it lightly. It means a new life for all of the
.
.
towns along the line.
Another feature of the line is that it makes the College d1reclly
journey
tiresome
the
eliminates
thus
connected with Little Rock and
to Fort Smith and then on to the Capital. This will, no aoubt, add
to the attendance at Subiaco also.
we do not know, as yet, just when the regular trains will start
P.D.W.
to run.
Economy of time is more indispensable than economy of money.

CONFIRMATION DAY.

ATHLETICS,

April 30th was another ev entful day at the College, as the
Rt. Rev. John B. Morris, Bishop of Little Rock, administered the
Sacrament of Confirmation. This ceremony, being so seldom seen,
had been long In eager anticipation.
As the old clock in the tower tolled off the hour of nine the
procession was forming in the inner court of the building. ThoRe
who were to be blessed by receiving the confirmation, in company
with their respective sponors, led the line. These were immediately
followed by the Bishop and the Clergy.
The solemn strains of music that the organ sent forth upon
the air. as the procession entered the church door, made a visible
impression upon all of those who were present.
High Mass was sung by the ReY. Father Stocker, after which
the Bishop preached a sermon. It was an excellent sermon of ad•
monition to the College students. They were taught the truth

The ball team, in spite of ad verse fortune, bids fair to set
records this year. The boys this season are compelled to face
teams much stronger than any of those which opposing schools
or towns have put Into the field.
so far they have Jost two games and won two games. The
two Jost games were to Paris and Scranton. Both games were
played in a driving wind, and the one at Scranton was staged upon
what might well be styled a sandpile and in the midst of a sandT be
. '
r·tth mmng.
st0rm.
The Paris affair was a tight con t es t unti·1 th e 1
score stool 0-0, and the team wa s w~rking like_ a machin~ despite
the fact that the infield was badly cnppled, owrng to the mjury of
Duffy, first baseman. The win?, ~owever, _was playing havoc with
Phillips' pitching, and in this mnmg he hit one man and walked
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three. After that the Paris boys scored frequently on Schroeder
who went Into relieve Phillips. The game ended with a score
of 11-1.
At Scranton. with Schroeder in the box, the boys lost a good
game by a score of 9-4. Schroeder pitched good ball but failed to
receive the required support.
The two games which the boys have won are from Scranton
and Ellsworth. Phillips showed his real metal in the Scranton contest by pitching a no-hit, no-run game. The enemy was at his
mercy throughout the game and he received perfect support. our
boys were at the mercy of the enemy pitcher for five innings but
in the sixth poled the way to victory. Robertson got on, and R~ible
drove a two-base slash to right center, scoring Robertson and
later crossing the plate himself. We got two more scores before
the end by fast base running and opportune hitting. The game
ended with the score 4-0.
Ellsworth met defeat at our hands by a score of 15 O. The
game was devoid of excitement, as Schroeder held the mastery
from start to finish. Home-runs were knocked by Rogers, Robertson and Norton, all in the sixth inning. Three-base and two-base
hits were in great evidence.
The team meets Scranton at Subiaco, Saturday, May 1. Much
interest ls centered upon this game, as the other two contests
already staged were hard fought. We are confident that our boys
will win the game and thus win the series.
Halloran, star second baseman, sprained an ankle the Sunday
before we were to meet Paris on Wednesday. We were going to
attempt the game without him by bringing Robertson in from the
field and pushing Norton over into left field. But fate decreed that
the game should not be played, for our manager, J. Raible, who Is
a necessary fixture in center field, followed Halloran's example and
sprained his ankle. Therefore, the game was cancelled. We will
probably play Paris at Subiaco, May 8th.
This year, instead of the one small boys' league there are two.
One of them Is known as the Major League and the other, of course,
has the cognomen Minor League. The pennant in the Major League
consists of a chicken dinner. That explains the intense rivalry
among the teams In that league. At present the team managed by
Hellman Is in the lead with an average of 1000 per cent. Selig's
team is next, while Brashear and his band of warriors are still in
the ring.
We have not been able to gather much "dope" on the Minor
League as yet.
P. D. W.
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tween and remember different names which we find In the lists.
we have compiled a few statistics from the pamphlet issued
by the National War Risk Insurance Company. Perhaps the reader
may find them Interesting.
we find that the Johnson family gave enough soldiers to Uncle
Sam to have fought the Spanish-Ame~ican war alone. 53,200 men
bearing the name of Johnson were with the colors, 51,900 Smiths,
48,000 Browns, 47,000 Williams, and 28,000 Jones were a few of the
well-represented families.
The longest name in the files was: Harry Adolph Thomas Eugene Bullock. All we can says is, "That's some name."
The army was also blessed with 42 John J. O'Briens, 14 of
whom made allotments to wives named Mary.
Such names as Mih Gosh, Green Berry Bush, Wash Day Clouds,
Velvet couch, Will Swindle and O_wen Money were rather common.
Nebraska furnished a man with the cognomen, Bartholdt Otta
Aabel, and New York came a close second by offering Mr. Wlaydslaus Chas. Zyzes.
.
Porto Rico sent 849 men bearmg the name Rodrigues. Out of
all of these there was a variety of seven given names. The
849 men were evenly divided between Jose, Juan, Domingo, Francisco Ramon Tomas and Antonio. All of these men were in serial
numbers amo~g the 600,000 part. Imagine keeping track of 127 Jose
Rodriguezs, all of whom came fro~. the same place and whom,
no doubt, bad the same family cond1t10ns at home. And, likewise,
with the Ramon,s Juans, etc.
Forty-nine divers ways were discovered In which to spell the
name Aloysius.
.
And so it went on one puzzle, Joke or peculiarity
after another baffl ed the war • department's efforts to keep the matter
straight. But they did well and we are forced to state that we
P. D. W.

can not, for the life of us, see bow they did It.
A great thought or a noble love, like a baut!!ul object, bears
us away from the hard and narrow world of our selfish interests,
dips us in the clear waters of pure delight, and makes us glad as
children who lie in the shade and catch the snowy blossoms as
they fall.
RESURREXERUNT.

w. B. Thompson, who was operated on some time ago at Paris

NAMES IS NAMES.

for appendicitis, is now recovered and Is _back among us. He seems
In better health than ever (especially his appetite) and Is hard at
work again. Mr. Thompson w!ll In all probability graduate from
the Commercial Department this year.
c. J. Bridwell, who was at home on account of injury, Is also
back at work. Tootie was absent for over a month and we certainly missed bis beautiful countenance while he was gone.

In the roll calls of the army during the recent war many
interesting facts were brought to light. We find that names are
very peculiar little things I! we consider them well. At times we
are forced to pity men who had to keep track of, discriminate ba-

Whatever can help me to think and love, whatever can give
me strength and patience, whatever can make me humble and
serviceable, thought It be a trifle light as air, is opportunity.

I! we have but the right mind, all things, even those that hurt,

help us.

P. D. W.
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VISITORS.

Records were broken as rar a~ the number of visitors are concerned during this last month. Those who visited at the College
during the past thirty days are:
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Riddle and son, Mrs. G. Youngblood, Mr.
and Mrs. D. L. Wadley and family, Mrs. J. J. Weindel, Master
Gregory Selig, Mrs. 0. Rust, Mrs. J. W. Sellman and son, Mrs. E. J.
Tscbann, Mrs. V. G. Gage, Captain Mehlberger, Mr. F. Krebs, Mrs.
Rosa L. Hicks, Mr. J. Gramlich Jh., Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kleck,
Mrs. Joe Engelberger, Sr., Mr. Adolph Engelberger, Mr. J. Becker.
Mr. Joseph Felderhofl', Mr. H . W. DeClerk, Mrs. Joe Redinger, Mrs.
J. C. Graham, Mr. J. Quante.
SPICY SIDELIGHTS.

A reporter in camp where a number of negro troops were being

discharged, asked one of them what he was going to do when he
got his release.
"Boys," said the negro, "de fust thing after Ab gets mah discharge, Ah goes and bust mah second lieutenant on the nose."
"Oh, no, you ain't, nigger," spoke up another, "you is gwlne to
get in line and take yo' turn."
A colored soldier whose hand had been blow off was admitted
to a base hospital.
"Nurse," he said, "kin ab go back to the front tomorrow?"
"Certainly not," said the nurse. "Yon have lost a hand."
"Dal's why ah wants to go back; ah left mah razor in dat hand."
"We had a negro transport on board and it was a terrible experience to them, as most of them had never been away from
home before. They were very religious and used to pray all over
the ship. One big buck held a prayer meeting right outside of
my window, thus: "Ob, Lord, if Thou doesn't do another thing on
tllis trip, call this ocean to attention."
"Rastus, why doan you all jine de navy 'stead of de ahmy?"
"G'way fum here, niggah; ah kin run fastah den ah kin swim."
A colored veteran just back from the other side, when questioned about an iron cross he was wearing, explained:
"Boss, it was an extra decoration. De Kaiser hisself sent it
to me by special messenger what dropped daid jus' beto' he give
it to me."
It was Sunday and Sergeant Jones was driving a bucking, onecylinder Ford clown the streets of the old home town.
"Ought to put Lizzie's name in the casualty list," calls a fresh
gob who was witnessing the struggle.
"Whaddaye mean?" hissed the sergeant between bucks.
"Missing in Action."
We are all in the center of the same world and whatever happens to us is great, if there be greatness in us.
Since life Is great, nay, of estimable value, no opportunity by
which it may be improved can be small.
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AT GRADUATING TIME.

The gradua tes are going .forth God bless them every one!
To run this hard and stubbo rn world
Just as it should be run;
But much I fear they'll find that facts
Do'nt always track with dream s;
And runnin g this old earth is not
As easy as it seems.
As senior s we are prone to think
Our wisdom is complete.
We've but to ake-t he world will lay
Its trophie s at our feet.
But schooldays done and work begun,
We learn to our regret
The College of Experi ence
We have not master ed yet.
Ambit ion beckons on to us
And eagerl y we press
Towar d a distan t, gleam ing goal,
The Templ e of Success.
It seems a pleasa nt journe y at
The dawni ng of life's day;
But as we stumbl e on, it grows
A long and weary way.
The world has garlan ds and applau se
At gradua ting time;
But may forget us the next day,
When we attemp t to climb.
Life is a battle where each one
Must seek and hold his own.
He who would rise above the crowd
Must scale the height s alone.

This is the rule of life today,
As it has ever been;
The world bestows its smiles on those
Who have the streng th to win.
Benea th all outwa rd sembla nces
It looks for merit true.
It little cares how much you know,
But asks, what can you do?
When you have left your college halls
You're barely at the start,
For Wisdo m's height is infinit e
And long the ways of Art.
You'll find that in the school of life s;
Acts count for more than dream
And runnin g this old earth is not
As easy as it seems.

NOTE OF THANJ(S.
Stude nts who send this public ation to their
of
dear ones at home frequ ently have receip t ks
remar
tary
limen
comp
by
d
wlege
ackno
same
such as: "We read the little live wire Cadet
Days which you sent us. We certai nly enjoy ed
every word in it."
The Dynamo, dear Reade r, that suppl ies the
curre nt and make s this wire a live wire has been
for the past two years Cadet Majo r Paul D.Willia ms of .Joplin, Mo. Unde r his able editornt
ship this little paper has achie ved its presehpopul arity. And be it remem bered that publis
ing Cadet Days is not the only pastim e in which
Mr. Williams indulg es beside his regul ar classe
studie s. Practi cally every impo rtant colleg
by
activi ty is spons ored and guide d to succe ss As
the untiri ng effort s of his brillia nt mind.of the
princi pal actor of many play and autho r
dram a, '·Lost Louis iana," Mr. Willia ms has rwon
the admir ation of hundr eds, a Cadet Majo he
rs
comm ands the respe ct of his inferi or office
and priva tes, as stude nt he leads his class and
on
has been its shinin g star, and as short stop an
Subia co's winni ng first team he has been
inspir ation to his fellow playe rs.
Mr. Williams will comp lete his cours e at
next
Subiaco this June, wheth er he will returnknow
.
year to take up highe r studie s we do not
issue,
last
this
with
now
him
offer
we
Hence
this little tribut e and recog nition of his faithf ul
servic es as editor -in-ch ief of Cadet Days.
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EDITORIAL
OUR ACRNOWLEDGEMENT.

With this oul' last issue of Cadet Days this year we
wish, in behalf of the staff, to thank all of 0Ul' patrons
for their subscriptions.
We realize that the little publication is open to much
improvement and that it may not have been just what is
expected.
On the other hand it is expedient to remind the
readers that our prime pul'pose at Subiaco is to study,
and that such matters as Cadet Days must take a second
place. Thus it was gotten up in spare moments, which,
by the way, are few. News has not been over abundant,
but what there has been of it was given to you just as
things happened. We like to feel that this fact makes
the former students remember those days when they too
figured in such happenings. We like to feel that Cadet
Days has been one more connecting link between the
Alma l\Iater and her children. And above all we like to
feel that the little journal, has in the past year marked
one more step forward at Subiaco and that it will continue to thrive and grow. It is not for the present we
are \\Titing, it is for the future. It is not as a pastime
we publish this paper, it is fo1· the hope that some day
it wili t ake its place worthily beside the greatest College
papers of the country, under more capable hands.
\\'e do not know what to guarantee you for next term.
This marks the time of our passing, but it is our earnest
hope that all of you ,viii co-operate with the next editor
and staff, just as you have stood by us. Then you will
have done your duty to your school, and then will you
have done a truly great work.
So, thanking you once more for your patronage, and
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entreating you to be among. the sub_scribers next year,
"e will conclude. But let us impress it upon you. If you
don't like our way of writing, reme!)1ber, some one els~
will do it next year and probably will please you betteI.
If we have been fortunate enoug~ to please you, ~he
next editor will be just as good if not better. Ad10s
Amigos.
Th ducational value of the knowledge acquired at school is
clet erm;;,:d by its eff ect on ~he pupil's will. If this is rou~ed an.d
urgecI onwa1•d to whatever 1s true and good , the teachers chelf
work is done.

JUST MEDITATIONS.

The sun of the school year is slowly setting. The
dark unfathomable future looms up before om· Graduat~s
as a barrier which must be pass_ed through. They ~o out
into the world's whirl and swirl of greed, gra~t a~1d
treachery. They go out into a. larger, ~ ~ore mfimte
school which has the motto, "Smk or ~w~. It sounds
ominous and it is ominous. The quest10n is: Have they
prepared for the battle? Can they rally th~ mental
forces to fill the b1·each and hurl ba~k the armies of adverse fortune dazzled, broken and defeate~.
.
Life lies before them; life. ,vith all of its_ pitfall~ a~d
· · ·tu des. What they . do m the great drnma will revic1ss1
. . t h • d.
fleet back upon Subiaco either
to her honor 01 o, e1 ishonor. BUT SHE IS NOT AFRAID TO TAh.E THE
CHANCE.
· h
These young men must of course hav~ a f all"
c ance.
It will not be for us to judge, for as we will not know t~e
motives by which they :Vere led, we cannot know therr
reasons for success or failu re. Gray says:
"Nor you, ye proud, impute to thes_e the .fa~,lt,
If memory o'er their tomb no trophies rai se.

. .

He is right. Empires have been rnared by bnll~ant
but more scepters and crowns ~a_ve crashed mto
g11~n,dust through ambition of the bnlliant'. ~han eyer
were constructed. The world and the woild s destmy
t pon the shoulders of the steady class. The slow
~~~ro~gh wOl·kers are the salt of _the earth. Those tu·e
the kind Subiaco hopes to be turn~ng o.ut.
It is beyond our power to view mscm.table foture
ts We do not intend essaying a word picture <?f our
~~~• battle with humanity at large. V-le only wish to
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make it plain to them that although school is ending, it
is merely beginning for them. Lessons, colossal lessons
will form their daily curriculum. Some lessons will be
light, others will fall like a shroud over their spirits and
the bitter school of experience will seem hard, almost too
hard. In the first year of the ultra-collegiate course, disappointments will multiply, failures will seem unending
and life will truly seem but a dreary, melancholy pathway to the grave. And then will come a light. Those
who have profited by and fought on through adversity
will find that in humanity's duel they have acquired every
pass, ward and thrust. They will feel within themselves
an indomitable power, a strength of tempered steed, and
they can set their backs to a Gibraltar and like Fritz
James cry to their enemies:
'Come one come all, this rock shall fly,
From its firm base as soon as I."

These graduates of ours, if they do fight their way to
the top and attain the latte1· mentioned stage, can always
feel that somewhere in the craigs of the Ozarks, where
all is peace and tranquility, they have friends. And
those boys who do not succeed can in the same measure
and with the same confidence, think of school days as
hours each of which was golden and taken in barter for
the firm and staunch friendship of good and true men.
Hence it would be monstrous, ungrateful, almost
criminal for them, successful or the reverse, to allow
those days spent here at Subiaco with friends, almost
b1·others, to fade and pass into oblivion's misty dark
haze. It cannot be that friendship is so light and giddy
as to be transsitory and temporal. It is a higher thing,
an immortal thing. So, you boys, or "men" I should say,
who pass, do not go as an arrow through the air. Retain your ties and cement them. A real friend is a gem
of infinite worth, one is never rid of him until the earth
reclaims him to be resolved to earth again.
In conclusion we wish to state. You have been
moulded into men by your Alma Mater. What you have
been, you owe to yourselves. What you m·e now is
irredescent of glory to your school. What you may be
again devolves upon you yourselves. You have your
chance, an excellent one. You may make a mark in the
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world, a gTeat mark. Who knows? One of you may be a
mortal"The applause of listening ~enates to _command,
The threat s of pain and rum to desp1se,
To scatter plenty o'er a smiling. Ja1;1d,
,,
And read his history in a nation s eyes.

If ou do rise--if vou do shine forth among your
fellow ~en, point to your Alma Mater and proclaim_ to all
the universe that she and only sh~, ~rom _u~1cul_tivated
matte!', created a mind wonde1·ful m its ongmahty and
true in its dictates.
.
.
.
But if you do not nse--1f you fall mto the 1ower zone
of the world's scale, point not to t~e Alma Mater, (IT IS
NOT HER FAULT) but infolded m the somber mantle
which you did not doff, for ever and aye holi_ yn~\1.eace.
l nfirms the faith of his pupils in th ~
. He who awake_ns anc col and moral power is the best educapr1celess worth of m tetl le~~ueanergies to the life-work of self-educator· thus be turns a 11 11 eu
tio~.

PENTECOST MONDAY.

Last but not least among the many h?lidays of th_e
hool ear comes Pentecost Monday. Demg t~e Inst, it
~c
afiv the best and this vear was no except10n to the
i~ usu, The scheduied place to spend the day :,vas the
~~~h loved banks of Short Mo_untain Creek, w~1ch fl~ws
through the mountains at a distance of five 1mles f1orn
the Early
College.
in the monnng
prep_ara t·rnns \\·CI•e 1nade to.
d v's enjoyment. Eight fifteen a. m. was the
ward_s
h~ur for the departlll'e from the College and
appom e t that time one hundred and seventy-five
promptly a
11" ed forth over the hills and i·idges.
strong bo~s \a ~ a hand in the proceedings, for as the
But fa e ~fe or so from the College, heavy clo_uds apboys wereda nthu der roared upon all sides. Ram was
peared an
un
'
inevitable.
.
to start back and the boys imThe signal wdefI~n1·etrace their steps. The first
n:iediately plf'?cllee •ed b,· the command, "As fast as
signal was o O"
J

ta
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possible." There was no time for loitering on the road.
"Double quick time" was the cry and the boys lost no
time in obeying. In fact they overdid their ordel'S, for
the march developed into a foot race. Never before in
the history of those hills (Which, by the way, is some
little time) were the mountain passes traversed in a
shorter time than they were upon this occasion.
Just as the last of the long line was entering the
campus, the clouds broke. Rain came down by the
buckets full.
The students morosely gave up the free-day as
ruined, but such was not the case. The rain soon stopped,
the boys came out, and everybody had a good time.
At 11 :00 a. m. dinner was served upon the campus in
real old free-day style and the boys made merry.
At 1 :00 p. m. all went upon a short hike. A few went
to the lake, while others preferred to muse upon the
banks of the turbulent Cane Creek. The swimming hole
was the center of attraction.
At 3 :30 p. m. everybody returned to the school as
there was to be a lunch. These lunches are too well
known by the boys, for any of them to miss one.
After lunch each lad amused himself as he saw fit.
Thus passed Pentecost Monday, the most successful
holiday of the year and since it was the last, the authorities who prepared for the boys to have a good time on
each of such days during the past year, can now say
truly, "Finis coronat opus."

w. s.

One's talent and temperament indicate what he may become;
his way of tlunking shows what he wishes to make of himself.
SWEET HOME.

Mid pleasures and palaces though we may roam,
Be it ever so humble, there's no place like home!
A charm from the skies seems to hallow us there,
Which seek through the world, is ne'er met with elsewhere.
Home! home, sweet home!
There's no place like home!
An exile from home, splendour dazzles in vainOh, give me my lowly thatched cottage again!
The birds singing gayly, that come at my call;
Give me these, and the peace of mind, dearer than all.
Home! home, sweet home!
There's no place like home!

CURRENT COMMENT
MILITARY MATTERS.

Tuesday, May 26, the order of the day was as follows:
11 :00 A. M.-Inspection.
1:00 P. M.-Inspection, parade, and company, platoon and
squad drills.
3 :00 P. M.-Contest drills managed by Col. Stroup, Major
Rogers and Sergeant Sullivan of the U. S. Army.
All went well until 3:00 p. m., and then as the drill was about
to start, rain came down in torrents. The Army Officers, our
Commandant and Cadet Major Williams adjourned to the pal'lor,
where they mapped out the plans of the contest.
It was 4 o'clock before the weather man decreed that the contests begin and the Cadet Officers were presented to the distinguished visitors.
Major Rogers ordered the Cadet Captains to drill their respective companies individually. Each Captain was handed a list
of drills which he was forced to follow. The Captains were wamed that they were to be judged according to their efficiency in
ch·illing their men, and by thefr milita1-y bearing. At the same time
the Company contest was to be decided; so the two companies
whlch were competing were put on their metal.
First Company A was drilled by its Capt. (O'Regan) and afterwards Company B was put throuah a strenuous march by its Captain (C. Murphy.)
Both Companies drilled excellently nnd nobody knows who won
save the judges and our Commandant and Major. All of the Company A Officers say that the enemy crew as best and those who
command Company B claim that Company A was by the superior.
Now who is right?
Editor's Note.-Company B was declared the winner by a record of 96 againRt a score of 90 for the other. Since Company R is
by far the younger Company of the two, we are more than proud of
them. Their rewards will soon be presented to them. The verdict
of the judges says that in technique the Companies are equal, but
Company B had by far more pep and pulled with their Officers better.)
The Lieutenants who were competing· for the Commissioned
Officer's ring were then given a command and graded in the same
manner as were the Captains. Again the results were kept secret
and are not to be revealed until commencement.
(Editor's Note.-We are pleased to announce that the gold rinQ'
offered fo1· the most efficient Cmmissined Officer will be awarded
to Lieutenant John Murphy. Lieutenant Murphy also will receive
a promotion from Second to First Lieutenant. He wa~ 1;valled hy
his younger brother, Capt. C. Murphy, whom he beat by le$S than
a point. Captain Murphy was therefore declared "Equally admitted." It is interesting to note that this prize also was won by th,•
younger organization, Company B, as both the Leutenant and Captain are officers of that Company.)
The non-coms. were then given a like contest and made excellent showings for themselves. We cannot tell who was the victo1·.
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sea captain, discussed St. Paul's voyage across the Mediterranean
from a nautical point of view.
At 8:15 the students repaired to the Auditorium where the
lecture was to take place.
The Rev. Father Benedict in a sho1t and well chosen speech
introduced the lecturer of the e"'.ening.
.
Captain Mehlbei-gcr began !us tal)< by comparmg the 27th chaptei- of Acts with the log book (!f _a shrp. He demo!1strated that the
facts set down there mean infrn1te thmgs to ~ sailor and stand as
indisputable evidence that the author of _this chapter, St. Luke,
must have been an eye-witness of the vanous events as set down
in the scripture.
• •
d d
·d
He also made it plain how by sane think~g an ue consi eration we could gain more knowledge f~·om _this remarkable chapte1· of the Bible than from dozens of histories, no matter how authentic they may be.
.
.
Then he stated and clearly explained the vano~s wmds, c_urrents and great difficulties which !!onfronted the anc1_ent sel!-fann!?
man. The students were shown pictures of the old-ti~e ships and
a passage of a book was rea~ in which one saw a fair sample of
ancient sailing directions, which were vm,-y_ crude. I~ was established as a fact that under the same cond!t10ns nad with the same
ship, in spite of modern knowledge, th~ slup today would be wrecked in the same piace as was St. Paul s.
.
The journey was taken step by step and rational reasons as.
.
signed for every move made.
The argument which has been offered man,:7 time~ agai~s~ ~he
Scriptures is that this voyage as stated th~r~ 1s an 1mposs1b1lity.
This reason can readily be classe1 as s_opl11st1cal, f?~ _the perso_ns
who offer it do not take into cons1derat10n the poss1b1bty of m1!acles for a proof. In a very clear manne_r he showed that tl:e trip
was not only carried on in a very plausible way, but that it was
managed in the only possible way. He stated_ and proved that ~he
ship took advantage of eve1·y current and wmd, thus adhermg
strictly to nature and not ~eeding- ~iracl~s. In fact the speaker
gave the boys t:rea ures of mformation which they probably would
have never otherwise secured. .
.
The talk was nicely ended with good advice to the students and
by the naration of seve1:al interesting passages fr01-:1 the Captai!1's
own experiences. There 1s no doubt that he has had a host of tlmlls
because he has sailed in every corner of the world.
We are more than grateful to the Captain and only hope th:-.t
he will soon repeat his visit.
P. D. W.

(Editor's Note.-Corporal John Linder was the winner of this
prize, a gold medal. His superiority was based mostly upon clearness of commands and his pep. He henceforth will rank as Second
Lieutenant.
Last but not least came the struggle which has caused more
guesses than all of the others, that of the Privates. There were
six of the boys. They were lined up and Sergeant Sullivan gave
them the various commands of the manual of arms. One by one
they dropped out until the contest was narrowed to Privates Duffy
(of Company A) and Goedken (of Company B.) No decision was
rendered publicly between them. Company A is strong for their
man, while Company B claims that Goedken is the only one in the
game.
(Editor's Note.)-Private Duffy carried off the medal, topping
~edken by ?ne point, while that worthy holds second place by havmg two pornts more than Brashear, who came third. This gives
only one prize to Company A.)
After the drill Major Rogers addressed the Cadets and praised
their work very highly, in fact, waxing enthusiastic in his commendation. He gave much advice to them, all of which was of
course toward improving their military work and their character
at large. He brought out the point that the military work is a
great thing for broadening the mind and exhorted the boys that
when they were drilling they should put heart, body and soul into
the work. His speech was applauded by the entire school.
Colonel Stroup then spoke a few words concerning discipline.
He gave us an example where a lad had been set right in life by
being disciplined when in a military school. He showed the boys
that extra duty and other punishments are all for the best. He
spoke on several other subjects and pleased the lads very much as
was evident from the thunder of handclapping.
After the talk the companies were permitted to fall out.
(Editor's Note.-It seems to fall upon our shoulders that we
make known the various secrets which only the Rev. Commandant and we as yet know. Therefore we intrude with the record of
the promotions to take place soon.
Promoted to rank of Cadet, First Lieutenant:
Jno. Murphy, G. Norton.
Promoted to rank of Second Lieutenant:
R. Phillips, W. Schrieber, L. Rogers, L. Sharum J. Linder,
'
W. Majors, G. I. Robertson.
Note.-Most of the latter will graduate this year.
Promoted to rank of Cadet, Third Sergeant:
These promotions will soon go into force and the commissions
conferred upon the commissioned officers. This is to give those
who return next year a chance to rise even higher than they otherwise possibly could.-P. D. W.)
J. 0.

The teacher's personality far more than his learning determines his value as an educator.

----------

ATHLETICS.
The Varsity nine this season has encountered luck of as variegated an asso1tment as were the colors ~f Joseph's coat. One day
we were represented by a team, perfect m team work, fast on the
bases and irresistible at the bat. The next day we would have a
nine of cripples, unable to mov~ with the speed nece ·-ary to team
work, unable to run bases and chscouraged so as to be almost help-

Great thoughts are so rare that one is enough to make its author famous.
LECTURE DELUXE.
The evening of May 20 the students received a treat which
comes once in a lifetime. The speaker, Capt. Mehlberger, a retired

_,
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less .with ~he bat. The jinx came early and stayed late, but in spite
of his untmng efforts the lads fought the way to victorv.
Captain Rogers, as catcher, played steady and often flashy
b~seball. He suffered no injury dming the season which could put
him out of the game and his heavy hitting did much toward our
splendid record this year.
Phillips did excellent work in the box, but was at his best in
th_e one g.ame whe_n he let the heavy hitting Scranton team down
without either a hlt or a run. He has no lost games to his credit
but was rnlieved by Schroeder in two games which undoubtedly
would h~ve been ~gainst himl His pitching, however, was the rock
upon wluch the rune was reared.
Schroeder was more or less a disappointment. His curves were
superb but just as the season opened he seemed to have lost the
grip which he had showed in practice work. Two of his defeats
though, were games in which he replaced Phillips after the gam;
had already taken its places in the lost column.
Little Duffy at first was a wonder and fielded practically 1 000
per cent for the season. His diminutive size subjected him to m'any
h_ard knocks, but _he gamely stuck to tl~e post. Duffy took a hitting slump early m the season from which he never entirely recovered, but he came through with bingles when one-ply swats meant
runs, and runs meant games.
Halloran at second played well and hit consistently. Unfortunately he sprained an ankle and was out of the game for several
contests and made it i-ather hard for the team. Mr. Halloran certainly has blocked an important hole well and thus paved the way
for the air-tight infield.
Williams at shortstop was enigmatical. One day he would take
advantage of his lightness of foot and field all over his position
throwing with s~eed _and accuracy to ~ny base. The next day h~
would probably fi~ld Just as well, but his p~gs ~ve!e a trifle faulty.
When Paul was right, he was excellent. His luttmg was his weak
place, although he managed by hook or crook to reach first base
often and to journey on around. His pet hobby was to get fingers
smashed just as he was needed at his best.
Murphy played third base well until he was replaced by Papan
who field, threw, hit and ran in a very classy manner.
'
Robertson, with the exception of one game, where conditions
made it iJ~possible, J?la:l'.ed the season without an error. He played
catch, bramy and wmmng baseball and swatted the old pill twice
as hard as his size would lead one to expect from him.
Raible as manager of the team played center field and evinced
every charateristic of the fabulous "well." He made one error dm·ing the season and that was when he by a marvelous run knocked
down a drive which the ordinary fielder would have never gotten
under. Raible was also lost to the team at a critical time on account of a sprained ankle.
Norton as right fielder has no errors to his credit. He hit
weakly but usually managed to get on base.
This is a close view of the regular team. Redder substituted
in games and is to be complimented upon his wo1·k. The lineup
may seem a Gibraltar of strength, but we state and will maintain
that the boys played ball against harder teams than ever been pre-

scntecl by opponents during the last ~our y~ars. We m~reov~r
maintain that this is one of the best rune Subiaco has ~rgamzed m
many years. And last but not least, we st.ate that th1s team has
met and conquered teams that have reputations all over. the Stat~.
Let us look at the luck they encount~r<;d, The first Pans
game was played with half of the playe1·s mJur~d. Duf!Y was out
with a hand that could not even be touched or Jarred without subjecting him to tel'l'ible pains. Williams at short hacl several fmgers out of place, but he stayed i~ ~he gam~. Norton_ ~!so pla)fecl,
although he was out of shape. Plulhp~ was m no conchtio:n to pitch
and a driving wind blowing against l11s best ~hoot put him on the
blink. And so the first and. one_ of the most 1mp<!rtant games was
Jost. But the boys did not chspa1r. They worked 1~stead.
. .
The following Saturday the Scranton sluggmg orgamzat1on
came to Subiaco, and we with the team one~ more togethe1·, s~ut
their crew out, 4 to O. The Scranton team _1s, _by the way, playmg
matched games all over the state a:nd are wm~ung most of them.
Then with the team working hke a machme th~ lads turne~ ':O
Paris bent on revenge. They would have hacl then· revenge it. 1s
sui·e had not that old jinx made his appearance. Halleron spramed ;_n ankle and Raible follo~ed su!t, The game was called off.
And the winning streak was mpped m the bud.
.
Without a full lineup, however, the_ team struggled on playmg
minor games the most important of wl11ch was the Ellswor_th game
which the cdllege team won by a score of 15 to 0. Here 1s where
we dropped the name of weak hitting team. But Scranton beat ?S
two games before we could get l!ack to where we were before rrusfortune overtook us. Then the tide turned.
.
h
Pal'is having shut out ~ort Smith were r1;1shing do~ t .e
stretch to state championship and came to_ Subiaco expectmg to
find easy picking. They were confident of. victory and they caught
a taitar. Hit after hit rattle4 to the outfield and our_ boys ran up
a number of scores which Paris could not hope to. 0'.'e1come. Sheldon pitched for Paris ,but the clays of OU! non-h1ttmg were at an
end. Practice had done its work. T\1e fmal SC?re stood 11 to 7.
This was easy and Phillips had taken 1t easy dunng the latter part
of the game. And thus our superio1;ty over that ~trong team wa~
fully established.
Then the boys carried war into the camp of the encm~ and
went to Scranton. McKennon, who opened the game fo1·. Sctanton,
was knocked from the box in four innings and the n~xt pitcher had
no chance of stopping the boys.. Probably twenty h1!s were, batt~d
t b our playe1·s. We cannot give the exact numbe~, as the scoH'~ur I Yot sli<>'htly mixed up in places where the excitement of th ,,
~~;1e grose to a white hot pitch. The final score stood: Subiaco
11 Scrnnton 5. Phillips pitched fin~ ball.
. . .
.
.
' The last game of the season will be a nme-mmng_ fr1c~ with
the Alumni team. We only remark that we sympathize w1th the
poor old Alumni "Has beens."
In the Jumor Leagu~ Helman is _in first place and Brashear's
& Selig's teams are makmg a hard fight for secon1 pl~ce . . AI~ of
the e teams have a good chance for the banquet, which 1s the prize.
Selig's team !ooks st1·ong, but so do the other two, so why waste
time in guessmg?
P. D. W.
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DRAMATICS.

The Dramatic Club is pl'Oving itself to be an organization in
every way ~orthy of the name. With a group of actors able to
c~rry out hls orders and capable of acting upon their own initiative, Father Jerome has been accomplishing wonders. His latest
stunt was the greatest of all.
Wednesdaf, May 5, the young man played the straining play
"Lone Tree Mme," for the third time. According to all rules thl~
should have been followed by a long period of rest, but su'ch it
could not be. The cl_ub, as usual, pulled something unexpected.
Two days after the big play the actors were notified that they had
to ~ome through with_ a vaudeville program Monday, May 10. A
series of short comedies were. secured and Williams, Robertson,
Thompson and Krebs leaped mto the breach and saved the day.
Playlets _were plall!1ed, scenery prepared and properties thrown
together m record time. To be exact, they had just three days and
b_esides were forc_ed to do their regular school work, which at' thls
trme of the year 1s not to be sneered at.
When the curtain raised at 8:00 p. m. Monday night plays
were produced by the boys, without previous rehearsal. Wllliams
and Thompson played in all four of the comedies, Krebs acted in
two of them, while Robertson did his duty nicely in the most difficult one. All played their parts very well and the entertainment
made a decided hit.
The College band surpassed itself upon this occasion. The Glee
Club, as usual, sang well. C. J. Bridwell, accompanied by P.
Yaeger, created a very favorable impression by the manner in
which he sang, "And Let the Rest of the World Go By." Mr. Bridwell'~ so~t tone~ blended the ~e~utiful alto of Yaeger's in just that
combmation winch lends exquisite sweetness to a piece.
L. Rogers, an old star. set a new mark for himself by singing
the song, "Patches," in a way that challenges admiration.
P. D. W.
Culture is not merely a development of endowments· it is the
awakening of the soul from the sleep of the senses to a ~onsciousness of God's presence.
AGONY.
Friday afternoon, May 14, the members of the Academic and
Commercial classes were forced to face an acid test in the shape

of examinations. Dm-ing the month of May the modern languages
which occupy the third hom· of the afternoons, are dropped from
the curriculum owing to the study time which is taken up in the
evenings by May devotions.
At the examination, each ~oy took hls turn at standing before
the whole faculty and the entire student body, and answering the
questions which would be fired at them by the professors of their
respective languages.
It was a trying ordeal and it was plainly a case of "Ut sementern feceris, it a metes." From all appearances the majority of the
lads had studied well during the year.
P. D. W.

rs
ELOCUTION CONTEST.

The annual Elocution Contest came off as per schedule and
many excellent speakers were in evidence. There was some disappointment as regards the number. of boys wh<;i entered the contest,
as the fight was among comparatively few this year. The contestants and their respective pieces are as follows: (They are given
as they appeared.)
P. D. Williams, "Adress of Regulus to the Roman Senate."
G. Ranney "Sparticus to the Gladiators."
W. Schrieber, "A Soldier on the Rhine."
H. Linder, "Rienze to the Men of Rome."
R. E. Woodard, "Lincoln's Gettysbm-g Address."
J. O'Regan, "Napoleon."
A Wadley, "Lincoln's Gettsybm·g Address."
O. Rust, "Before Vicksburg."
W. Oberste, "The Spanish Mother."
H. Redder, "Press On."
The contest was for a gold medal. We regret that we are un•
able to give the result, but that as yet has not been made public.
We, however, can state that whoever wins, will have deserved the
prize.
P. D. W.
Thursday, May 27, the examinations in elocution and music
were held in the auditorium. The affair was arranged in the manner of an entertainment and was good. The speakers could, it is
true have been better. The musicians, on the other hand, not only
did ~vhat was expected of them but more, too. Some of the musical
numbers were extremely excellent. Lack of space forbids that we
give the various names and their offerings, for there were 62 boys
examined.
____________
P. D. W.
The passions of the mind have more vitality than those of the
heart; they 1'emain longer alive and active.
SPICY SIDELIGHTS.
Fifty-Fifty-The wife of a military man advertised fo1• a girl
to do general housework. The notice was responded to by a particularly neat and competent young colored woman. The details
were soon settled-number in the family , hours for meals, days
out no laundry, how often the drawing room had to be dusted,
wh~n the silver had to be cleaned, etc.
"What wages do you expect?" asked the hou sewife.
"Ah couldn't wo'k fo' less 'an $50 a month," replied the candidate.
.
.
"But Mandy, that's 1mposs1ble. My husband is only a first
lieutenant and we can't afford to pay such wages."
"That's too bad," replied the maid. "But, yo' see, mah husband he's a lieutenant too, and Ah mus' have that much to keep him
goin.' "-New York World.
Nutral Mistake-Gerty Giddigad called the new maid and said
tartly:
"If you don't improve, Marie, I shall have to dispose with your
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~ervices."
"But I do my best," Ma1·ie insisited.
"Yesterday afternoon you insulted a friend of mine."
"Why I never even - - "
"When Uriah Umson called for me with his golf outfit he said
you slammed the door in his face."
"Was that a golf bag he had?"
"Yes,."
"I'm sorry, Miss, but I thought he was an umbrella mender."y oungstown Telegram.
But Not the University- Mrs. Edwin was showing Selma, the
new S,vedish maid, "the ropes. He is in Yale."
"Ya?" Selma's face lit up with ~ympathetic understanding.
"My brudder ban there, too."
"Is that so '? What year?"
"Ach, he ban got no year, do jodge yust say, you Axel, sixty
days in jail."-Truth Seeker.
Bright J{id-Tommy-Isn't "whole$ome" a funny word,
father?
Father-What's funny about it.
Tommy-Why, take away the whole of it and you have 8omc
lcft.-London Answers.
UPTO DATE.
"I see," remarked a gentleman as he paid a small newsboy
for his paper, "that you are putting up a goud many new buildings in your town."
"That is the only kind we put up here, sir, replied the little
fellow with a touch of civic pride.
{Drawn by J. K. Bryans.)
Hero-I've had my nose broken in two places.
Sweet Thing-Well, you shouldn't have gone into those places.

Inferior teachers make inferior schools.
Character is molded by deeds not by doctrines.
Strive to help others, for to be of service to none is to be nobody.
A fondness for slang is a characteristic of crude minds or the
degenerate.
The correct use of language springs from right thinking and
right feeling.
Strive ceaselessly to form in thyself a brave and contented
spirit, and to give strength and happiness to those who come under
thy influence.

